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!! P00ROR0NAL -
n

WI)B/wbl !!
_P _R _O _C _E _E _D _I _N _G _S

I.

y
d CHAIR > FAN NOLFE: Good morning. '

'

u ,3i Furauant to our order of August 6th, 1570 j

4,O publishe:d in the Fedaral Register on August 1.tth,1979 at
'

,

5 41 ?= leral Regic :er 47553, the special pral. earing c:nf arer ce !!! !o
: ia now in cess'.r..g '

l .i 4,

!.
'<J As tou're all me r 2, the ::custon sicati: a .i nc

c

8 |l Power Ccnoan'1 has applied to the Nuclear Rest'.ctory ''onniesion:
,

' l.I
I'9i for a construc:ian per2it to ccactrect the Al!.ons Creek Nucleaf
i.

1

e

7 ,! Generating Station Unit 1. This Atenic Safety and Licensinc
{

fi Board has teen cuthorized to determine whether or not thia

2 . constrretbt pemit should be issued af ter we consider the

|
L3 , evidence on ths health and safety and er'rironrental matters. ;

. >

k -t To .ty laft is Dr. E. L. Cheactm, a part time,

1
,

i'l +

:3 technical L.inber of the Atamic Safety and Licensinc Board' '

. i

I
:,

.
eq! panel as of 1972. He retired as Director of the Institute'

.

i '
17 o f Manural 2esources. University of Georain in 1977

.:

;.3 I To my right ia ?!r. Gustave Linenherger, a full

- g time technical member of the Atomic Safety and Licarsinc
..

:

ai Board panel as of 1972. He is a nuclear phys :ist and |
. e

: engineer.,

.: .

a

3 :| I am Shelden Wolfe, Chairaan af ;his Board,
i

s / ; I'n a full time 1cqt_ .u.dar of tne :tton:.c 5a:C:y and,

I

Licen?"ng Boar 6. prol, For r',er sigv...en 7S:ra I "a3 -.-

,
trial antorncy in the IJnited Stacas Departnen: of Jnctice in,.

,

5
e

{

| 1222 004 [
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WRB A,b2 1 Washinhtori, D.C. Sir.co January of 1975 I have been a legal

2 member of the panel. |- .

|U
.3 ,[ Shrting to my lef t, at tha first table, wculd

.#-

'
l

4 counsel and/or representatives of the parties intrcduce i

e
s; themselves?
1

ci || ME, CCPELM:D: Goed norainy, Mr., Cl.r.f.crinn,
- p: I

,

unkar- f thz 3: art:. !s

,

:3 With the cermission of the Board C uill rema.n.

i
. i,'

g seated sr.' th.st I can use this micrcnhent. *

;

to j ,

My narre is Greg Ccp31 cad. I'm ar attornav for

3; | the l?_w fi:m of Baker and Botts here in Pouston, Texas. !
.'

I !
p- t Uith me this mcrning a3 co-ccursel are Mr. Jacz Mewman and

t
,

I

g Mr. Bob Culp and Mr. Lave Ra3 kin of the firm of Lowenstein,
{

i

t
(

;,g Net. nan, Reia, Axel- 1 and Tull frcri Washingtcr., D.C.' -

,

t

4. .- 'M rs here this :rcrninc on behalf af the IIcustoaU

g
-

'

1G Light.ing an.1 Power Company.

77 CHAIRMini NOLFE: The next table, pleaze,

i :
73 MR. DOHERTY: I'm John F. Dchertf. I'm pleased

-

to meet ycu again. I'm a party innervenor.39
!
,

s0 MR. SCCTT: I'm Crass Scott. I represent-

,

TexPIRG,3,
41

f

,, . ,' 3R. LCWEPTE: I r. Rich Lowcrre with t'.m T2::e, , .

,

5 1

', Attorney Ceneral' c. r_f fica . [,s

c.s
,

dCIIICI * Cec '"O'"*:illG p . il* , .. Cair~1** :1, f1/RO er J
'

,. . |
i.u

I of tha Board.s5.

'
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~

WRB/wb3 1 My name is Stephen Schinki. I'm employed by
i

2 the Office of the Executive Legal Directer of the Nuclear
-

\' 3, Regulatory Commission, and I represent the Commission's I

l''
4 technical staff in this proceeding. !

l5; Seated te my right is Ms. Celleen Woodhead of the'

6 sc::e office.
-

7||;: To aer right is h.. Richard Freelich, tha

, S Environmental Project Manager for the Allens C. reek applicatio:1

1

? And saatad to Mr. Froelich's right is Mr. Calvin Moca, the i
,

10j Licensing Projecu Manager for this apolication.
I1I CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Dr. Cheatur is the environmntal

12 ccientist member of this Board.
!

13 Mr. Scote.
/hi 74 i MR. SCOTT: There are some other partien not

t

15 sitting up at the front table.

.
-

16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Who else has been adiaitted as a
;

I17 party if they will step forvard and sit at this other table.
i

18 It will be very helpful.

-

19 Will you people please identify your.selves?

2.0 L' DR. MARRACK: D. Marrack.
-

1
I-

CIIAIRMA11 WOLFE: Thank you.21 ,

jp, ! Next, please.
I

lE3 MS. McCCIZL2: 3 rte.da A. W Cor%Ie.-

3

<; CIECR!EG ''0?JE: 'I har.k you .g

i Ms. H:::ntsScrrn: Carro trinderneein.zg
I

I
i

,

!

1 1222 006
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WRB/wb4 1 CHAIFJ1AN WOLFE: Thank you. II j,

.
'

2 We havenany matters to consider before the

V/ 3 conclusion of this special prehearirr; conference on Friday of

4 this week.

O>
('

5 As you also are auare, we, t he Sc ard, are a

e fece. cal cdiudicatory board created by Corgress, and :he
~

7} conduct of thin proceeding, as a t other procr.rdings of this

.
8 board, are prescribed by the fiPC Rules of Practice, reflected

9 in 10 Code of Rederal Regulations Part 2.
,

e

p)p The audience is cautic.ned that it mese rer.aii

13 silent during the course of there proceedings. We e::pect that

12 the parties and/or the petitioners for leave to intervene

13 to whom we pose questions will answer directly and to the

;,5 point, and that any cral argument allowed during t! e course

;3 of this proceeding on contentions vill be dircct and relevant.
-

16 And I would further request that thers be no

37 smoking in the conference room.

18 Now as a preliminary matter, Mrs. Karen Stad9

19 . in a June ;!sth,1979 letter, and Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Palmiter,

20 requestad ' eave no withdraw their petitions for leave to
.

intervent. , and these requests cr.3 eranted. However :hes321
, ,

22 pc ple, these individuals, if they so desire, may ma.'te
!

!
r3 limited uppearance 2tatements et a tit:e and p: s:a tc i:2 :La-

;

|' Isequently ..totictd .
a.a.

4.5 Mcw prior to sur crder ruling up:n inte w ': ion,

P

t

1222 007
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< il
iwrb/agb1 'ij petitions dated February 9, 1979, many individuals sent in j#1wswb4 ,.'i
;~! letters requesting to make oral or written limitad appearance i

o

'' I statementspursuant to cur Rules of Practico.
11

| While we are not receiving limit:-d appearancam
's

i
a ii !*P statsnents at this special prahearing ccnferirca- sr ch 1i1

-, f

icdividcal.3 vil:. Le actifdad when they may :u ke nes, state-'

a
- ij i

'
s ments. In other words, notification will ha given so that ;
!! I

- 3 they can ra'te these statsments at subsecuent pr3hsarinc |
,
,

a conferences or'at tha haginning of the evidentiary '.2aring. ;
,

. . '
* >As we've inf.icated before, a percon reglasting toi

o

Ii make a limited appearance statement is not a party. His
:

U| statenent is not evidence, nor is it corcidertd as such.
.

'

13 ||t Thus a limited appearance statement can serve an important
i

14 }l! purpoco in alarting the 3 card as to the existence of an

!?] important i.ssu 3 and the Board ray lirect the carties to prase t
.

16 . evidence oa that issue.
d

i7 Now, since our order of February E, 1979,
1

i8 o
I

- numerous individuals have sent in one or more letter which
i~

19| we have d,33med to be requests for making limited appearance

-
23 'l staten ants . Ne have so concluded that these indivb.c2als are

, ,

.

'

21 requesting to make linited appearance statame its bacluse of
i

:'2. cna cr acr:s of the folloaing rnasens:,

'
,

. 'Ev L'irst r rmon - s tne l etto , n'r2 c i5 t) be
t

:reated as sue.1 or on thsir face appear to :n req:2res to I
, ,

~.' maka limitad appearance 2tatamentc.T.5
:

4 1222 008
I
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P069 OR G LL
1[vrb/agb2 o The second reason the letters could not be

2
considered by the Board as being petitions for leave to inter-

3[v.

vene bccause thay had not been filal by July la, 1779, the

O due date set in the Supplemental Notice of Intervention Pro-
I
d5
y cedures dated June 12, 1979 and published at 14 Federal

5i| I
; negirce.- 2S052 en June 10, 1979.' '

.

9
---

*y a

"'
The chird reason the letters coul.1 not 'e cor.-c

3

' ' sidered as petitions for leave to intarvene sines tha writers
,

thereof did no$. state thereir. that they 1ad fciled 1.0 file
*O I petitiens for leave to interver.e purauant to the scard's
'

11 | notices of May 31 and September 11, 1973 because of the

10
"-

rascrictions on permissible contentions contained irc these

U
notices. Such a statement was specifically requf. red b'/ a

4A |; 3applamentary Iistice of Iatervention Procedures dated June 12,
*'

I#- | 1379.
.

'S '-

1 Indeed, at least one of the writers of letters,

57 Xathryn Ot:la, I believe, stated that she had not bean
i

I9 inhibited :.' rem filing a petition earlier because of the
'

10
restrictions in our noticesof May 31 and Septembar 11, l'378.,~'

i

?f)

The fourth reaa n and, in any avent, mc st of the
"

EI latters -- even ' f, fcr a.cqunent's sake, the r cculd b.n doe:aad

22 ' :o be petitions for ~1 cave to intervene -- rarr ist 209. s tantel
J

M] ly a li::t of contentienu by thn duz dats of Eeptnt : 2 . 1972
1

MN au directed in eer arc.e.:: ccheduling the specir1 prd. sari.v7

!.

i conference da'.:ed Auqat.t 6,1979, and publiiaef on M gust . 4,#C
,

t

! 1222 009
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300ROPGlMN<
wrb/agb3 1979 at 44 de? Wil Register 47653.'

2
- Now, soms of the letters, however, were supple-
'

3 mented by a list 'of contentions but they did not state that
4 |O the writars h.sd failed to file petitione pursuant to the

5
| notices.of My 31 and 3eptember 11, 1978 becauas of the

Gd
restriccicnu on parnisIible cents:.tions conta.#.asd in tho:n two"

- ,

?. .

! not2.ces ,
I

9 i
Non the follcuing individuals are dae.ed to ber

3 . I' =
1

'' 0 cnd are rul.3d to be persens requasting to make limit:od
,'
i

9 '
appearance statenents. After T've called off the names of

41
these individuals, any of those named individuals who believes''

'
82 he er she shouid be considered as a petitioner for leave to

3'

intervene, chall rise end ask the Board to reccnoider.

14 I will read off the names of there pecFle that'

25 se deem and rula to be individuals raquestin? to make
.

.16 limited app 2arance statements.

'7 The first is J. Michael Ancarrow,

IS The second Alma Arrazolo.

O The third, Mr.- and Mrs. John Atkinson.

20 i Next, Mrs. Fern.Barnes.. I
_

i

El Next, John ar.d Jeanette Beverage. t

22 Barbara F.latt.

2? J:r:.c i E:9M.

w ,, mra 3re..

15 Stepha.ie Brevn,
.

1222 010
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1

wrb/agh4 Earl Bruner. I believe it is B-r-u-n-e-r.2

Then there is Dorothy Carrick. New Ms. Carrick,f

%, 3

I would underscore, is one of those individuals who in her
4

(~g | letter or letters to the Board did riot state that she hadS'
failed to file petitions for leave to intervene pursuant to

i- i

y the Bearn's notices of May 31 and Septamter 11, '75 because
. ., n

#

I: of the re:strictic. s en permincible contenticr.s cont.ained in
C'

those notices._ '

?,
i Next is Billy carr.

10
h'
I Janos Chilcoat.

Il ) gp i

"*j/ 1~ s

U~ l l PlAlphonso Cipada. '

12

Mrs. W. S. Claaves.
13

Gabriellt Cosgriff.
14

Then we have Elinor Cumings, and she falls
15

into tha 1 cmc
i "tagory as Ms. Carrick.

-

16 3
-

i'

Then we have Abrahan Davidson. i

17 ; (
Gail De Gregori.

18

.
Dick Day.

. 19
Nancy L. Durham.

20
. Then we havo Stephen Dcgget', and he falls intoc

<

*~1

the same category as Ms. Carrick and Ms. Cunings..
" i
~~

Tren we have Robert R. Edgar.
I

hs

Vista Ei6 nan.
o, :,

a T.E. Elds.r.
., ['*

' Dana Erichson.,

s

a

; 1222 01i |
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5

1 i !

wrb/agb5 Pat Erichson.

E.R. Filley and others.

3
Helen Foley.

4A Mary Fuller.
Ie
i~. William H. Funderburke,'Sr. i

b i

65 Barbara Gina.j
.|.

~ .
-

Albert Gcnzales.
;

. 8
Then w have Robin Griffith, who falls, once

E again, into the same catsgory c:2 Ms. Carrick, Mr.. Cunir.g.1
10 and Mr. Doggatt. .

II Next is Margaret Curasich. f
12 Leoni Hanson.

13 Mr. and Mrs. Ben Hoddle.
14 R.D. Hoffman.

15
'

Kathryn hooker.
.

-

16 Phil J. Jones.

17 Sandra, I believe it is ~-u-n-g er J-u-n-e.

18 Mr. Doherty?
~

19 MR. DOHERTY: Could you speak a little more |
\

20 slowly? We're trying te get these down. |,

21 CHAIRMAN WOIEE: All right.

22 Have you been getting them up to now?

E3 MR. DCEERTY: Yes, I beliece,so far, yes, sir. '

24 CHAIRMAN UoITE: All right.

25 The last was Sandra J-u-n-g or J u-n-e.,

,

1222 012
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i.

'Iwrb/agb6 Barbara Karkaki.'

E'
Robert Kaehm, K-u-e-h-m.

x_/'

3
Rachel Weinred-Kuehm. -

4o Mr. and Mrs, Andrew Ladner,

5 Laura Lewis.
6

Israel Icsez. | i

7 Jean Lott, L-o-t-u.

. 8| Mr. and Mrs. Roy Loyless, L-o-y l-e-a-s.
|

!

9| Mr. and Mrs. B.M. Mayer,
i

r ,

10 Susan McGuire.

11| Dr. and Mrs. Nicholas Michaels.
12 SteveMdis.
13 Cathy Mehnke, M-c-h-n-k-e.

14 Eugene Mueller, M-u-eal-1-a-r.

15 Kathryn Otto.
.

16 Then wa have Frances Pavlovic, and she falls

17 into the same category as Ms. Carr'.ek, Ms. Oriings, Mr. Doggeit

f8 and Mrs. Criffith.

~

19 | Virginia Lacy Perrenod.

20
.

John D. Pittman, Sr.
'

21 A *.bert Richert, Jr.

22 Gene Robertson.

23 [ James H. Robinsen.

24 Dorothy J. Ryan.

23 Mr. and Mrs Larry Scott upon thair own behalf
I

'

A m 013tua.
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~

Iurb /agb7 and on behalf of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Edgar, Don McFf:rland and

Charles Fuller.
,

3 Patricia L. Streilein, S-t-r-e-i-1-e-i-n. Miss

4O Streilein falla into the came category as F3 Carrick, Ms.

3 Cumings Mr. Doggett, Ms. Griffiths, Ms, Pavlov.dc..

6'
Then there is Marchall C. Tindall, Sr.

.

7 Alan vemackn.- i

_ 8 -

bonnie Wellace.

9 MR. SOHINKI: Excuse me, Mr. Chairman. I was

10 informed by one of the people in the back of the room that

Il
~

they're having trouble hearing you.

12 CHAIRMAN ROLFB All right.

13 The last ore was Bonnie Wallace.

14 D.B. Waller.

15 Tanya Watkins.
.

16 Donald D. Weaver.

17| Jane Weaver.

18 Excuse me, as to Donald Keaver, he falls into

~~
!9 the same category as Ms. Carrick, Ms. Cumings, Mr. Doggett,

10
,

Mrs. Griffith, Ms. Pavlovic and Ms. Streilein.

11 I would also add that Robert Edgar also falls

22 into that category.

E3 We then have Jeffrey West and we have S.W.

24 Woodward,

23 Now, as I said earliei, do any are of these
s

'

l222 014
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I

J !.

wrb/agb8 p individuals I have named wish to come forward to thic table
il

2i
| hare and ba zeated one-by-one and cive raasons why we should<

"
3 i '

i raccusider and. rule that they ara petitioner.s for leave to
a
:

O interverc anstead of being individuals requet:ing tc mal:o !
. i

= it

[ limited arpacrance statements. [
'

.e D g
'

. 4
'

.-.
0

.i -

.

,

I
,-

t
.e .

') I,

! .

I

11 I

12 i

L3

,

14
!
s

t'
ir

,

5

is I
i
I f.

'. 7 ' !
,

4

5

:

|

19\ |

i
'

.

20
r

e

I

i

,

]~ e

' l
't

#. 9 )i

?s -
-1.

s
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P00fl E NAL
1

1B wro/agb1 It would be helpful if we could proceed in alpha-
2

. 325 betical order. However, as you will.,

!'' 3
Uould you identify yourself, piease?

I4O j MR. DOGGETT: I am Stephen Doggett.

3
CIIAIRIIAM UOLFE: One merent, plaase,ID. Doggett. |

0a
y (Pause.)
|I=

i ri

Mr. I;oggett, the Doc.rd seemed to -- .tell, noto

- c |-
.! seemed to, did have difficulty. There seemed to he some
,

a
9i '

j conflict -- and I take it upon reviewin:J your latter 'rou have
;i

_

?O
j seen the confi:.ct. !?amely, in the last paragraph at page one

1I of ye'r letter dated July 17, 1979, you say:

12 b:
-

"I have not previously intervened,
,

i

13 one, because I was initially not aware of the

I4 intervention prccadures as sen out in prior
i

+5 Federitl Reaister notices and, two, because pric:
k ,

.

IS] intervention notices stated that petitions should
;

17) be limited to addressing changes made in the plans
19 for the proposed facility or information not pra-

'

19 viously available."

20 i Uell, could you explain the apparent conflict or- h
!

21 [ discrepancy there?
|

5

'Iche people |'
l'

22 || MR. SCHI:U;I t Excuse me, Mr. ChairrPn.
|

!!
!

12 h in the baci of :he rocn have informad rte that ey are etil._ .''

!| having trouble hearing you.24
il '

2:5 (Paus e. ) |,

| .'

f 1222 016 |.
.
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''

Iwrb/agb2 CIIAIRIWT UOLFn: Can you haar me now?

2
I will read Mr. Doggett's paragraph in which there,

u
3 seemed to be a conflict or discrepancy in his letter :f July 17p
4r~s 1979. It reads:

i
d

*U "I have not previousl; in terver.ed .

:i
3 ; cne, because was initially not at are o- the

- |

7 incarvention proceduras as set out in prior

. G Pederal Recister notions and, twe 1 ccause pricre
(

9 j, interventibn notices st .ted that petitions shou:.d

b
10

, be limited to addressing changes landa i.: the pinns

11 for the proposed facility or infornation not

12 previously available.",

13 lir. Doggett?

14 11R. DOGGETT: I think I_can clarify my letter.

IS Initially, I uns not awara or the noticos. Prior
.

16 to the -- I did u_come of the notices, however, prior to the

17 deadline for attempting to intervene.

Is But it was my understanding that any attempt to
'

19 intervene at that time would be limited to any new innues that

20 would be raised strictly because the plans had been changed,'
s
!

b; that is, reduced to one plan ac opposed to tue. Therefere,21

|
22 j, I felt like anv issues that I would have wanted to rcise would

I
o

!;; li have neen '.asua3 chan probably .ould ha're applLed t: ths inicia?.
I

ae plan as opposed to jut t the chnngos that had aen nade by I

23 reason of the fact that IIL&P decided to build just are structuqc.
$
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wrb/agb3 Tacrefore, I decided that it would be a waste of my time to

attempt to intervene.

3 !!F . COPEIRID: Mr. Chairman, I don' c know whether

4p i.t's appropriato for ne to interject at this point or not,

5 i)ut I have been somewhat confused by chat statement au to the

6 ] 2 xact dates that cre being referenced when Mr. Daggett said
.

7' -hat ha did not know about the votice until the time to inter-

- U Jene came chout Is he speak..ng of the time to intervene that

S Was set forth in' the June 18 notice? I hell. eve that night|
i

IG ' help clear matters up.

11 CIIAImiAff 170LFE: June 18 what yE M . 'l

I2 liR. COPELAITD: This year.

13 fir. DOGGETT: Okay. The notica -- as I understand

54 it, I'm not clear on this. I did rcad through the Registar

15 and tried to read all the notices. As I understand it, there
.

16 waa an original notice and then there was a corrected notice.

17 And then finally there was a third corrected notice.

18 CIIAIM1At! 170LFE: There was a notice of flay 21,197f ,

~

19 and then there was a corrected notice of intervention pro-
20 cadures dated Saptember 11, 1975.

,

21 ?iow , it's those two notices that you were or vere
i

22 not aware of?

23 MR. DOGC'TT: I cannot give ycu spsci~i datcs,

i
*

23 nut if my remory serves. correctly, I was.no: auare of the

25 ffay 11 notice, che initial notice..

1222 018
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wrb/agb4 Cl!AIRI4A!I WOLFE: f4ay 31. /|
2

11R. DOGGETT: The fiay 31 notice.
x.. 3

I did becom3 aware of the second notice.,

I4'O CIIAIR!!All WOLFE: Of September ll?

5
IfR. DOGGETT: Cf September 11 prior to the deadline

6| for subnitting a petition.
|,

. '

7
C11 AIR!1AII WOI.FE: Ant. that would have beEn

October 11, before October 11.-

9 !!R. "DOGG"TI, Right.

10
But on readinc; that notics, I felt that e ny issue

11
I wanted to raise would have been foreclose? by the limitatica

1'0 that we had te limit our issues to any issue that would have
13 been raised by the change in plans by the reducticn in the
I4

proposed si::e of the plant. Therefore, I decided to not even

15 attempt to intervena.
.

I6
Subsequent to that, I read in the newspaper about

17
the last notice and decided to co ahead and tr" to intervene

18 based on the wording of the last notice.
~

19
CITAIRIM!i WCLFE: T 111 you do agree that as written

20 your letter is somewhat confusing?,

21 !!R. DOGGETT: Yes, cir, I do. And I agree that

22 cy initial statement is also confusing.
23

But witacut being sp2cific as tc :ue date that

24 I made these decinicns, I can st.y that I did read one of the
25 first two noticca and I do recall that r/ feeling at the time

e

'
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wrb/agb5 was well it's hopeless the way that's worded, that all the

2
main decisions have already .:een ma,de and that I didn't think

- 2
''

that I could pick out any little particular thing because of

P the changes in plans that would allow me to intervene.

5
'

MR. COPFLA!!D: 2ir. Chairman, er.cuse me, sir. I

: vonder if it might be helpful tc clarify when it was that
- i

7 | Mr. Doggett made that decision about the September 11 notice
I

- O
and exactly what tna time frame was for that decision process.

9 C11AIRl1NT WOLFn: Well I think 14r. Doggett has

33 ' riade a satisfactory uplanation to the Board'a : rind and,

11 therefore, fir. Doggett, we will reconsider. And we treat your

h!
'2 letter of July 17, 1979 as being a petition for leave to- '

13 intervene.

14 And a little bit later, hopefully tcday or

15 certainly before Friday, we hope to reach you among cther
.

16 petitioners for leave to intervene and hear your oral argument
17 in~ refutation or in rebuttal to Applicant and Ftaff's objectior s

18 to your liat of contentions which were submitted -- nell it's

~

19 undated, but it was served on the Board on September 18, 1979.

20 All right, lir. Doggett.

21 MR. DOGGETT: Thank you, lir. Chairman.

22 There is something I think I should bring to the

23 3 card's attention at this time. I am an attorney licensed to

24 practice by the Suprerre Court of "exas. And I have beea asker

25 by quita a few of these people who are attenpting to intarvone
I

1222 020
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wrb/agb6 to represent them at this hearing. I have not filed as yet

2
a notice of appearance with theBoard, I do have a typed

s ..
3

notice of appearance which I have not signed and there is no

IO place for me to sign it, but it does list the people who have

5
asked me to represent them in this proceeding.

6
CIIAIRfWI If0LFE: C0 tid you give us a :opy? Do you

~

7 I
*

have a copy of that, Mr. Doggett?~

- 0
MR. DOGGE*T: Yes, sir.

9
CIIANR!WT tiCLFE And we're very pleased that

10 1 vtrious individuals __have secured a counsel or if they make the
11

effort to have one representative, one individual represent

them. Tha+, makes it rach easier for the Board and for everyone
13 involved to have a focal point for making oral argument, a

"
focal point -- I'm sorry, you're not hearing?

As I was saying, I was pleased and will be pleased
.

I6 if various individuals do secure counsel or, if they don't

I7 secure counsel to represent a grouc ci them, wo do appreciate

I8 if various individ_uals will get together and agree to have a
~

19 single representative represent a group of individuals. This

20
. makes it easier for the Board, it makes it easier for everyone

21 'concerned. We have a focal point for oral argument, we have
22

a focal point for the presentation of evider.ca, the focal

21 point for cross-exaninction and a focal point ?cr the sub-
24 mission of written proposed findings of fact and conclusior.s
25 and briefs.

1222 021
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?00RORGEL,
wrb/agb7 Mr. Doggett, are the individuals on this notice of

2
appearance list, informal as that may be at thi.a point, are,

s_ e'
they at this. time precent, do you kncv?

'

MR. DOGGETT: Some are present, sona are not.

5 l And I do not know which ara here and which are not.
f.

*n There ar2 two separc.ta lists.
- ;. .

. .

_! CIIAIRIu!I iiCLFE: lim have two ceparate infornal'

i

.
U

f lists been hcnded up to us at this time?
, e

| MR. DOGC:TT: The reaton one list Nas prepared9

i
10 | was that I had initially intended to represent on:3 of those

11 groups. This weekend I learned that an attorney that had

12 intended to be present to represent one of tS other grcups
13 may not be able to be preuent for the entire pr:ceedings.

14 Therefore, I agreed to represent those iudividuals when that
,

:

15 , attorney cannot b<a present.
t

"

16 i DR. CILEATUM: Ubich list is that?
i

17 MR. DOGGETT: I'll have to icok and tall you.

18 CHAIR!!AN WOLFE: As to the list for which you are

19 substituting as counsel, Mr. Doggett, is the actual counsel-

23 i in the room at this time?
|

2!
| MR. DOGGETT: That 3ould be Clarence West, I

22 believe, and I do not know whether he is present.

2? . . ' CIIAI2?EN FOLF2: Is Mr. West pres 3.t? I
.

d

24 || (No response.)
'l

23 j Mr. U2st agreed, I take it, to your serving as
.

.

i
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wrb/agb8 substitute counsel?

~

MR. DOGGETT: Yes, sir.,

3'
CHAIPEAM UOLFC: And I take it his clients are

'4p as well?

MR. DCGGETT: Yes, sir. This was at their request.

5
MR. SoIIImtI: Excuse me, Mr. Chairnan. Ic the

. !!
7

list short enough so that you can possibly read it for the

U benefit of the other counsel so we know who Mr. Doggett is-

i
9

i representing?
'

'i.

II' ht CIIAIPEA!i UOLFn: All right, I'll read ths. list.

1I We have been informally advised at this point

12 that Mr. Doggett is representing }Elinor P. CuIings..
13 sgre s representing himself.

14 ' :Ie's representing Rchin Griffith.

15 '
IIe's representing Entaryn Otto..

.

16 IIe's representing Frances Pavlovic,

17 And ho's representing Patricia Streilein.

10 We are informally advised also that he's acting
~

19 as substitute counsel for Mr. Clarence West, who represen's
20 J. Morgan Bishop.

7.1 Margaret Bishop.
i

7.2 1 Dorothy Carrick.
,

h |

23 '! Carolyn Conn, C-o-n-n. |j
?" l Nancy L. Durham.

23 Judith Durgin.
. .

L 1222 023
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.

wrb/agb9 Peter Durgin6
,

2
Leotis Johnston.

'

3
F.osemary Lemer.

|
''

Donald Weaver.

5 Connie Wilson.
6EndBloom

i-

Lt.ndon f.hs 7 i

0
.

9 -

10

11

12

13

1

14

15

.

17

10

19
.

20

21

22

23 i
!

2'-

25

.
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1 MR. DOGGETT: I would like to apolcgi::e to the

2 Board and the other attornays for the late notico. A lot of
,

3.. this was as a result of developments over tha weekend., so I
4

|uasunabletogivetheBoardandtheotharcouncelprior_
.1

-

~. e notice of this.
o

2 CHAIRID.!1 WOLFE: You can subscquant noticd.

i
i

-
L Eces this prasant a p roblem te cone.. 21 and che '

-

gq cther parti::37
h

; j PR. C.OPELAMD: I Sc 1: .: believe wa hnve any problems,
i:s,

;g '| Mr Chairnar . I guccs ua'ra to assune fro _n thr.: that Mr.

!
8

,, Doggett will be speaking for all these people ttiroughout the

12 course of.this prehearing conference?i

CHAIF14A11 WOLFE: That is correct, is it no t, Mr..J
.,

s

Doggett?

\r|
g

d LR. DOGGETT: No, sir,, e, j;..

MR. COPELAITD: Then I do, yes, sir, have a.

10

problem wit'; chat.g
I
! GAIR!iAll WOLFE: 4culd you explain your answer, Mr.g

. g g Doggett? What do you mean?

:

MR. DOGGETT: For instance, on thia ;: articular-

,,3
|"

1j issue, as to the reason for failing to intervena on a prior i

1
t

, ., l i date, I feel that it would 'ae better if tha individuals
~~ h
. 9 themselves were able to s:: plain c 2 the Boarf ud/ chay did rot |

|.+|., intervene at a prior da,:3.,

!

_ ,. ' ) Unfcrtunately, I have .'aeen uaable to aeet uith mosta >
4

f

i 1222 025li
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1 of these pecple on an extensive basis, and I simply would not
2 be able to advise the Board why they did not intervene.

/

3 Moreover, as to the discuarlon of cententions I am

4 a solo prac:ritioner of law. I run a h astness. I have b-sen'es ,

( i
i

5 i unable te meet en an extensive basis uith "st of there ;sople.
.h

D!! And I feel that it would save a Jreat deal of .;me if tha
i:.

79 people were able to defend, themselves, th3ir c'?n conten:icns
t

. G and make their own argumenta.

9 j Mew, I will nake every effort during -de c.:urs.s of
I
a

D | this week to meet with these individuals and a. :enpt to get

11 enough informatico to do what the Board asks. But at this

12 point, today, now, I en simply -- I simply do r.at have enough

13 information to be able to say that I could speak for all these
I

i
13 i individuals.

|
'

n !; "here ic a prohlom involved with sera of ti.es.a
.

16 individuals who are not here today because they were tna31e

17 to get permission from their employers to leave work. T:.iat

,e was one of the reasons I had reqsested in an earlier Ict er
-

19 that we hold some night sessions.

.
But if I am ordered ta speak on behalf of some of29

23 these individuals, I will sim91y have to say t'..a I dc not

22| know why they failed to interveno, and I do not knew what

a i infonnation they had to back up seir contentiens.

gi CHAIF27:3 WOLF 2: I ::ake it that it j a the intent
i

g3 j,' of both you and of the persons that you actually represent
o

.

t
l .,
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; that certainly after this special prehearing conference you j
i

2 will take full control over their caces and :fu''.y represent

3 them, is that correct?
.

I

4 MR. DOGGETT: As to the first list, that is certainly
r

.

3 correct. As to the second-list, which I am substituting as ;

It,

-

,3 }!
councel for Mr. West, at this t % I cannot give yen an answer.

|
'

-q It may be that an arrangement will be ucrked cut

-

g that it will apply also to the second group of people for which
a

I am substitutincJ as counsel. ig

N I M N ." : Well, this does, indeed, present10

n problem.
33

12 We have, as you kr.ow, set aside five full days for

a c nsideration and resolution of various matters We will13

pr eed on course and hopefully the various people will come14

nard.
15

- y, I w a ever rea n -- r example, are16

unaale to leave their work, I'm sorry that they didn't obtain
-

37

your services earlier so that you, in turn, would have beengg

able to make representations on their behalf, particularly on,

19
,

the questions that we are going to direct to various people20
.

during the course of this special prehearing conference.
,

| It does present a problem. At all times this Board

p| has been trying to fairly expedite this proceeding,
,

. We asem,
-n ,

to ha*Je had.for some time now several cets of train cars en j,a g
3
'I

a (; individucl tracks, and we've been trying to couple all these_
,

'

i

'
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1 various cars so that we can have a good proceeding and a

2 consolidated proceeding.
;,

1

'''
3 But this seems to be not obtainable, so all I can

4p do at this point, since we have not been fairly notified that
'

t

5' you had not had enough time to acquaint yourself in '.eder to I

1| be able to sm.ak for these people whom you clo : prassni:c I'm
- !

? ! afraid ua'il just have to proceed.

G I would suggest, if you can, that you call those of.

9; your clients who are not hero and ask them to make every !
'

i

10i affort to get here.
,

:

11{ MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Doggett, a point of clarifica ,

12 tion. It's not clear to this Icember of the Doard just

13 precisely what you are saying.

14 Let's talk about this weck and then the future,

13 and keep those separate.
.

16 Now, I gather your point is, with respect to this

17[ week and the arguments that will result in a determination of
i

to ' whether any of the people on your list attain party statua,

~

19 this phasa, this week's phase of the proceedings, you're not

.
in a position to perhaps speak for all the people on this20

list, is that correct?21 i
|

22 ! MR. DGGGETT: Not today. I think there is a very
,

;3 ; good chance, given the opportunity, that sometime during this
.,

;

g4 , waek I will be in a position to do what the Board asks. And j

;25 on that point I would ask that if there is an individual who
~

1222 028
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J j

t is not here, and about whom I do not have information, I

2 would ask that the Board defer the proceedings as to that
f
(~

3 party until, say, the next day, to give me an opportunity to

g. 4 attempt to meet with them and get the information that the

5 Deard seeks.
t

3 MR. LINENBERCER: All right, sir. But onco party
.

7 status has boon determined for tha individuals on your list

9 and we move into the eviden:iary hearing, is it your position.

3 and your understanding that you will then speak for these
i

in ' people with respect to their contentions? And is that your

11 intent?

12 MR. DOGGETT: I had not planned to do it in that

g3 manner. I feel that simply because I am representing and

ja advising an indi7idual does not require me to give, in effect,
.

g3 tastimony on their behalf.

16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: That's not what Mr. Linenberger

17 meant, not to give testimony, but if one of your clients is

;g admitted cs a party and has three contentions that are

-

jg admitted as issues in controversy, is it your present intent,

20 and is it your understanding with your clients, that you will
.

21 direct -- that you will present witnesses on their behalf

22 and/or cross-examine other witnesses during the course of the

73 procceding. and ultimately to submit proposed findings of !

fact and conclusions of law?24

MR. UGGGETT Yes, sir.25

1222 029
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1| CHAIRMAN WOLFE: That is your intent, and that la

2 I your understanding with your clients?
,

1';
3I MR. N GGETTs Yes, sir. r -

O 4 CF.AIPIIAN WOIJE: 'All right.
t

5 MR. COPSLAND: Mr. Chairman, thare is, of course,
>

,

a l a novel question h3ra. I"in never been presentOd with this |'

i
.

~

Xind of problem, where a lawyor is representing sorchedy he's ;

h .

3j nct really representing, and it's going to leave the record :.

4

.: I

j vary, very confubed. 's

'J J I would suggest - and this is just a auggestion, |4

9 I con't try to tell this Board how to run the proceeding -'I

!

il |!- but to would hava ne objection to giving Mr. Doggett the!

r!13 ! rect of the day to go out and try to line up his, what

u appears to be, clients and to come back in here tenorrow and

W }; tell us exactly who it is he represents, and whedier he has
,

;r.

id}beenretainedbythemasanattorney.
h

P' I think the rules are very clear on that point.
'

i) I

id q The rules say that a person -- this is 2.713 - a person may
n

P3 h appear in an adjudication on his own behalf or by an attorney
d'

10 '- at law with standing and admitted to practice befora any i,

:

2! j court of the'. United States.
'e

?.2 ,]i I don't think there is an and/or situation. I

chink you oithsr appear on your own behalf cr through an
'

,

c.a , attorney,

i

15 ,; Parhaps if we give Mr. Doggett the rest of the day
i

.
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I to work on this problem it would help clarify the matters and

2
_

we can proceed with other parties, other than those that are
..

3 on the two licts that he provided to the Board.

e 4 And I think he ahould make it clear what his
5 representation cuatus is with respect to thoco people for

!
!

3 which he is appetring as a substitura counsal.
} As an attorney,!.

;i I've never heard of any such concapt, and that leaves me very '

|
O disturbed. I think that ought to be cleared up. I think that |.

9 if Mr. Doggett is going to appear .as an attorney for these

to pecple, en their behalf, then they should be bound by his

1I representation. He should represent to this Board that he has

12 the authority to speak for them, and he definitely should file

13 a notice of appearance, listing all the people that he
O

14 represents.

13 MR SCOTTt Mr. Chairman, as a matter of clarifica-
.

Is tion, I think one of the problems here may be some of these

17 individ: ..s, I believe, are concerned with whether or not

18 they'r ,Joing to lose any chance of party status just because
~

they're not here today. That's one question.19

,
go The other question is whether or not their

21 contentions as submittted will be held to be sufficient to

22 give them party status.

T.3 | To m , that's two separat2 questions.

gg It see:ns to me that with bir. Doggett being here '

25 and saying what he has, and explaining that he has at least
'

.
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' mstdo the appearance for these people who have agreed to let

him represent them, for that purpose - now I don't understand,r
t

3 in fact, why anybody should lose status and have to drop out

O of the proceedings because -

! MR. COPELAND: That's not even an issue right not,

U| ' Mr. Scctt. We haven't evan gotten te that point.
|

-

7! MR. SCOTT: I don't undarst.ind why thero is any
;

' 8 reason for people to be limited intervencrs just bscause they

9| don't show up at a hearing. But in assuming that that is your
'

10 'ruling, I would say that if Mr. Doggatt is here and is

II rs= presenting them, and they can't be given limited intervenor

12
status at this time just because they're not here, I grant

:
13 you there seems.to be a problem about explaining their

14 contentions. But'these people have already submitted
15 contentions. That just means you'd have to rulo without the

.

16 help of their additional clarifications they might give. It

17 doesn't mean that they are at this time moot as parties.

18 That's not my understanding.
.

19 MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, I want to make clear

20 that we certainly did not understand anything the' Chair said-

21 to indicate that any of these people were being rejected at

22 this time as Jr.tervenors in this proceeding.

23 One of the purposes of this ccnference - and
|

24 probably the most important purpose - is to give these

25 indiviQmis an opportunity to respond to any objections mado
,

4

s
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1 by the Staff and Applicant to their contentions.

2 In the Staff's view, the only so-called penalty
(

3 that these people will pay for not being here too<.y is that

p 4 they would not have the opportunity to respond to the chjection 3,

5 and that they would be implicitly relying on the Eoard to make

6 mlings on their contentions without the bensfit of any
.

7 additional oral argument.

. O Dut uo certainly don't understand the Chair to be

9 saying that any of these people will be deprived of party

to status simply by virtue of the fact that they're not here

11 today.

12 I might also add that the Staff is dismayed that

13 Mr. Doggett is not prepared to make argument with regard to

14 these contentions, and whila we would have no objection to

15 providing him an additional day to contact his clients and to
"

16 p ascere, (1) why they failed to comply previously, or make
1

37 some re"rosent stion with regard to the two original notices,

anc (2) to gain from them any additional information which18

-

jg he might present to the Board in regard to any of their

29 contentions, that would be fine with us. But we certainly

21 don't want to be put in a Catch-22 situation, where, number

22 one, Mr. Dcggett is not prepared to make argument on behalf

23 of his clients, and, number two, his clients can't be here

24 to make arguments on their own behalf.

25 N''tMAN WOLF 3: Yes. Well, perhaps we're being
.
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I a little bit premature here, j

2 eAtt we ro doing at this point is for the Board,

V
3 to indicate'and rule, as it has done. Just to clarify the air
4 here so the people know where they stand and the parties know
5 where they stand, we have ruled that we have receivod

6 communicctions frem various peopic, and we havo tracted those
.

7 communications as being requests for inave to make limited

- O appearanco statements.

9 Ncw,'we have identified these individuals, and
10 we've asked for them to come up individualli and to explain
11 to the Beard why we should consider ches as being petitioners
12 for leave to intervene.
13 Now, we're only at that stage at this point, no
14 farther. Later on we're going to call on Mr. Doherty, Mr.
15 Scott, Dr. Marrack, Mr. Potthoff . . . and one other

.

16. individual . . . and Mr. and Mrs. Framson. So we're going

17 to call upon them to make oral argument upon their

18 contentions in rebuttal to Staff and Applicant's- objections
-_~

19 to the admissibility of their contentions.

20 Thereafter, we are going to call on those people
21 who filed petitiens for leave to intervene in a t.ir.ely manner;
22 namely, on or before July 18, 1979, and also timely filed
23 lists of cententiens on or before September 14, 1979.

24 And I'm sorry I have to make this so ecmplicated,

25 but this is complicated. There were some petitioners for

3222 034i
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leave to intervene who at the time they timely filed on July1

2 18 included in their petition for leave to intervene one or
C' 3 more contentions. And we will hear those people as well.

4 How, we're only at the first stage here, and I'm

3 asking those people whose names we have read off and said the.t

s the Docrd has ruled that uo are merely treating them as
*

individuale seeking to mako limited appearanca statements, and7

wn're asking those people to come forward and tell us why.
a

p wo should consider them as, for exanplo, being scmething more

10 than linited appearance reepwhors and what, indeed, we should

11 treat them as petitioners for leave to intervene.

12 I am nerely doing this to clear the air.

. 13 Now, except for those people that I named in that

alphabetical list that I read off, and said, for example,. as14

to Ms. Carrick and the others who fell in her category, none33

~

of the other peoplo on that list, and not ir the category ofg

Ms. Carrick, simply did not file contentions by fegtember 14,17

18 1979. But out o$' wanting to hear from anyone who wanted to
.

39 speak, I said come forward and speak.

.

But they're going to have a huge hurdle to20

First of all, if they didn't file their intervening21 overcome.

22 petition on or before July 18, they have a tr e ndous hurdle

23 to overcome. Th.3y a7en have a worse hurdle to overcome if

gg they dida't file contentions by September 14.
i

25 So I don't think we're trying to put all the cars
.
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wel 12
' on the same track, that we'need to be confused or concerned

2 about the present status of things.( ,

\ ~
3 We do note, Mr. Doggett - and you might use your
4n pencil there -- we do notice that you repranent to us that

p
i

3j! ycu do repruaent Ms. Elinor Cumings?
?

11
,

3 HR. D0G E'f?: Tes, sir.

~ !! C.7EIt:GM WOISE: Put.her name down, pleace, en your ,
H

- O pad. '

;

'? il MR. DOGGETT: I have already written it down, sir. .

iC{ CUAITM.M UOI2E All right. |

11 (The Board conferring.)
f

13 !

Nou, certainly as to the people on your list that |
|

13 j you stats you are actually representing, of those people there 1

14 y| in S. Omir_- , "rs.
,

'

Robert Griffith, Ms. Frances Pavlovic,
tl
f*

13 d and Ms. Patricia Streilain, uham we do wish to have appear.
,

\

;
-

. \13 Either today or no later than tomorrow.you should be in a

pocition to tell ua uhy, in their petitions for leave to !
"

,o ; -

' intarveno, they failed to stato that they failed to filei6

~

H petitions for leave to intervone pursuant to the Board's
i

20 l '

, notices of May 31 and September of .979 because of the
.

3 t
,

'l

21 [ restrictions on permissible contentions contained in those |d.i .

i

22j notices. '

.- It's ac to those pacple that wa namad that we vant '

your reprasentatica, either sometime today or by no lator than. 3
a

,.,

' tomorrew, that they e:cplain why, when they filed their.o
;
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I petitions for leave to intervene by July 18 they didn't put
t

2 that wording in those petitions for leave to intervano.
'

3 Do you understand me?

MR. DOGGETT Yas, sir. ff^
,

"i CHAIRMAN HOLPZ: All right.

E
} 2O.. LOGGETT: Son 2 of thosa people ara here, :cday.
i !.

j I guess the bast u.2y to handla it is have them come up and
.
.

G 1 tell you why..

.

9| I kn7.3 Ms. Griffith is here. I don't knew if any

ici of the others are hers.
11 CHAIR'(AN WOLFE: Why don't you step acido, than,

l'
12 4 Mr. Doggett, and we will go down the list as best 'ie can and

i

13 , find out what these.peoplo have to say.

14q MS. CRIFFITH: My name is Rcbin Griffith. I live
o

15 || In c'he Rosenberg ~- ;hmond area.
i

. t'
15j We plan to live there for a good while to come.

e_

17 '! CHAIRMAU *AOLFE: 'les, Ms. Griffith. One mecant,l

d'
18 pleasa.

.~

19 (The Board conferring.)
20 i

-

I
Ms. Griddith, do you have a copy of your petition

e

y f$r loave to intervene dated July 17, 1979? Do you have a
'i

'l
12 ! copy of that?!

.1

' .: :13. GRIFFITSh At home, not with me. !
.

,

.; ;
'

a4 CHAIN:Lui WCLF2: A copy is being handad tu you of:
n I

23 | your lettor. .

!
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g (Document handed to Ms. Griffith.)

2 Now, in our supplementary notice of intervention

a procedures, Ms. Griffith, dated June 12. 1979, we required

4 {f . Tat potit\cnore for leave to intervena should state in their,

5 1ctters if that be the fact that they failed to file petitions
i

.; [ for loave to intarvene pursuant to cur noticas of May 312.t
. -

7 and Septerbar 11, 1978 becauso of the restrictions en
i

. g| pernissible cententions required by these noticas.

2.371 Now we specitically required that. But your letter9

go of July 17 does not so stato. Why not?

;; MS. GRIFFITH: I wasn't aware that it was needadd

12 in a lotter until I had gotten with some other people -

13 Mr. Doggatt, and so in my second latter, I did write it in,

g CHAIRMAI WOLFE In your cecond letter?

15 MS. GRIFFITH: Yes, dated September 14.
.

33 i CHAIPJGd! WCLFE All right, Ms. Griffith. With
I
I that e::planation, then. we will proceed to treat you as a3,

la petitioner for leave to intarvene and later on we will hear

39 your oral argument for the contentions set forth in your letter
-

-

go , of September 14.
.

gg Thank you.

MS. GRIFFITH: Thank you.24' |
!

.MS, PAVLCVIC: I'm Fru cen Pavlovic.,

g, CHAImGGi WCLFE: Yss, procacd.

'

25 MS. PAVLOVIC: Well my problem was the first thing
I '
, -

!
c

'
1222 038
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"el/agbl I knew about the whole thing was a couple of years ago I read
lwswol14 2,

about TexPIRG's suit, some news item in the paper. And I
-

3

thought well that sounds like a good thing, you know. And

then I read - and all my information has come frem the paper

is my problem - and there was two different anucuncanents,
-

ene said you should put in a statement and have say 20 copies !

_
and c11 that and the other one just said just write a letter.

So I. thought the simpicah thing to do was write a
9

lotter and that's why I took that approach. I wanted to10

intarvene as a full intervenor because I felt I had the time
11

to do research, but I just didn't know any of the technical
:2

aspects of what it meant, the difference between bmg an
13

intervenor and the difference between being soneone who would
14

make a limited appearance.
15

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well you did, I take it,
16

Ms. Pavlovic, read our Supplemantary Notice of Intervention
17

Procedures dated June 12, 1979?
18

, MS. PAVLOVIC: "he only things I read that were offi' -
19
'

cial were after I had written my letter on the 18th. And the
, 20

other things, the other information I got was strictly from
21

local newspapers that were weeklies that just happened to have
22-

these news itemu in them. Go I don' c kncw tthat you're
23

,

referring to.
24

CHAIR M WOLFE: Does anyone have a copy of the
25

-

Supplementary Notice of Intervention Proceduras dated

1222 039
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wel/agb2 1 June 12, 19797

2
(Document handed to the Board.)

4 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Ms. Pavlovic, I'm handing to you

4p a document, a piece of paper which is the Board's Supplementary

5! Notics of Intor7ention Proceduras dated - ||
3i MR. SCHINKI: Mr. Chairman, I believe that was |.

"d
! published in the Federal Register on June 18 I halieve the

3 ordor was datrd June 12 but .it was published in the Register--

3 ~

on June 13.

IQ CHAIMihN MOLFC: Yes. Our order or supplemental

11 notice was dated Juna l?. and was published in the Federal

j PJyJister on Juno 18, 1979. And I'm' handing it to you, andIE

13 there's a checkmark that I've placed in pencil and little
14 astericks and it roads:

15 "Accordingly any' person (othar than
.

16 those persons and organizations which file

f7 petitions for leave to intervene pursuant te the
18 above notices of May 31st and September 11, 1978)

19 who did not file a petition pursuant to those
.

20 noticos because of restrictions on permissible
21 contentions contained therein and who wishes to

21 intervene as a party to this proceeding must file
& a petition for leave to intervano in accordance
24 with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.714,"

23 This is the important point now, Ms. Pavlovic.

\h
. .
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wel/agb3 fl
I "Such parson shall state that he failed

2
to file a petition for leave to intervene pursuant

3
to tha. Board's notices of May 31st and Soptember 11,

'^ 4
1978 because of the restrictions on permissible

5 I contentior.s cenuained in those notices."
I

S (Decuuent handed to Ms. Pavlovic.)
-

7 ng,pnynoQIC: Am I suppoced to respond to this?

0-

CHAIPl4AN NOLFi. Well Iot me get at it this way
'

9 Did you read that federal notico n3 publisivd en Juna 18, 1973

10
prior to the time you wrote your lotter of July 16, 1979 to

II the Board? ,

12 MS. PAVLOVIC: I did not ree.d this official thing

13 because I didn't know what the Federal Register was and I

14 just read - all I knew is I saw this in the paper, it must

'| have been quoted frcm there, one of the items that I read.15
.

IG Then this other item seemed to say well, you know, you don't
17 have to do that ec= plicated thing, you can just do this simple

18 thing, and I thought it amounted to the same thing, that maybe
19 they were just making it easier for people to intervene and I

. 20 just thought that well that sounds like the thing to do.
21 I even asked a _f. send the day I was going to send
22 m'f letter Do you hcVe your 20 copies ready? And I thought

23 she was going to send n she said Mohedy told me 'fou have to,

2' have 20 copies. And I said Oh well if you don't think you have

2% to have 20 copies you must not, because I thought she knew it

A
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wel/agbd all, you know, and I just went ahead and didn't send 20

f copics.
s

"
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well we're not talking about the

^
20 copias at this point, uc're just talking about the fact*

=:
' 9 that your letter of July 16, 1979 does not raflact what we
.-

- A, rcquired you to stato in that lotter.
'

~h MS. PAVLOVIC: I just don't understand what it neanM,
.

^l" you know, anyway about this restrictive....-
.

i

9| CHAIIMAN WOLF 3: Well now the no'fspaper article
.

i that you read, Ms. Pavlovic, did that newspaper article pick

,I' up that portion of the supplementary notico thal's contained?i

MS. PAVLOVIC: Yes, it did, but I just don't under -

| stand about why - you know, the wording to me is so obscure
i

! I just can't understand the sentence, I really can't. I just
I.

15 r don't know whechar I agree with, you knew, whether that
1

-

M applics to me er not, the way I think. I just wanted to be

UI sure to intervene, if possible.
!

I8 MR. COPELAND: Mr. Wolfe, could this be resolved
.

18 by asking tha lady a very simple question, what is set forth

20 -
. in the notice and ask her if she had originally wanted to

'
-.

..intervens under the earlier notices and decided not to do so"'

i
" , , .*

because of the restricti,ons? I think that might put an end

c,

'I to this,~~

d

"~ # h CHAIRMAN WOLF 3: All right.

U! Setting it up for you that way then, Ms. Pavlovic,
,

6

!

L
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Iwrwel/agbS on May 31st of 1978, more than a yenr ago, the Board issued

a Notice of Intervention Proceduros and, after nore or less

." detailing the past history of this case, we directed that anyon a

'(~' who is interacted in petitioning for loave to intervene 1tust

'' file a petitica for leave to intervene. Ted I believe in that

!
,

^

.

notice wa also stated that the secpe of any ccatentions which !
i

7" vould ha enbmitt.e.d tharaafter uould ho limihd to changes in
D design of the plant.

-

t
7

9 q, Thercafter in our notico of September 11, we
~ '

-

|
-

* isened a cerracted Notice of Intervention Procedures and
'' '

amended our earlier notice and stated that anyone petitioning.

1.

2- [ for leave to intervone would - must ultimately suhm{t
i

13| contentions, but that such contentions would be limited, first,
i '' to changes in design plans and sec.cndly would be limited

- 13|. to new evidence or new information that had only become
i,*

IG| availabic sinco December of 1975
f17 j Ucw we issued those two notices and nitimately
.!
'

18 I' inourorderofFebruary9th,1979,weadmittedsomepetitioneh.s
.

I19 for leave to into.vene and admitted some of their contentions.
. EC Cther we denied because thay were based on old evidence,

23 something that the Intervenors chould have precen'a- d to the
1

22 h 3 card scme ticto before that.i
!.

O! '?ha Appeal Board ultinctely, in a decisien of
i

4 April 4,1979, said that thesa notic30, to the e:ctent t*1at
25 . hey had set those two limitations on contentions, were

,
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1 Improper. That the notices themselves were all right, but
2 that these tuo limitations should be removed and, accordingly,

'

3 wars deleted from the earlier notices.
4 So, what with this holding of the Appeal Board -

5 and we co advised in the supplementary notica as to inter-
i

i ventien proceduras, dated Jcne 18 - us advised that it would I
- |'7 be in the public intarcst to issua this supplowantary nou.ce

G. of intervention preceduras to pecple who might have been-

% dissuaded by our sarlior improper limitations. But in.

10 extending thct invitation to various petitionera for leave
i l- to intervene to intervene, we said we can only do tais if you
!% i, can state to us that you are now filing petiticns for leave

13 to intervene because you had been dissuaded from filing
' 14 aarlier because of the improper limitations in our earlier

15 orders.
.

16 So what we're inquiring from you is, we want to

17 make certain ycu are in compli nce with our order. You can

19 toll us that you wara dissuaded, you were inhibited, you were
'

19 chilled by our improper limitations in the two previous-
EU

, orders, and that's ahy you proceeded to file your petition for
21 leave to interveno.. That's one thing.
?2 If you voren't miaire of these prior limitations,

,.
E3 so tell uc, So lot us hncu.

24 MS. PAVLOVIC: The only thing I knew about the

::3 prior limications is the fact that I just glanced through one
,
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1

item about some kind of a - I thought it was a suit that was
2

brought by TEXPIRG objecting to the conditions under which,

'
3

people could intorvene sometime in the past, I supposa it was
#

in '78. Woul/ that be germane to this? Is that the same
5

thing that we re talking about?

6

,
C:nIR'Ei WOLFE: Well, you just keep on talking.

7 We're -
*

. v
MS, PXfLOVIC: Well, I just want - you know, I'll

9
be glad to, if you think I can add anything to the discussion.

10
I found one thing I'd like to bring up in Mie

'
intervention, but, you know, I can give my evidence to someone

9

else, for that matter, I guess.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE No, you can't do that. The time
I4 for cubmission of contentions is past. You can, of course,

I3
.

bring it to our attention by way of a limitad appearance
16

statement at a subsequent prehearing conference. You can
I17 make a statement ad state what your contention is.

I8
MS. PAVLOVIC: Well, all this correspondence, you

19
know, that just said to clarify whether I wanted to be a

20
- full intervenor or not, so I just wrote a letter saying I

21 hereby clarify that I did want to be a full intervonor, and
22

I t.'ent right chead ca if I were going to be ono.

23
CHAIR **.An WOL72: Yes, I understand that.

24
MS. PAVLOVIC: I don % knew what I'm supposed to

25
do this morning.

.
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l CHAIRi4AN WOLFE I know it's difficult, and we

2 try to bend over backwards the best we can, particularly with
a people raprosenting themselves. But there,are,certain

p 4 requirements that have to be met.

5 MR. SCCTTs Mr. Wolfe, I hope this is proper. This

6 is juat an obsertration.
-

|
7' Without going into the merits of whether er not the '

!

U rastrictions that we've bean talking about are prcper at tais ;
-

i9 time or not, wa havo heard testimony today to indicate that |

|
10 we do not have a horde of intarvanors, that we've got only
iI it looks like a very few people. Most of them are probably
12 going to be represented by one person.

13 I would ask you to look into the possibility of
14 using your diseration, which I think you've got this time, to

forget - if you want to call it that - or change your iaind,15
.

16 about these restrictions you've been talking about, just in
17 the interast of speeding un the proceeding and aucouraging i

18 public participation.
.

19 I don't see that there's any delay or hardship on
20 anybody to do that, if you'd just think about it.,

21 (The Board conferring.)

?2 CHAI2 MAN WOLFE All right.
~

2? The Board has confo red, and we have detarmined,
24 Ms. Pavlovic -- and we appraciate your coming today and writing
23 to us - but when we issue an order, ws don't issue it lightly.

,

~
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t We expect that people will understand it and if not, to advise
2 un in a timely rcanner, or to contact, for example, the Staff,

f

3' as to what the meaning is of a particular procedure.
4

_ More important, wa don't understand yorr stat::mtent
,

O t5at you waren't at/ ara of our supplementary notice of intor-1 '

it

Gj vantien proceduran haing pu:311ched in the Federal Frgister. I
;.

7 The Suprame Court, in Federal Crop Incuranco Conpeny versus ,!

!
. G Morrill, 332 U.S. 380, at pages 304 and 385, stated that, just 8

0 as avaryone is dharged with the knowledge of the United States
i

10 I scatutes at large, Congreca has provided that the appearanco
11 of rules and regula,tions in the Federal Register gives legal
I P. notics of their contents.
13 In that'particular case the Supreme Court held that,

in | accorrlingly, the regulations of the particular agency involved
.

I

1, were binding on all who sought to come within that egency's15 '

ki.

1G || arts, regardless of actual knowledge of what is in the
n

?7 regulations er the hardship resulting from innocent ignorance.
18 And then again, in a subsequent District Court case,

-

19
j Buckner Trucking, Inc. versus United States et al, 354 Federal

20
. Supplemant, 1210 and 1219, 1973, the District Court stated:

'

21 "It is well established, both by statute and
22 judicial precedents, that publication in the Federal

l

E I' Register is legally daar.ed notice to all interested
i

24 persons,"
i

25 We appreciate your efforts and your time in coming
,
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I here, but ycu simply have not complied with our supplemente y
2 notico. Accordingly, we can only treat your letter as being,

,'

3 o

a requast to make a limited appearance. We welcomo your
4 coming back at a subsequent time when notification is being,.

given, and meking either an oral cr handing to the Ecard r.
i5

t|
+

.
'

S 1 writ ~.an stat::rc.r: en what you state ara your ..cw contanticna.
|

i

1

il.

7I Thank you, M3 pavlovic.
|

. O HR. SCH73n : ?-Ir. Chairman, I'd just 13%o to ad:e

9 clear for the ra' cord, with regard to the Scard's point about
1.0- centacr.ing the Staff and clarifying the Ccrmission's precaduroc

c

11 that the Staff did send to each of the over 60 persons who
2 i exprassed a desire to participate in the proceeding, copies

I13 of the Rules of Practicc., and with specific regard to Ms.
. 14 , Pavlovic, in a letter datsd August 1, 1979, signsd by Its.

it

15 ! Ncodhead, Ms. Pavlovic was sent a copy of the Rulos of
I.

Ki ' Practica, as well as made aware that if-she had any questions

17 with regard to tha fo:=a of participation in cer=:Li.scica

1G proceedings, that she should contact either Ms. Weodhead or
'

19 myzalf.

,. ~''

20 3 So that.we made overy affort, and in scme cases
|

patitioners have called us for clari ication of procedures.21 : f
!

22 ! But the Staff han made avery offert, as It has in the past,
-I
d33 to ccepe ata in claaring up any at:ciguitics uith regard to ;
.

IL[ t!:a Cc:tni: scion c Rules of Practice.
il

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFEt Yes. tia've seen copias of your
i
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1 letters sent to various people, Mr. Sohinki, and we've been
2 pleased that the Staff has made that effort to contact these,

3 various people and sent to them copies of the Rules of
4

Practice, and made it known that the Staff would be helpful,-

5 if called upon.

P30ROPu,BM,.6 All right. -

7 IG. ::0GGETO: May I mske a responce to the Board's
. G ruling as to Ms. Pavlovic?

9 CHAII61AN WOIE: Well, we've made our ruling now,
10 Mr. Doggett. We've given Ms. Pav1cvic a chanca to ecma
II forward, and gave her an opportunity, really, to ask us to
12 reconsider our ruling. We've heard her ouL, I think that is

13 sufficient.

14 Im. DoGGETT: As her counsel I would like to
15 object to the Board's ruling, on the grounds that ths notice -

.

all notices, despite tha prior court decisions, that all the16

noticca in this particular caso denied these persons fair17

notice of thesa proceedings and, therefore, denied them due18

'

19 process.

20 Most layman do not even know the Federal Register
21 eriats, much lose read it. This lady became aware of these
22 proceedings through public newspaper accounts, and as scen as

sho learned that it was possible for a layran to interveno,23
!
'

24 she made avery effort to comply tfith the Board's rules as she
25 understood then.
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I CHAIRMAN WOLFE YEs, Mr. Doggett. I've allowed

2 you to go this far. Apparently, once again, you are not,

't .
3 acquainted with our rules of practice.

^p After this special prehearing conference the Board

5 wi.11 enter an ordor indicating what has transpired at this

'J special prehearing cor.ference. In that order we will note
- i

7I tthat Ms. Pavlovic a pctition for leave to intervene was

3 denied for the stated reasons, and we will indicato in that-

9 order that, purritant to our rules, within 10 days after that

10 order has been icaued, that Ms. Pavlovic may appeal our ruling

11 to the Appeal Board.

4 I So there's no point in your arguing with us now.

13 MR. DOGGETT: No, sir, I don't intend to attempt

14 to change your mind. I merely want to make clear on the

15 record that we object to the Board's ruling.
.

16 CHAIRMAN WOLFE You don't have to do that, any

17 more than you have to take exception to our rulings. That's

10 6 imply not done. Our rules provide that if you disagree with
'

19 our ruling on admission or non-admission of Ms. Pavlovic, you

20 may appeal to the Appeal Board.

21 MR. DOGGETT: Thank you.

22 MS. WCODHEAD: Mr. Chairman, I think the Board has

23 explained very completely to the people here the background

24 of the various notices of opportunity to intervene. I'd like

2'i to just propose two questions the Board might like to
,
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1 consider to ask directly to each person in this particular
2 category. That might make it simpler for them to answer and

'

3 to understand.
4

My first question would be: Were you aware of the
-

r

3 May 1978 notice of opportunity to intervene? Jell, I quens

6
.

ws should correct that to say May or September of 1978, notices
1 of opportunity to intervene. And, of course, if they are

B
_ not aware, then, of course, that answer is cleag

-

9 If t'isy were aware, the answer to that is yes,
10 then the second questien would ber Did you consider filing
11 a petition for leave to intervene, but were inhibited because
12 of the restrictiona?

13 I think that might be easier, and make it in
14 simpler language.

15 MR. CopELANDs I think that's a good question,
.

tG Mr. Chairman, but I chink it has .o be clarified, to put

17! *nt that time" after each question. They had to be aware of

19 the notices at that time, and decided at that time.
.

19 MR. DOHERTY: Mr. Chairman, along with'that, I
,

20 think we should make it clear that awareness does not mean
.

21 that they have to have read the notice:-

22 CHAIR 9.N WOLFEt Mr. Doherty, please, you
23 represent only yourself, and we will hear argument from you
24 when it involvas your interests. You are not reprasenting
25 anyone at this point. We made a ruling as to Ms. Pavlovic,

,
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hs ,I and wo will not encumber this proceeding with argument by
2 represnntatives or counsel who do not represent a person
3 involved.
4' Now, we will act hear o'ral argument at all on.-

5 that, Mr. Doherty.

6 MR, 00EERTY: I want to be clear -
.

7 CHAIRMAN WCLFS: We will not hear argucent at .all.

G We will hear frem the individual person that wishes to-

9 beca.e a petitionar for leave to intervene. If such a person
39 has counsel, wo will hear from that counsel, or we will hear
Ii from the persen heralf or hi m 1'..

12 But we will not hear from the peopla. That's it.

II MR. ECHERTY: Thank you,

i4 MR. SCOTT: Chairman Wolfe, I'm not so sure what

14 you've just, said - if you're saying that the other parties
.

19 in this proceeding ennot do as Ms. Woodhearf jtist 'did and as
17 ' the Applicant's counsel has just done several times today,
iB but the rest of the counsel can't speak, offar comments, or

.

19 suggestions, then your ruling is wrong. I don't think you

20 meant that..

21 6

I'd like for you to clarify that. i
i

22 ! CHAIRMAN WOLF 3: I think on the individual case, f
! I

23|- when we have a person that testifiest or that takes the stand f'

l24 here, and is arguing for his or her admission as a petitioner j
4

7
25 II for leavo to intervone, that is between the Board and that i ,

i
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1| Person. 1 jj

I

2' Now, wa're not accepting any oral argument from
i

3 anyone eino except that person or her counsel or his counsel

4| or repr.9sentative. That's all that I'm saying. And what Ig
t,

5 ' ,' undtratand tha staff and Applicant to have boon Scing - I
a
'

' ; dcn't undarste.n1 that :dayd 73 bacn cppcaing the indieriducl
-

1
that, fcr e :2.r.plc, Ma. 2avlovic -

4
'

I undsratand thr.u this is,

B what Mr. Doherty was going to prcceed te do, to argue en A.

5 It bahalf ac to wh*/ che should be adnitted.
:0 MR. ECHERTI: No, no.

11 CHAIRMAN WOL7Es Then I misunderstood you, Mr.

13 Dcherty. Maybe I miannderstood you.

13 MR. DOHERTY: I gave my message to the Staff and -

1.'. CHAIRFJ.R WOLFE: F? ate what you havo to state.

15 MR. DOUERTY: All right. I feel that it s8
i

16f imp ^rtant for the person not to feel - in question - that
~

;
,

rt they had to have road the notico. That is, you can hear of
i

16 L a notice. Aleo, the Federal Register is fairly inaccessible,
'

19 but werd gets around. So that that should not come down that
20 I; way.

. ,

!2: Naw, I speko to Ms.. Woodhand a moment ago, and
d
o

2.:.[' she felt that the case before, that that was clear, that that

tuc net ralsvan':. But for the future, I uas concerned aboutu

s. ;j thct, not about tha individual you hava just coen. That was
n

23| all I had in nind. That was why I was so excited.
-

|
i

,. i
\
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I CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: What person are you speaking of?
E MR. DOHERTY: Ms. Pnvlovio.
3 CH3.IR G1 WOLFE: Yes.i

4 hR. CCHERTY: But just that in the future, when a

3 persen 14 questionad, that they do not get the implicatien
,

3! that they cuat havn read tha Ecdsral Regieter.
i

.

7f CHAIFF3.N NCLF3: Mcll, if they got their infor:.ution

3 I fron screwhere else, and do put in tas?.r lottara thz.t they.

'd ;j were inhibitad,"cVen though they hadn't read the Fad.eral
:

10 nagister, that's in ccmpliance with the order.

1i But che said that she had not read the Federal
12 Register at al:, and indicated that whatever she had read,
13 or whatever she had heard, that she didn't understand it. So

14 then there's just no point in going forward with that at all.
!& MR. DOHERTY: Yea. I was opcaking to the future,

16 to the ne::t personas

17 CHAIRMItN NOLFS: Wa.ll, we'll just have to wait and

18 hear what they have to say, Mr. Doherty. That s why we're8

'

19 hers, and I don't knou why we're taking up this time.

,
20 MR. DOHERL"la I think it's all olear now. Thank

21 you very much.

22 | Yes, sir, your name?
!

23[ MR. HprG: Engeno 2:ueller.

U
24 - CHAIRHAN WOLF 3: Would you step dcwn, sir, just for

25 a few minutes? We want to ask someone else to speak.
,
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'
lc wrb/agbl Ms. Patricia Strielein, is she here?

2
MR. DOGGT:TT: She is not here, Mr. Chairman. She

3
recently became editor of a local newspaper and advised me this

- 4
morning that she could not bo here today and did not think nhe

i

| could he here temorrcw but would be able to attend on Wednesdaf.
:3 |

, I am pre. pared to meet with her tonight to attempt
,

ly

'; to find out why she didn't intervene previously and pre.ne't ,

I*

O' that information to the Board and possibly even find out the
4- information by p' hone at the next opportunity and present the

!

f information to the Beard.
II CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Thank you.

12 Would the individual who came up before please
13 coca back?

14 Would you identify yourself?

15 MR. MUELLER: Eugene Mueller, M-u-e-1-1-e-r.

C4 IG
CHAIRMAN WOLFE: res, Mr. Hueller.

17 MR. MUELLER: I would like to hava the Board to
1

I8 grant me my petition for leave to intervene.
~

I9 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Uould you speak a little louder,

.
20 please, people are having difficulty hearing me and I don't
21 near you, so we're in the same boat. Go ahead.

22 MR. MUELLER: I would like to ask the Board to

23 grant me the petiuion for leave to intervene because I failed

24 to file an intervention before 1979 due to the fact that they
25 limited the scope of inrarvention to changes in plant design,

.
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Iwrb/agb2 so they narrowed the field down. So that's use reason I di '.n' t
|

2' file it.,

3
But I did file - I don' t know, it was June or July,

,

^ 4 I don't recall the specific date --

-|
C

-
i CHAIPJW1 WOLFE: You filed something on July '.0,
I

gr 1979, |

!
-

i

7 HR. MUL - 22: I got a reply from Mr. -- I don't knohr
i

O if I pronounce his name right -- Mr. Schinki that he thought.

9I of specifying th'e C)mmission to ask for spccifics, I didn't
!

19 specify anything at that time. I didn't wrote any specific

1I cententions. L I wrote it, you know, for the Board or the

12 Corraission to ask about it, but I never received any. So I

13 did file before 15 days prior to the special prehearing con-

14 ference. And I have been notified that they have received it.

13 So I .iculd liko to get that status because I
.

16 live in Fort Bend County and I will be affected by the plant.

17 I think it's a very serious matter, and as a citizen

18 who supports those people who are building it and whet have
~

19 you, I feel the full burden of the cost. So I fool I have the

,
20 right to participate in the proceedings.
21 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Yes.

.
,

22 Mr. Mueller, let me ask you this1

23 As I understand what you've told us, first of all,

24 it is that you had been aware of the .imitaticns in our e - i.ier
23 notices of May 31 and September 11,1H8.

.
.
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Iwrb/agb3 MR. MUELLER: Yes.

9
~

CHAIRMAN WOLFE Decause of those restrictions,,

3 you simply did not file at the time called for filing in th';.ss
#p two notices, is that correct?

5 l

MR. MUELLER: I didn't hear you quite clacrly at
7,
'! th's time.

.

7] CLTIR!WT WOLFE: All right. I'm trf ng to para-i

0|I parase what you said so we can understand one another.-

9 gg,jdUELLER: Tha reason I --

10
CHAI7JW WOLFE: Wait j ust a moment.

II If I understand what you're saying, you did not
12 file a petition for leave to intervene after our notices of
13 May 31 and September 11, 1978.

14 MR. MUELLER: That's right.

15 CIAIR!WI WOLFE: -- because the restrictions in
.

13 there -

17 MR. MUELLER: That's right.

18 CHAIR!WI WOLFE: - were not to your satisfaction
~

19 so you didn't file at that time?

20
. MR. MUELLER: That's right.

21 CIIAIR1Wi WOLFE: All right. So you decided then

22 that you would file --

23 MR MUELLER: Ihat's right because --

24 CHAIPJWI WCLFE: -- on July 10.

23 Ncw why didn't peu advise us in that letter that
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1wrb/agb4 ycu had not filed under the notices of May 31 and September.117
2

MR. !M LLER: Well I didn't thought it was that

3 important to put a notice, because the Appeal Board reversed
- 4 li the ruling, you know, prior, you know, that -- setting the |

_y - I
o y limitation, liftung the limitations. I thought, you know, that|

|| ,

!
, . .

o q w.u understood, you know.
::.

7 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: But the Appeal Board said it was

O interested in having the public intervene or being permitted I.

c i

9 0 to intervene if they could indicate that they had been pre-
!!

i

10| cluded or inhibited by our earlier notice. I

11 Well, let rca ask you another question, Mr. Mueller.

:2 I notice that you set out your contentions in a

13 letter dated September 25, 1979, is that correct?

14| MR. MUELLER: That's right.

15 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Now under our order scheduling
.

16
1 this special prehearing conference dated August 6,1979 --

1

17 in our order scheduling this special prehearing conference

19 dated August 6,1979 and which was published on August 14 !

-

|g in the Federal Register, we told all persons who had filed

20 petitions for leave to intervene on or before July 18 that
.

21 they had until September 14 within which to file contentions.

22 MR. MUELLER: Yes, I understand. '

?3 CHAIR!!All UOLFE: Your letter listing contentions

>
2.1 is dated 11 days later.

23 MR. MUELLER: That's right. It is. '

t-
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Iwrb/agb5 CHAIR!!AN WOLFE: What good cause do you have to

2 indicate to the Board why you didn'*: file in a timely manner?
s

3
MR. MUELLER: Well I wasn't available, for one

^ 4 thing, you know, I'm a working man, you know, I don' t have time ,
, ,

5
you know, to -- I don't have full-time, you know, after looking

3! after these procedures, you know.
|-

7I And to my understanding it was that I hc.ve before

0
the first of October, 15 days prior, you know, to the special-

,

;

9 prehearings, yoti know, I should be able to do it, you know.
IO

So I just -- my time is very limited, you know, and --

1I CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Where did you have that under-

12 standing that you had up until 15 days before the special
13 prehearing conference? Uho told you that?
14 MR. MUELLER: Well I talked to some friends and
15 they told me, you know, that, you know, that was -- as I under-

15 stand, that was understood -- that was the procedures at that
17 time, you know.

I8 CHAIR!WI WOLFE: Did your friends tell you that
~

19 the Board's special prehearing conference notice of August 6
20

, had set September 14 as the due date for the filing of
21 contentions? Did they tell you that, or did they tell you

22 that they thought the Board was wrong on that?

23 MR. ?!UELLER: Well I cannot argue on that point,

24 you know, because -

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I'm not asking you to argue, I'm
,
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Il j"

I i' trying to understand your thinking.wrb/agb6
;

I |2 MR. MUELLER: I didn't hear that, that is, you knog,
i

3 }|
I 1

I didn't notice or I didn't get the information, let me put itj
p 1

4C j this way. j

- 4 i0 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: But you were told by your friends'

"
that you could file up t:o 15 days before the --

.

!G. MUELLER: Prior to the prehearings.
i

3 | CHAIRLWI WOLFE: Did you read the rules on that? !-

? MR. I4UELLER: No, I did not read the rules on it,

|
..

.,;.
.' no. |,

:

.I CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Did Staff send the Rules of,

!!
Il i: Practice to Mr. Mueller?

! .

;

13 | MR. SOUINKI: I would have to check whatever '

f
M ai

a

g' communications -- if we responded to the July 3rd letter,
i't

G} Mr. Chairman. Ne did. I don't have our response in front of f
. T.-i

!G :. me.
|!

-

i.

;7 y (The Board conferring.)

I!
'

13 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: The Board has conferred,

19 . Mr. Mueller, and our order of August 6 which scheduled this
U

20 ji special prehearing . conference was very clear. It was published*

l, t it

2. / in the Faderal Recister and we cannot maka an exception. Our |
I22 rules are to be followed. The Supreme Court has spoken on,

j.
.

2? , publications in the Federal Reaister being notification as to '

.

L, all cersons.
ji

2; ij Accordingly, we will only treat your petition.for
1 ,

#
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.

1wrb/agb7 leave to intervene and the contention now as being a request
2 for a limited appearance statement. And subsequently, at any

i ,
s

3L prehearing ccnferenca or at the beginning of the hearing, you
4P may nake an oral or a written statement on your contentiens.
5

i Thank you.
'i

. !!

.

' [; IG. MUELLER: Thank you.
q

I MR. GCOTT: Mr. Chairman.
.

- 3 CIIAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.

3 MR. " SCOTT: As a matter of clarification, which

30 ' rule were you referring to -hat changed the rule allowing at
il least 15 days prior to a prehearing conference to submit
12 contentions?

13 CIIAIRF.AN WOLFE: The rule 10 CFR Section 2.711(a).
I4 That provides that,. upon good cause, the Board may change
15 time dates, and we proceeded to do so. More recently, the

.

13 j Appeal Board -- it's in their order of September 19, 1979,
1

17 ALAB 564. And they saw -- I'm corry, I gave you the wrong
18 Appeal Bo;ard decision, it was the Appeal Board decision of

.

19 October 1,1979 in ALAB 563, wherein the Board said the

20 procedure, for example, in setting a different due date for.

'

21 the filing of contentions, the Appeal Board said:
22 "Although such proceduro, if not speci-

|

23 p fically sanction by the Rules of Practics, we have
24 no essential difficulty with it."

25 So we changed the due date from 15 days before
,

d
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Iwrb/agh8 the special prehearing conference to a different date, and
2 that's because there were many intervenors, potential inter-
3

venors, and we wanted to give e.ll cencerns sufficient time to

4^

review what was being submitted and to be prepared for this-

3
special prehearing conference.

6~

All right. Yes,IS'am?
[,

c

'q 'iS. GTTo: I am Kathryn Otto, and you know from
.

- U my letter why I failed to intervene earlier.

9 CHAIRMMI ',70LFE: You are Ms. O-t-t-o?

10 MS. CTTO: 0-t-t-o, that's right, not Ottie.

11 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Thank you.

;2 Ms. Otto, you submitted your petition for leave
13 to

.

intervene on July 18 and followed that up with a letter
14 of Soprember 13, 1979, isn't that correct?
15 MS.-OTTO: September 13 was where I - instead of

.

10 saying I failed to intervene because of restrictions, I told
17 i

I
you the story of why I failed to intervene earlier.

18 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes.
~

19 MS. OTTO: And I understand about the rules, and
20 I think I understand you gave two rulings from the Supreme,

21 Court to the woman before that, well, the Federal Register is
72 the way that you get information to people and that interested
23 parties need to read ic. I thin!: that is what the ruling was.,
24 ?iell a year and a half ago, because I was unaware

25 that there was a nuclear power plant being proposed, we just
,
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I I noved into the area then, I wasn't an interested party becausawrb/agb9
1
t-

'
I wouldn't read the Federal Register unless I had a reason.

- o
* [ And at that point I felt the new power plant was

:
4

'~'
'j going to be coal or water generated, so at that point I was not

..

5 d an interested party. I was happy to have it because the new

.' led.e would pro' ride recreational facility and our property j
-

,

i
value would go up. ye

-

.i
- Gj! So at that point that was fine, :: wasn't an

9 k interested partp, so ' tere was no need to read the Federal
1
t

20j Racister.

,, i
8 CIAIM1AN HOIJE: Because you thought it was a

i

12 coal plant?,

i

13 MS. OTTO: A water generated. When the talk of
d

14 i
l- uhe pcwer plant -- when we were talking with neighbors or
n .

i15 S uhatever nuclear was never r.entioned and +te big lake was
.

. -|

10 !! being built and we just assumed well it's going to be water
!l
,i

17 generated, all this Nater. They're going to build this

le , big lake to generate the electricity., And there was no need
"

-13 to read the Federal Register..

.

20 | And I didn't find out until this spring.,

il

21 [ GIAI21W1 WOLFE: You felt nc need to look in |

,

|22 1 the Federal Rooister or try to nate yourself -- keep yourselfq |
,

,15 a1are because, as you cay, at that tine you jn: : thought that |
.i

z, [ a coal plant was being considered?

23 MS. OTTO: Or water. Nater generatad. Not nuclea:c ,
, -

i
-

,
'
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Iwro/agblo I mean, nuclear never entered into any discussions. So I wasn bt

E worried or concerned about it.
3

So I was wondering how -- I didn't knew what your
i

I
O 4

ruling .was on that or if you could reconsider in that case. !

Ui (The Board ccnferring.)i
I ,

' l'

CHAlluRM MOLF2: Ms. Otto, we havo given consideraJ
I

_

i i'

tien to your statement and, as with Ms. Pavlovic, we feel that !
.

1
- U publication in the l'ederal Raciater is notification to all, !

!O and that the mere fact that someons told you that this was i

%M i going to be a coal generated plant or a hydroelectric plant f
Ii we can't accept. And therefore, we will treat your letter not.

G as a petition for leave to intervene and we rule instead that
I

13i it's a request to make a limited appearance statement.
:.

Il ! As I indicated, if you so desire at a later time,
i

15 } you may make a limited appearance statement at a prehearing
.

Mj conference or at the hearing.
i'

17 > Thank you.
!

10 ' MS. OTTO: Thank you.
l

-

19 *1 CHAIRfGN WOLFE: Is there anyone else now in the
i

20 '!

audience whose names we have read off who wishes to come forwaid
L.

I'

,

21 ! and ask us to reconsider our ruling wherein ue have treated
|!

22j their lettars as being petitions for leave to intervene as
\I

62j being icerely requests to make limited appearance statements? !
,

.

|24 Yes? Ycur nano, please? i
e
i

13 MS. UEINEB-KEUHM Rachel Weinreb-Keuhm.'
i ,
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wrb/agl/ll 1
CHAIRMAN WOIZE: Yes. We have a docunent headed

2 Petition for Leave to Intervene, and it was dated July 10,
f

3 1979, -

4 The question we have is -- the reason I must_

S e:cplain as to uhy we treited that as merely a request to make
G; a lirited appearance statsmant was because, among the raasons
_i

-

e we gave earlier, you simply didn't file a supplemental list of,

:I
. O contentions before September 14

9 Will you addrecs why you want us to reconsider
10 il treating you as a limited appearance request?

4.260 11 MS. UEINREB-KEIHIM: There are several reasons,
12 the first of which is that I'm not aware -- I'm not a lawyer,
13 nor do I have any legal training. And until the third week
14 ! of Septext.ber, I was not aware of the difference between a

15 petition as an intervenor and it took ne several weeks of
.

13 , really going over the doc 2ments and talking with people to
i

17 I understand the differences.
!

18 I'm a student and I also work. And I just simply
-

19 didn't have time to understand everything and get all my data
20

-
together to file a contention in time.

21 Also, I was confused about the time at which I

22| needed to file a contention, whether it was Septerrber 14,

23! an it was stated in your letters, or as was given in the

24 Federal Coda of Regulations,13 day,a before the hearings wars

23 I to start.
'
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wrb/agbl2 MR. COPELAND: Mr. Chairman.
.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Yes,
s

3
MR. COPELAND: Pardon me for interrupting. I

4 noticed ' hat Ms. Keuhm was one of the people wno signed one^

5 of these form notices. And it seens obvious to me that somebodt
"> tprepared the notice for her and the other parties, and I

|. :

7 *

thought the Board might ba :urious as to why she didn't get,

|
.

U'
in touch with the.same people who gave her the form notice to j

.

9 find out what the time limitations were for filing contentions.
30! (The Board confarring.)

II CHAIPR.hN NOLFE: Well the Board has ccnferred,

12 Ms. Keuhm, cnd we're very sympathetic with people who are not
13 represented by counsel. But we must proceed. We are a
14 scciety that is governed by rules and practices. We have

15 " courtroom procedures and we have administrative procedures.
.

16 And if we just don't follow those procedures, we're just not
17 going to have deliberate consideration given to important

,

IA matters.

*

19 Once again, our notice - once again, we must
20

. state that our order scheduling this special prehearing
21 conference of August 6, 1979 was published in the Federal

7.2 Register, and this was and should have been legal notice to
23 you that you:r list of contentions had to be filed by
/A September 14. And you just haven' t done it. And we must

?.~2 proceed promptly.
>
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Iwrb/agb13 So we deny the request for reconsideration and

2
will treat your letter as being a request to make a limited

'

3
appearanco statement which you may do, if you desire, at any

''

subsequent prehearing conference or at the beginning of the
5 evidentiary hearing..
6

~

Thank you. '

I,
7

Is there anyone else from the audience who is

- 8 prepared to address the Board?

3 (No' response.)
---..

10 Mr. Doggett?

II
MR. DOGGETT: Mr. Chairman, as to Ms. Cumins, she

12 was unable to be here today, she works as a staff member at

13 the Richmond State School, which is a facility for mentally
14 retarded persons. It's extremely difficult for her to get off

15 work. But as with Ms. Strielein, I will attempt to contact
.

I6 her and furnish the Board with the necessary information as
17 coon as possible.

18 There are some persons on the list wherein I am
~

19 appearing as sub'stitute counsel, and while I personally do not
20

. have information as to why they did not intervene, I believe
21 Ms. Bishop has some information along those lines if the Doard
22 would care to hear from her. This would be regarding Donald
23 Weaver and Dorothy Carrick.

24 MR. COPELAND Mr. Chairman, may I interject here?

25 I'm a little bit confused as to exactly what it is that
,

9

.
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Iwrb/agbl4 Mr. Doggett is proposing. We have representations from both

I his clients and from the oeople that he mentioned. And, as a
i

h lawyer, I don't understand now Mr. Doggett proposes to come in ,3

4I here and testify about clarifying his clients' representations.;
i

3j As I said this morning I was more than villing
'

'

to give !!r. Dcggett a chan=3 to ccnfor with his clients and.

-

-

sca what they wanted to do acout hin representing them. I
.

*
.

O think ne admitted earlier this morning that he could not speak :.

9' for his clients en the questien of why they did what they did, !
!! |

$ d that's something that could come only frem. them. And I'n a !

1 ;

Il little bit perplexed as to exactly what it is he's proposings

f12 to do. -
.

13 MR. DOGGETT May I respond?
O

14 f It was my impression earlier that I was requested
ii

!15 !| cr a position was being taken that I should nako such a
;a
1

16] statement. And ncy it seems that, when I propose todothat,{9

17 that's being objected to.
,

16 MR. C4? ELAND: I believe the record is very clear

19'

on what I said this morning, Mr. Doggett.

20 (The Board conferring.)
~

\.

1Df1ws 21 !
'

t

.22 |

| P90RBRBINAL !
.i i

i .' #

m'.

!

25 I
t

s
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\
WRBloom wbl 1 ; CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Doggett, did you sayfis Landon '

2 Mr. Bishv., Mr. J. Morgan Bishop, was in the conference room,

f nou or not?a

4
, 4 { MR. DOGGETT: I believe he's here.

1

5 ) CHAIRMAli COLF3: Mr. Bishop, are you here? - Oh,
h

C ,, I see, it is Mrs. Dishcp.
- p

b I'!u iL
9 6

i Taank you. t

:)
g i Well, let me call off certain names hera and-

t
i

9 1 we'll see how we proceed.
,

10 ; Is Ms. Dorothy Carrick here?

11 MR. DCGGETT: No.

12 CHAIM1AN WOLFu: And you have advised that

13 Ms. Cumings iu not here, so there is no sense in calling off

ta her name.

15 And you indicated Ms. Streilein is not here.
.

16 MR. DOGGETT: That's correct.

17 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And h3w about Mr. Donald Weaver;

is in ha here? ,

4.470 ;g (No response)-

10 Well, so that there will be no surprise, here's
.

21[ what the Board ultimately was going to do. We were going,
.

4

22 , ultimately, to proceed to hear, as I've indicated, to hear
:i

,

r the oral argu' cent of Mr. Doherty, Mr. Sectt fcr To::PIRG, Mr.a:vi

3(..f Mrs. Robert Framson, and then oral argument from Dr.Marrack

25 j and frcm Mr. Potthoff on their, on some of their outstanding
i 1222.069 >
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WR3/wb2 1 contentions.

2 Thereafter we were going to hear oral argument

3 from certain people after we had secured clarification from

4 some of them as to, for example, why they hadn't put in their-

5 petitiens for leave to intervene bacause they had been

y inhibited by prior rastrictive noticas of May 31st and
-

1

y lj September lith.

a once we have gotten that squared away and got,

g satisfactory answers, we were going, then, to advise the fol-

10 lowing parties -- not the following parties bur the follow-

1; ing individuals that we would hear oral argument on their

12 contentions. So I will read off alphabetically the names of

13 these people. They are:

1g Bryan Baker, )
15 J. Morgan Bishop

'
.

16 Dorothy Carrick

17 Carolina conn

18 Eliner Cumings

39 Stephen A. Doggett

.
20 We have a question we wanted to put to Mr. Robert

21 R. Edgar, but we will put him on this list for now and,

22 hopefully, wo will hear something from him, that he will be

23 , in attendc.nce so no can ask him a question or two.

y Robin Griffith

33 Leotis Johnston
,

~

u
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4

URB /wb3 Rosemary Lemmer

Charles Perez

W. Matthew Perrenod
b

James Piepmeier

William Scheussler
, Patricia Streilein

Glen Van Slyke
.

We will also have same preliminary questions to
ask Mr. Van Slyke.

Dr. Marlene Warner

Honorable Rob Waters

Donald Weaver

Mrs. Connie Wilson.

So that you will all know the direction we are
. going to take, we will proceed after we have heard from the

initial five parties that I've named, namely, the Framsons,

Mr. Scott, Mr. Doherty, Mr. Potthoff and Dr. Marrack.

We will call upon these individuals and indicate if, for

example, after Ms. Carrick satisfies us on cur questioning

we will then proceed to allow her, as well as these other
-

people, to orally argue in refutation to the staff's and
applicants objections. In other words, we will- As to most

of these we have already determined that they are to be

considered as petitioners for leave to intervene. And we will

then proceed to hear oral argument on their contentions. '

.
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WRB/wb4 .

So that's the best notification I can Pake at,

;i
/

this time. It's gotten confusing again. And I trust the
'

,

people involved will show themselves and argue what has to be i
m

argued. And I hope there is no further confusion.

Mr. Scott?

-

MR. SCOTT: Mr. Chairman, just to expedite

.

things, and also to make it easier for some of the people

whose names you just read off to be able, in fact, to be here
,

to do the thing you suggested, TexPIEG is willing to let

peopla interrupt our defense of our contentions. We have gt

got some fifty contantions and it may very well take two days
to get through our explanation. I know personally of several '

peop3ehere that have to go to work this afternoon. And I

would like for you to be willing to consider hearing those

people, take them before TexPIRG and in the middle of TaxPIRG's.

testimony, and things like that.

CHAIRMAN WOLPE: Mr. Doherty.

MR. DOHERTY: Yes. And I'm in agreement with
.

.

Mr. Scott and in a somewhat similar situation, as a convenience
.

to these other people.

CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right. We'll have this as an

understanding, then, that people who do come in subsequently

will be aware of the accommodation made by you two. Very
good.

All right. '

''
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'00ROR8NAL
WRB/wb5 MR. DOGGETT: Mr. Chairman, may I have clarifica-

tion.
. . . '

Your ruling with respect to the parties about
r
'

whom I am to give additional information to the Board, is it

your ruling that they must appear in person for questiening,
, or that I may simply seek thic information and furnich it to

the Ecard?
.

CHAIRMM WOLFE: I will take advica from counsal
and/or representatives of the parties on that point.

The question is, Should the Boa d merely take -

the question outstanding is whether Mr. Doggett should

merely represent to the Board on behalf of his clients as to

whether they had been aware of the Federal Register notice

requiring that they had to put in their petitions for leave

to intervene in substance but they had been chilled by prior

limitations in our orders of May 31st and September lith,

1978, and explain whatever they can explain as to why they

.

didn't put that in their petitions for leave to intervene.

Do you all agree that Mr. Doggett should be
- allowed to represent on behalf of his clients what their

explanation is, or do you think that the client in person

should make that sort of explanation?

MR. SOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, for the staff, I

think not only should Mr., Ecggett represent his clients in

that regard, but I think if he is goirgto be their attorney '

<-
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. URB /wb6 then he has to represent them in that regard both for the I

'
purposes of answering the Boards question with regard to

the prior notices and with regard to argument on their con-
p

tontions..

So I think if he is going to reprasent

, Ms. Carrick, Ms. Cumings, Ms. St eilein und Mr. Poaver that

it should be consistent, that ho should represent them both
~

for purposes of answering any questions with regard to prior

restrictions and for purposes of cral argument. I don't think

we should be splitting up the argument, having his clients

make representations in one area and he make representations

in another area. I think things are going to get very coun-
plicated if we start doing that.

CHAIRMAN WOLPE: All right.

Mr. Doherty.
.

MR. DOHERTY: I think in view of t.he fact that
other persons have been permitted to be petitioners for

.

leave to intervene simply on their writing, that that should
CS be sufficient.

-

CHAIRMAN WOIFE Where do you want us to go with

tht statement, Mr. Doherty?

MR. DCHERTY: There's a shortage of time, and it

would appear to me that a written statement delivered here by

Mr. Doggett m uld seem to be sufficient. And that'3 really

all I meant. I don't know how to handle the verbal kinds of '

1222 074
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'-
u

4

"

WRB/wb7 things. But it seems to me that a written statement by any'
,

'
1( person en that list caying that they were affected negatively i
!by the earlier notico, that that should be sufficient, eines !

c

that uns sufficient for persons who are new petitioners to

intervene.

- CHAI.T XT010LFE: Any cther ccament?

MR. COPELAND: I'm in agrecuent with the ' staff.
.

Tha statcment Mr. Doherty just modo tms complete nonsence.

The psople he's talking chout have alrecdy filed statements.

~ The only questica to t5em, whsther trancmitted directly by '

,

!

them or through Mr. Dcggett, is in clarification as to why [n

they did not meet the Board's requirements.
i:: ,

- I think Mr. Schinki is rights if Mr. Doggett is
'

going to be here as their attorney, he ought to be here for
,

, all purposes, including argume ut en contentions. --

My statement this morning was, I was willing to.

,

giv~e Mr. Doggett another day to find out exactly whether his -

.

clients
-

wanted him to represent them or not represent them..-

N. .

.- I think tre've been very clear and we're very consistent on !

;
-

that point. ',-

,

.

CHAImfAN WOI7B: Well we'll just have to proceed

as bast we can.

Mr. Doggett, as of now we're expecting your

' informal indication to us that you are representing certain

clients, and we would trust that by the time you got back to us '/-
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WR3/wb8 1 tomorrow you will have firmed up and gotten a formal under-

2 standing with your clients that indeed you are their counsel.
t
'
~

3 Further, you had best get back to us with regard

to your relationship to Mr. Clarence West and firm that up for;I4p

I
5 us. '

6 Thirdly, on this other matter, in light of
'

! advice frca the partius, i- will be sufficient if you crally |7

1
8 represent to this Board, and e::haustively discuss, why '

,

i

g certain of thes,a people that you represent failed to comply f
f

10 with all requiramenta set forth in our prior orders, or

11 specifically why they didn't assert in their petitions for
'

12 leave to intervene that in substance they had been chilled

13 by prior limitations in orders of May 31st and September lith

14 1978*

J #S f(*

16 MR. DCGGETT: Yes, sir.
* "

17 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: And pursuant to Mr. Scott's

la recommendation, I hope the word is spread throughout, that

jg whenever any one of these people is in the audience that.

20 they may feel free to request to present their oral argument
.

21
at any time.

3 MR. POTTHOFF: Mr. Chairman, my name is F. H.

? tthoff, III. I would like the Board to let =e present any23

g uestimony it wants to hear from me in the morning hours,

since I have to work in the afternoon. And I was just wonderi ng25
a

<

|
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WRB7ub9 1 if that is at all possible? \ '

2 CHAIP3 TAN WOLFE: Yes. This afternoon, hopefully
'

3 this afternoon we'll get around to orcl argument beginning
1

4p with Mr. Doherty. So in the morning if yen vill make yourself

kncwntobehere,pursuanttoanunderstandingwithMr.Doherty!5

.

G 0 ycv lay :aake your oral crgument first.
!)- -

7 'i MR. PCTTHOFF: All right. Well I'll do it like
I; i

3 that, then. j.

|
9

'

CHAZRMAN WOLFE: Yes. We'll start at nine-thirty.
,

10 in the morning. <
'

i
i11 MR.POTTHOFF: All right. Thanks a lot, sir. ;

I*

12 CHAIR'4AN 1;OLFE: We will recess at this time and |
!

is reconvene at one-thirty.

14 Ovtereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the hearing in the

15 above-entitled matter was recessed, to reconvene at
'

.

1:00 p.m., the same day.)16 1

End Bloom 17
Landon lla

10

~

19

20
.

21

22 ;
i

;!

.

24[
25

>

^e
e
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|
1 * ijwel 1 AFTERNOON SESSION
?.

(1:30 p.m.)

3.055 1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, the conference is

4|-
/

i reconvened.
5

MR. GOHINKI: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to note
|

5 i

fcr t>c record, the Scard had a questien previously as to |,

.

'

whether Mr. Hueller had received a copy of Part 2 of thei

Cermission'c regulatienc, and I have located a letter dated-

a l' 9

*

July 23rd, 1979 ' signed by me to Mr. IAeller and several other,

ma
" [ individuals and they, in fact, received copies of the Rules

of Practice. .

I

o" ,:i] CHAIRMAN WOLFE: We've also received letters from
U

the following: Dr. Jill Yelderman, who sent us a letteri

Y| dated April 25, 1979; a letter frcm Nan Wharton, who sent us
n' '- '

[ a letter dated July 4th, '79 and a letter frcm Gregory J.
.

14 '
I*|| Keenan, a letter dated July 12, 1979. Are any of those three

I Yu

1 individuals in the audience today?'

h i'l
;

'

(No response.)
.

m"' -
| CHAIRMAR WOLFE Let the record reflect that no ona

, indicated that'they wore any of the three people named. Each
'

of these_three individua2sstated in their letters that they
1,

;T desired to intervene or to be " full" intervonors. They did not,
,

I,,

file contantiens. And we're aware that not only were they |
-

:-

'' o; denied admission as parties in our order ruling on interventiont1

"

" , _

petitions of February 9, 1975, but they failed to appeal our:
a

'

L 1222 078 .
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%} dil U.sthL
OD .| f |'

wel 2 order to the Appeal Board. 8 1

Moreover, they didn't show good cause for failing,

3 to file in a timely manner and discuss the four factors in
#

10 CFR Section 2.714 either after the Appeal Board decision-

5 ! in ALh3 535 en April 4, 1979, or after the Appeal Board
1

0
da::ision in AIJa 539 on April 23rd, 1979 whomin the Appaal

! Ecard stated that ALAB 535 merely dalated the improper limita-
~

8'
tiens but that the balance of tha notices of May 31st and,

9 September 11, 1978 remained valid.
10

We also noted that our Supplamontary Notice of
|

II Intervention Procedures of June 12, 1979 expressly precluded
12 any person from filing a petition for leave to intervene who
13 had filed a petition for leave to intervene pursuant to our
M

j earlier notices of May 31st and September 11, 1970
:

15 If these individuals had been in attendance today,
'

16
as they wore notified, we would have proceeded to make inquiry

17
and ask them questiens about what they had submitted to us,

18
and erpressions from them as to why they sent their letters,

- 19
what they wanted us to do with their letters, what treatment,

20
.

what status were they requesting to have.

21 | Absent their appearance here tcday, as they were
:

22| notified we were having special prehearing conference today,
i

2': ! we can :nly treat their letters and so rule then to be letters
24 ' raquesting leave to make 11mitad appearance sratements, and

i
25 ' cartai ly they cay make such statements orally or in writing

,

1222-079
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1 at sunsequent prehearing conferences or at the beginning of
2 the hearing.

(-
3 We have also received a letter datod July 13, 1979,
4 from J. Claudo Bramaeckar. He stated that he desired to be

''
,

5 a - quoto -- full party -scloso quote, and listed cne

3 centention.
. 1 !

'3 Unliho the other three individualc that I spoka of
: :

3| just a mc=ent ago, ho did appeal from our order of February 9,,

.'

9. ! 1979, denying his admission as a party, and the Appeal Board
20 custained the Board in its decision of April 4, 1979. In

!

11 other words, in ALAB-535 Moreover, he did not show gcod cause
;2 for failing to file in a timely nanner and discuss the four

13 ; factors in Section 2.714 of our rules of practice, and he
t -

14 didn't discuss showing good cause from those four factors
13 either after the Appeal Board issued its ALAD-535 on April 4,

'

13 and he did not discuss these factors after the Appeal Board
1

17 ! decision in ALAP-539 on April 23, 1979, where, as I have
16 indicated before, the Appeal Board stated that our ALAB-535 -

- f9 or stated that its own decision in ALAB-535 merely deleted
20-

.
the improper limitations, but that'the balance of the notices

21 of May 3 and September 11, 1978 remained valid.
.

22 Finally, we note that our supplementary notice of

intarvention procedures of June 12 expressly precluded any23

24 ! person from filing a petition for leave to intervene who had

25 filed a petition for leave to intervene pursuant to our notices
s

,
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1 of May 31 and Saptember. 11,'1978
.

2
Is Mr. Dramaecker in the audience today?

3 MR. SOHINRI: Mr. Chairman, he was here this
/' ' 4

-

morning. I don't see him in tha audience new.
5 CHAIRFJul NOLFE: Does anybody know where Mr.
6

. Bramaecker is, or if he is planning to attand this afternoon,
7 or any subsequent session of this prehearing conferenca?
O FR. SCOTT: Sir, I don't hava any of those details..

,

I know that Mr. Bremaecker is a Professor of Geology at9

Rice University, and he's got a very sick wife who has ca.ncer.10

So it's difficult for him to stay in oco place very long.11

12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, for now, recognising that

he may have good cause for not being here, for nn , in light13

of his absenca we will simply have to rule that we merely14

consider his letter as being a request to make a limited15

15 appearance'stateme't. And if this afterno.on or during then

next four days Mr. Bremaecker appears and makds his presence37

1,3 known,ofcoursewewillgiveconsiderationtbwhateverhe
-

has to say as to why his letter should be treated,,as anything19
m r.a v. ..

moYe than just as'& request for a limited appearance statement.20.

21 As I say, his letter is dated July 13, 1979, but

he.doesn't show us good cause why he didn't file it at least22

,3 shortly after the issuance of ALAD-539 on April 23, 1979

wi.srein, as I have stated, the Appeal 3 card indicated that2ct

25 nr noticas of May 31 and September 11, 1978, remained valid on
s

3222 08t -
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1 the deletions of the improper limitations.

2 All right. We will now proceed to give considera-9

''
3 tion to oral arguments.

4|
b I understand, Mr. Copeland, that you are willing

5 to enter into certain stipulations at this point, is that
i'

3 !i correct?
.i

.

7 q'l MR. COPELAND: Yes, Mr. Chairman.
h

C!! As I understand it, we are now ready to proceed with-
n
'l

9 i' the arguments by Mr. Doherty, is that correct?
l'

|0 CHAIRMAN UOISE: That's correct.,

I

11 i MR. COPELAND: All right, sir.
I

a

12 '| Since we filed our responses to Mr. Doherty's
i

13
'

cententions, we have received the Staff responses to his
:

14 |" contentions. We spent quite a bit of time in the last part eE,

4
;5 this week, this past week, and wc2ced quita a bit on it thia

u t

4

15 |u| weekend, and we hcVe concluded that in the spirit of trying I
.;

to excadita this proceeding us aro willing to make certain;~ t
,

73 stipulations with respect to some of Mr. Doherty's :ontentions
'

4

in light of the responses that we received by the Staff.- g
';

ze I believe that our responacc speak for themselvis
-

i

;. insofar as we may have previously agreed to certain of his

q; ccntentions. With respect to the Staff's filing, or after

: getting 2.s Stnff's filing, us turned up seven, I believa,p

contancicas, which the Staff had agreed constituted a; ;

permissibla contancion.e~n

:i
;!
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wel 6
1 While we certainly don't agree with the substance
2 of any of those cententions, and still disagree in many

\~

3 respects with the question of whether they are litigable con-
4 tentions, in an effort to expedito this proceeding and try to

.

5 get tha proceeding moving, ue are willing to agres with the
.

G Staff on the follouing contentions - und I will r;ad them if
.

7 you're ready, sir.

O
. MR. DCEEMY: One moment, please.

O CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Just a mcm: ant, Mr. Doherty.

10 (Pausc.)

11 MR. DOHERTY: Mr. Copeland, it would help me if you
12 would give them presumably by the numbers that I filed in my

13 original. That would help me a great deal, sir, if you would
_ 14 giva the number, and not just the subject.

13 MR. COPELAND: I intended to do both, Mr. Doherty.

16 MR. DOHEPTY: Tniak you.

;7 MR. SOHINKI Mr. Chairman, I've been advised by

18 a member of the audience that they are still having trouble
- to hearing ycu in the back.

20 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Mr. Copeland?
.

21 MR. COPELAND: We would agr_T that amended

22 contention nuthar 20 dealing with BWR-6 gap conductance is

n'j an ad.11ssible contention.

ni Teended cententien 26, dealing wita stud bolt
i

I
3 quality assurance and integrity.

1222 083.
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wel. 7
1 Contention 30, dealing with the power transmission
2 grid vulnerability.-

'

A -
3 Contention 40, dealincr with accident releases-

4 excoading Part 100.

5 Contention 41 -- j

6 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Hold it just a mcment. Accident
-

7 releases -- what?

G MR. COPELAND: - exceeding Part 100,..

9 I don't mean to be trying to capsulize the

10 contantion, other than to give you some brief reference to

11 the subject.

12 The next one is Contantion 41, dealing with water

13 lovel indicators.

14 DR. CHEATUM: All right. We're at 40, 41, and -

15 j MR. COPELAND: That's as far as I've gotten.

13 DR. CHEATUM: Oh, all right. Go ahead.

17 3m. COPI: LAND: If you're ready, the next one is
i

18 43, dealing with cleaning of stainless steel ec.aponents.
-

19 And the final one is Contention 44, dealing with

20 pipe cracking initiatad by the phe;. m non of water hammer.

2; Now, ac. to these, theca ars :ontentions which we
. ::;m,

22 had originally opposed, which the Staff said were admissibla
i

0 cantunticar,, and we are now agreed.ng with the Staff in ordc.3

gc, :n er:edita this =stter.
;

I

g' There would thus be no rcison for Mr. Doherty, of

1222 084, ,
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I course, to address these.

2 We would also ask that the Board rule drunediately
"

3 on the admissibility of those contentions, and permit us to,

4 begin discovery. We think that thats s in the spirit of ourp

5; effort to try and expedite this matter, so that as soon as
!

5 we leave this prahaaring conference it would be understood
~

1

7| that we could initiate discovery upon those items.

- S Finally I cight. tid, Mr. Chairman, that we have

9 had a large numb'er of contentions in this case, and for the

15 convenianca of our side Mr. Newman and I have split up the

il responsibility for trying to handle some of this, and he is

12 going to address Mr. Doherty's contantions.

13 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Is this in accord with your

g understanding, Hr. Schinki? T3ese are all contentions that
'

!5 the Staff supported adutissibility?
.

;g MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Chairman, I will be handling

37
' .r.Doherty's contontions.

yg Staff has more that the Staff supported, but I

^

think that Mr. Copaland's statement just covered'those thatj9

,
gg tho Applicant formerly opposed.

21. I wondor if we could go through the nunserical list

t of all the contentions supported by Staff and Applicant, and

.) olininato taosa from oral argument? I don't think we've

identified that .'ist.g4

23 C uld I go detm the numbers that the Staff supports,
,

.
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.,1 ,

I and I acause that that'will be the entira list? Am I'under-.

|| 2i standing you correctly?
If (

3 MR. COPELAUDs I think that'n corract, We'll check

4p ycu as we go through them.

Si C3AIRI!AN WOLF 3: Wculd it be bettet if, informally
:1
ti

1 !! and off the cecard, you :2nd Staff and Mr. Ocharty could gat
. ;!

7 9 tng: thor and c.grao on uhat.ha0 been utipulated to and help

. 3 Mr. Dcherty to d'alata those frca his lict of concentions that
!

O he wants to argun on?

i.
MD MR. 33?2LMID: Stat would 63 fine, Mr. Chairman.f
f1 MS. WOODEEAD: Fine.

12 ' CHA13 TAIT WOIJE: Why don't we do that, and you cou!.d

13 advice the Board wh2n wo reconvene just exactly what is
I

;J q stipulated,
a

i
15 - How long do you think you'll need for this?

!
,

15h
.

MS. WCODHEAD: Five minutas vould be plenty. '

;

17 MR. COPELAND: I don't think it will take that i

io long.

19 CHAII.!!AN WOLFE: All right, we'll have a five-

.-

20 i minute racces.
-

t

li
2j j' (Ractes.) '

d -

n

n CHAI3PJd! WCIFE: All right, we're in session again.

. [., Ms. Wcedhead, do you hav3 thecc list, or Mr. i

Ccpeland?
,,

15 ] MS. WCODHEAD: Yes. Shall I re.ad t'to Board.,

.) I
"

,l
.

- ,
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1' the numerical list that we agreed on?
, , q

2
CHAIRMAN WOLFE Yes. vi dl

'

l,

i

3| '

i MS. WOODHEAD: Cententions 10; 13; 14; 174
: _

amended

4i(* 20; contention 25, the first part -- pardon me, the second
3 .part, dealing with fuel failura deteed.cn; amended 26; .

5I! contention 30; contantion 31, in p:rt; 32; 40; 41; 43; and
.

7 44.
Y
1

- G il DR. CEEATUM: 32 and then what?
'

9. MS. WOODHEAD: 32; 40; 41; 43; 44.

10b CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Mr. Doherty, do you1

11 : have those down?
!

12 ', MR. DOHERTY: Yes, I do, Mr. Wolfe. Yes.

13 , CHAIRMAN HOLFE: All right. Now, Mr. Copeland,
t

14 , you suggested that since there has been stipulation, that wo
i

i

15 . not only admit those contentiens, but that we also at this
. !

16 time set into motion discovery.
I

17 i Why don?t we wait and ses how we're going, and,

as the last matter of business, as indicated in our August 6is

.

crder where we said uo would get around to discussing discovery:19

why don't we wait until that point, and then you bring it up, 20

gi again. All right?

22 .VR. COPELAND: That's fins, Mr. Chairman. I just
|

23 wanted to reinforce the idea that cur willingnass to stipulate'

- ,
i

ga| st '..his point is founded in part upon our desire to get this

25 , proceeding coving, because we feel very strongly about the
i 7

i
,
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1 start of discovary, without having to wait for a final order
f by the Board following this prehearing conference.
3 CHAIRMAW WOIEE: All right.

.

7- 4 With that behi.,d us, then, Mr. Daherty, we will now
5 procead to hear your oral argunent upon your contentions as
5 to which there has buon no ag cenant or ctipulation, which

.

7 ! r?. main outstandtrg.

. a Will you identify, now, each one as you address it?

We're trying to save time, ao where poscible if you could just9

give a short statement of what your contention io, preferably,to

t1 if you can, in a single centence. Obviously the contention

12 speaks for itself, but if you could surmarize it in one

sentence, and then proceed directly to refuts what Applidant13

ta and/or Staff's objections are, that would be fina.

15 All right, Mr. Doherty.

16 MR. DOHERTY: All right.

17 The first contention is Contention numbar 4, which

the ALAB-535 permitted to be essentially amanded,:and to go33

*

ig through this hearir.g. It was in a September 14, 1979 amended

20 version that I wished to go ahsad.
.

3 The first santence says:

22 Intervenor contends Applicant should be required

23 ' to maintain fle.xibility of' design in the Allona Creek
!

3 Nuclear Generation Station so that design chaages

required by resolution of the anticipated transient25 ,

>
.

0
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I without scram generic issue can be incorporated."
2 I enumerated why, and listed the changes below.
3

Does that identify it sufficiently?

4
CH5.< TRMAN WOLFE: This was in your September 14th

5 submission?

S MP.., ECH2RT'Z: 'los. Thoro vero four amended
.

7' c;ntentions filed September ihh.

. E CHAIRMAN WOLFD: Yes. All right.

9 Now,'this first one you re speaking cf is which one?s

1G !G. DOHER'Fl: That's tho -

11 CHAIR?mN WOLFE: This is really a re-emnded

12 contenticn 4, isn't it?

13 MR. DOHERTY: Yes, I believe that's right. Yes.

14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Okay.

15 MR. COHERTY: Ncnt, you wmst me to go ahead and
.

just answar the Applicant's and the Staff's objections as I16

17
'

perceive them? Is that right? Or . you want ":o hear the

18 objections?

*

19 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Iet's put it this way:

20 I'm trying to simplify this as much as possible..

21 Where Applicant *a and Staff's objections are tha

22 same, just treat them as the same and go ahead with your

23 argument. Whsre they're diffarant, all right, treat them
21 aeparately.

25 'MR. DCHERTY: I may have a hard time.
,

e
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1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: If you agree with Staff and
'

2
, Applicant, you might just say, "I have no comment, or I have-

is

3| no argument.' Anything else, go ahead.
i

4
, , MR. D0i!ERTY: Okay.

_

5
.

The Staff's major statement e.s to why they shouldn't
!.

5 ] be admitted is that the Applicant has ccm itted to the design i
.

'' " changos, wherens I have triod to focus it in torms of how
!i

G y can the Applicant cc:mit to a solution that hasn't baen |
.

M 1

l 8
9: arrived at. - *

'
.

10h The Staff also states that the Intervenor assumes
i

it i that the Applicant has progressed to greator dasign status,

!2 than necessary at the construction permit stage. Cn that

13 point, on the listing of design -- well, at places where I
I

_ 14 feel flexibility must be maintained, I've made it fairly
I

15 clear, I think, in tha first four, but I detected in the
~

15 Staff's objection that they wanted something that said

17
' something more solid about the design.

3g Por instance, at number (a), that design changas
*

19 in fuel rod cladding, which in the event of an ATWS may impede

.
20 core cooling by distorting the core can be expected to be

21 accamedated in the design. By thau, I meant to reduce

22 swelling would include changes in the materials of the fuel

23 rod cladding, or changes in the thicknoss of the fuel rod.

24 In number (f), which begins at the bottom of that

23 page, that measures to prevent deformation of reactor coolant
i
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1 pressure boundary ccmponents can be expected to be incorporated
2 in the design, I meant by tha changes in the materials to

'

3 reduce thermal expansion. *

4: In (g), that design changes in the safaty valve(m. .
1

..
,

5 discharge lines and quench.r design leading to and within the

6| pressure supprossion pool he c.esigned to avoid destructivo
!

-

7: vibratiens, and still be abic to be acccramodatad in tl'e ACMGS
!

G final design. By that, I mau.t the denign would have to.

incorporate additional supporto and snubbing.9
!

10 | Number (h), current dasign could be expected to
:

11 accomodate changes necessary to achieve cold shutdown

subsequent to any ATWS at full power, with no credit for any12

13 control rods inserted. That neant increased pump capacity to
,

14 emergency core cooling system, and that raant some changes in
I the si::e of the auxiliary building.15

.

IS I contend the design cannot accomodate the A".WS

17 mitigating changes shown in HUREG-0460, which is the last

;g stat-nt on this rather long issues,I think going on nine
-

19 years, between vendors and the commission.

20 I'm certain I haven't stated all the objections.

21 they have, but that8 s what I have in my notes to start with.

Perhaps they could add others, or would like to work on these22

7.3 some, and give their views.

24 Is that . ..

25 CHAIRMAN WOLFER Well, you're going to have to
J
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1 decide the meets and bounds of your own arguments, Mr. Doherty,
2 I can't advise you.

.

3 Have you finished n w with amended contention 47

,- 4
pw .

To your 2ind have you met Staff's argument or argu:nents?
-

5 You're on your own.

6 MR. DORERTY: Well, Staff has contantied, I believe,
.

7; that the contantion is a challengs to cha Ragulations. In

S one part, part (b), I think there's that possibility..

!

3| But what I'm attempting to do is to nak3 it

10 poEDible for tha wisdom of the commission on its decisien on
i

n! the ATWS generic issue to be applicable to Allenu crec.k, and
i

12 that Allens Creek not miss them.
i

;
!

13| I don't think everything listed here is covered
| |

y; by a design criteria or a regulation. So on that basis I'm
I

15 ' urging that the contention be admitted, and I am now through.
I

b
~

;g CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right, proceed to-your next
~...c.. -

t? contention.
,

18 MR. DOHERTY: On the numbering of this, there's a

19 small problem.

20 It was called number 9 on the original, and it

21 was not amanded. So it's on page 2 of the May 25th

submittal. Eowever, there's already a number 9- according to22

23 the Applicant's count, so I think we'll have to put a star by f
the 9 anyway. There is a number 9 that was admittad. That's24

my arr r. There could be some confusion if this gets involved25
i

,
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I with another contention that's the same number, 'when you -
2

CHLIRMAN WOLFE: Hold on just a second.
1

3' i MR. DOHERTY: Surely.
3 ) q,

4(..
d..

(Pauce.) l -

. .

5 _i! MR. ZZC4.AN: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to,
.i

'

clarify for the racerd, do you anticipata ha' ring Applicant and'

S

~.
tStaff roupond, or hava an cpportunity to r2spond to each'
'

,

a
'

U contention? And if so, is that to ha done at the end of.

.

!3, each contantion,'or at the very end? We're just net sere of '

tl.'.e preceduro that you are cenuamplating.' '

!? CHAIR M I WOLFE: The Appeal Board did not decide
I

i
12 that particular prcblem for us. f
13 ' (Laughter.)

14 , I don't knew. Perhaps you're more conversant with

15 the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, I think 12(b), as to
.

15 what is providad, as, for example, when we make the analogy

17 | of what we have hare to a motion to dismiss. Under Federal

:a I Rules of Civil Procedure, the movant, obviously, moves to

1.9 dismiss. Themoved-againstpartyhastheopportStyto-

,.
-

-

~

20 respond. And new you're asking for leave for the movant --. ,

2; MR. NI:WMAU: I guess I'm inquiring nu to your -

n CHAIRMAN WOLF 3: I'm inquiring as to what your
'! t!

,2 !j m.dcratanding of the %. seral Rules of Civil Precadure 12 (b) '

.:-

4..! is, under which, I taka it, we're oparating. And under
Pi

23 Fedoral Rules of Civil Procedure 12(b), are you entitled to a
e
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1| final argument?

2 ME. NEWMAN: Rather than rely on any particular
|

3' interpretation of 12(b), tho thing I'm prbarily concerned
4 about is that in the ccurce of argument tha Intervenor will

'

3 I shift the basis for contentiens, er change the contentions, so

3hthetitisessentiallyanewona. And that was one of uhe
. 1

d things which ths Appeal Bo rd expreceed concern about.7

3 It's priwily for that purpose - we really don't.

9, propose to belabor :.ho argumant on each and every contenticn.
I

10 f . We think that our position and the Staff's positien are both

it well stated in writing. It's real1y primarily to reserve -
~

;2 CHAIRMAN UOLFE: So we don't even resch 12(b)?

13 MR. NEM!AN: I don't reach 12(b) right new.
I

I14 (Laughter.)

'

15' CHAIP3!AN WOLFE: But what you're stating has
.

raised a bit of concern. Obviously, I would hope - and you'veis

17. stated that certainly Applicant has been following the

ja argument of 20. Doherty, and I take it you're indicating that
-

ig 15. Doherty is perhaps going beyond rebuttal argument and

.

Possibly raising yet ftut.her amended contentions.20

21 Is that-whati you re saying?8

25j MR. NEGAN: That's tha nature of the woncern. At
!

n the cor,ent I have no basis for it, 1acause I don't think that

g.; Mr. Doherty has donc so 706.

25 CHAIRMAI! UCI23 Oh, well, I'm sura Mr. Doherty
s
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1 would at do that. /[
2 (Laughter.)

'

I
3 i, May I be assured, Mr. Doher.ty?

l-

4} But I would hope that Applicant and Staff, if they

do see that Mr. Eohert; inadvertently goes beyond the orcl5

i
s j; a.rgument and attempts to insert scme refinement to what he

i.

7 'i a),fcady h2= in writing cs a centention, that_ Applicant and/or
'

Staff would bring my attention to it, and I would immediatelyc,

rule -- which should prova as a surprisa to no one, that this9

To iu 6propar.

rg Se, all right, you have no problem with 12(b), or
12 " the absence of 12(b), Mr. Schinki? or, excuse me - Ms.

'1
t

13 i Woodhead?

i4| MS. ITCODIUmD: No, tho Staff did not participate,
o

15 || and we don't oven need to discuss 12(b) .
I

16 - CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Mr. Scott?
f

g MR. SCOTT: Ifr. Chairman, because I have recently

been involved in a Federal Court case since 12(b) has come up,g

I would like to add that, first of all, in respense to your
-

39
!

g| question, that the Applicant would have, in fact, the right.

g to respond. And after that, Mr. Doherty wocid have a right to
3, respond to that. And that should be the end of it.
.23 But my understanding of the Appeal Board %

g ,i memorandum is that this hearing is not to reach that point.
! That's to be scmething for latar on in the proceeding.3 At

,

.
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UH LI IFl|d 81 L
1 this point we don't even have to - you know, Mr. Doherty'r
2 burden is even less than what it would take to keep a

(
3 contention in front of the Boardt namely, that there is some
4 factual dispute. At this point, as I read the Appeal Board
S- memorandet, y:,a're all getting ready to decide whether or not

S| he has a valid contention. 1'ou essentially only have to
- |

*

7 consider whethor er not he has specified the basis for a
G possible factual dispute later on.

9 I think ML. Doherty's burden at this point, given,

10 the literal interpretation, is very light, even less than that

it takes to dismiss one later on under a motion to dismiss or11

12 motion for simmm7 judgment.

1.3 CHAIRMAll tiOLFE: I'm not going to pass any
14 judgment, or make a pre-judgment on how far Mr. Doherty has
13 to go,

.

16 I would srspect that he should go as far as haj

17 thinks it necessary, and that this should be his own,

16 ' conclusion. Mr. Doherty, you're the one that's seeking
-

19 admission. Now, if you don't proceed well enough along the

road, you may find that your contentions are not admitted.20
.

So I would argue as best and as vociferously and21

2;! as neritoriously as you can, and don't rely on who has the
i

23| hurden of proof and tha burden of persuasion, all right?
1

34 ; dR. DOUDRTI: All right.

26 25 Mr. Schinki got my attention while 'diat discussion
.

B
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1 was going on, and wanted me to give Mr. Bryan Baker just a
2 minute, and it's quite all right with myself. I think it

3 could be taken care of in just a second.
4

Cm MR. BAKER: I'd just like to request -
,

S CHAIRMAN WOLP3s One moment, pleasci.

6} (Pause.)
-

7:li We have a lot of paper up hora, Mr.. Baker. -

, B HR. BAKER: I kncw nbout the paper,
i

9 CHAIPl!AN WOL?E All right, we'll take Mr. Bryan
10 Baktr. In that correct, sir?

ii MR. BAKER: Y00, sir.

k2 CHAIRHAN HOLFEs We'll take Mr. Bryan Baker out of

is turn.

I
e4 MR. EAKER: My request was that I bo.: allowed to

15 lanva here and ccme bacP at 9:30 in the morning. It deasn't
"

look like you'll get to w today, and I need,some more m76

;7| to work on my contention anyway. If I can just leave now,

without losing my privilege to speak at some point,la

-

19 CHAIRMAN WOLFEs Fine, We'll expect you in the

20 morning, then.
.

Just bring it to our attention that you're
21 here, and you will"be permitted to make oral argument,

n MR. BAltER: Thank you, sir.

g, I CEAIRMAN UCLPE: Go ahcad, Mr. Dcherty.
|

3j MR. CCIIERTY: The nort contantios:. is nuaber 9, star,

25 Its basic content is in the first sentence. It's on pago 2 ofs

+

!
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1 the May 25G submission.

2 Intervenor contends Applicant's safety systea
(

3 contains many non safety grade equipment items. It's opposed

4 by Staff and Applicant, mainly on the basis of lack of
5 factual evidenes; secondarily, on the basis of being the type
6 of systems that can be ess*ntially accounted for, or such

.

,

7 d3ciaions can be made at the operating license stage.
S CHAIRIGN WOLFE Let me incert there, there was

i

9 come quection as to how that should be treated. The Boa 2.*

10 has decided to treat that contention 9 as being Contention 9(f)
11 (n). So it vill be so considered.
12 MR. DOHERTY: All right.

-

I

10 ' The response of both Staff and Applicant t have

14 esuentially found irresistable. However, I want tc interject,

I hr.fe located what I think, instead of what are ma3y15

'

1E non safety grade eifuipment itama, two items which I contend

17 fit this contention.

18 The items are the control rod drives and the
-

19 hydraulic control units, which ara described as safety Class-2
20 o

.

n page 3.919 of the PSAR. And as a basis for this, I

21 argue that the Regulatory Guide 1.29 would specify that those

22 systams be of safety class-1, and the part of Regulatory

23 Guide 1.29 is called Part C-1.m. That's what I'm using as'

|

24 a basis of being aware that Regulatory Guides are not a

finality. but they are arguing that because they do represent25

1222 098
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1

1, significant inquiry by the Con: mission on these different
i

2' problems, that they do give a basis for a contention, although/ .j
\ ~

O'd they do not establish an absoluto necessity for an Applicant
t

p. # ,j to r. cat them.
wu fu q
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WR31oom/wbl 1 MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Chairman, could I clarify?
f1s WELandon

2 I think Mr. Doherty is giving more basen for his petition

3 than we have seen before. I was under the impression that
i

4 was just oral argument on the petition he had previously,

5! submitted.

5 An I mistaken?
|'
.

,,

7s CHAIM!A?! NOEU: !s Ms. Woodhead's ccmment well
d

. a t.axen, Mr. Doherty, that ycu are expanding the bases now;
i:

9!! is that correct; for this conten' ion?
,

it '

:.

10 jr MR. DOHERTY: The first sentence of the centen-
6.060 1i tion remains the same.

I
'12 I probably am, in one sense, adding a basis.

13 On the other hand, I subtracted a great deal of the items,

g| I don't know where that 1 caves it.

jg CHAIRFN! WOME: If it is additional bases, then
'

g3 it may not be so argued. You are to argue on the basis of

17 your contentions as they are now,

jg MR. DOHERTT: I see.

*

gg CHAIRMAN WOLFE: -and to respond directly to

. 20 applicant and/or staff's specific cbjections to the contention s

I

21 , as they are now.

I
-

,, : . So, with that in mind, I will treat Ms.Woodhead'n
;l

bjection as a motion to strike., And that portion of your23 ,
'

24 ral argument is stricken with regard to the e.dditional

basos.25
,
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WRB/wb2 1 MR. SCOTT: Mr. Chaimman, it's my understanding

2 that well past this proceeding, namely, at the specialpre-
(

3 hearing conferences but actual' prehearing conferances that

4gs even at that late dato it is possible to change contentions,
(

5 rework content'icnc, consolidate cententions, rewcrd centsn-
i6r tions, all that sort of thing. And if that is true, it seems !

l-

7[ to me li:<e today ought to be more in .the spirit of having the !
,

'

r
!

, 8 Board understand what the literal issue is supposed to be,
|'
19 even if it hasn't been thoroughly explained or even if there ;

10 has been come change, ser.e alight change in direction.

11 CIIAIRMAN WOL?E: I'm not sure your question is

12 well taken. Perhaps you don't understand.

13 A special prehearing conference is to do exactly

14 what we're doing, to explore the contentions and see which

15 one of them is admissible as an issue in controversy.
L

.

16 After special prehearing conferences the Boards,

17 this Doard will issue an order ultinately ruling on which of,

gg for example, Mr. Dcherty's contentions is admissible.
-

39 Thereafter we do proceed to prehearing conferences and the

.
contentions, whichever they might be, say, of Mr. Doherty's20

21 which have been admitted, are then subject to discussion on,

22 say, consolidation with other contentions.
j

23 For example, if we haven't already ruled on

24 consolidation, lequests are made by parties -- which

25 Mr. Doherty is -- for leave to amend such a contention. That
.
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P90!1OMlL}NjlLCWRB/wb3 1 is permissible,

2 Now we have to look at what we're doing right
,

3 now. And he must address the arguments of applicant and the
!

4 staff. And,1f he doesn't address them well enough, Applicant |y

,

5 and the staff will prevail and the content $ca won't be ad-

6 mitted. If it is admitted, then under cubsequent prehearing,

l
~

7
'

conferences that contontion that is admittad may be subject

. 8 to amendment.

9 I'n not going to rule anything on that now.

10 We'll just have to see what the motion is, what the request

11 is. |
:

12 Am I answering your perplexity? [

13 MR. SCOTT: It would seem-- The logic I presented

34 to you is, if it is possible to amend it later, why not

I
15 sarlier? It would seem to be less of a burden to amend it

{
.

16 early than later.

97 CHAIRMAN WOLPE: Well it may very well depend on

10 what he says now as to whether a contention is admitted. If

19 it's not admitted then we go to prehearing conference and he

20 can't amend that contention because it hasn't been acnitted.

21 We're talking about now the admissibility of

22 contentions. I don't see why it is so hard to understand,

Mr. Scott. I can see some cause for your confusion. But I23

don't see what your problam is. And I can't go any farther24

in explaining. You'll just have to live with it, or check25
.
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WRBIwb4 I with the staff or the applicant or somebody, some counsel,
2 and clarify that in your own mind.

3 All right, Mr. Doherty.

4 MR. DOHERTY: On expanding the basis, I take it
,

5 the stsff means use of Regulatory Guide 1.29. Is that

6 correct?
.

7 MS. WOODHEAD: Pardon me?

. 8 MR. DOHERTY: A moment ago you spoke of expandinc

9 the basis. I t'ake it you mean the use of Regulatory Guide
10 1.29; is that true?

11 MS. WOODHEAD: Well, my understanding was that

12 you were adding toyeur written pleading rather than just
;
i

13 arguing the written pleading in front of us.
|
|

14 MR. DOHERTY: In terms of arguing a different :

i15 basis, it seems that's one of the bases. '

' '

;
1G MS. WOODHEAD: Yes, that was one of them. :

1

17 MR. DOHERTY: And there may be a second and |

|18 there may not. I'm not certain. I've argued in the conten-
-

tion that the control red drive units should be seismic19

.
20 Class 1. And I pointed out the chart -- not the one listed

here on page 2 but one I located since, subsequently, which21

22 indicates that it is Safety class 2.
|
!

23 Nou I don't know if citing that chart was
7,4 expanding the basis or not, ncr am I certain that in the

instance of hydraulic control units we have abasis sitting25
,

,
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WRB/wb5 I there but uncited, because the rule - I'm a little confused.
2 MR. NEW4AN: Mr. Chairman, I believe that theI

(
3

. escontial shifting of basis here may very well be from
i

4p Mr. Doherty's initici reliance on the question of what equip-
3 h- ment ">hould be in that cafety grade catagery to a question }

>
'
- of ;h:: scisnic citagory i:: should be in. I think he has at

-

i.

i lenst inplicitly shifted ground for hic contention.
,v

G CHAI2 MAN WOLFE: Isn't that so, Mr. Doherty? I
.

2 ,l MR'. DOHERTY: There is mention of seismic |

,

!

it
;

10 category here, to my knowledge. I

4
;1O MR. NEIGfAN: I think that's exactly what

!

[2 ' Mr. Doherty stated a mcment ago.

b .1R. DOHERTY: Well I didn't use those terms, sir.
I

14j Thare is no attempt to use the seis:nic classification here.n

il

15 |l| Saismic classificatica is part of the safety class, Ibelieve, !,
,

i

IG 1 but I don't believe it is all of it.
I
;

17 ' I do not mean to speak to seismic alene. ,
;

I

13 MR. !EI@lAN: !!r. Chairman, it may perhaps just
.

19 clarify matters:-- Mr. Doherty has relied on Reg Guide 1.29
1

which does deal with seismic classification on its face..
20

'
21 And I really don't understand how he can argue both sides of

22 that street.,

I.

23 MR. DO3ERTY: Rcg Guide 1.29 I think has been
-

24 q atricken freta hero. A moment ago the Board ruled tht I
a

| cculd not use 1.29.' 25
'

i
I |
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WRB/wb6 I Is that correct, sir?

2 GIALVIAN WOISE: I thought you were giving--
k'

3 You adverted to that Reg Guide,

c 4 MR. DOHERTY: Yes, sir, Wat's correct, I did.
(

i
5 i CHAIRMAN WOI22: --as a besis for excandu g ,

,

5 your contantion. And I ruled, I thouiht, that that was

- !q
.

,

! improper .'.nd I grantad Mr;. Woodhsad's motica to strika. |r
t

, 3 MR. DORERTY: Yes,

f

g CHAI2 MAN WOLFE: Jo, once again, what I'm telling |
l }

'

gg | you is, ysu can only addresa your arguments in direct rebuttal |,

gg to the objections of either applicant or staff. You ennnot

12 expand tha scope of your present- of your contention as

13 presently worded.

34 MR. DOHERTY: Yes.

33 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Now, with that in mind.
.

1G 7"9. LINENBERGER: Well, with that in - id , I

37 Mr. Dohcrty, the Board must respectfully indicate -

18 that if you are not calling upon seismic classif. >'
, - .

19 these various pieces of equipment, but safety c.'.. dice .o,

20 in what way do you, eliminating arguments bas- on 7 : ' . .de

21 1.29, in what way do you take issue with applicant'4 .tM

f22 staff's responses to your Contention 9A? We're st- -

i

23 eiear what issue you taka with applicant's and e -

i

24 resp nses, as long as youdo not bring in the c e- considers -

UI ^8*25
.

1222 't 0-3
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" t

I 3 the thrust of Contention 9A that you personal-g

2 ly feel that the NRC has llaprcperly classified certain parts |
\ ,

3 |of the plant as cafety Class 2 when ycu feel they should be i

4 Safety Class 17 Is that the principal thrust of your con-
^

,

C! tention? '
.

' MR.DOHER':'Y; U ,, I trauld never juct say that.
u.

~ I
. MR. LIE ND".EGER: Then plance explain to the: .,

*

'' l ''
- Board again how it is that you cannot - that you see a !'

.

P' chal'. cage to the admiscibility of this contention in tin
|

10 responses made by the applicant and the utaff. Can you load I
,

.

17 us through it one more tima, please?
i

l '. MR. DOHERTY: As the contention is before you,c

,

10 .the staff argued lack of factual basis. I think they3 '

!

referred specifically to,about tha fourth line doun,N

i
-

15| Applicant'a Table 3.10-1 as being misidentified by the inter :
. 1

16 venor; which I accept. |!

.- '

17 However, the contantion- That essentially
18 creatas a contention with no support.

~

19 What I have brought forth here - and this was a

, 20| bit of a surprise to me that things progressed this way.
|

21 ,' But I'm not ccmplaining. I brought forth a table which I
':

2[j cited,in the PSAR, which is not contended in this contention.,
F.; h I also cited the regulatory guide.

d
'.

24 ' Now does that get us that far? I have the '
i

,,

25 * feeling we are still going to take this in steps.
s

t

i
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WRB/wb8 1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right. Have you finished

2
(,

your argument, then? If so, you may proceed to your next

3 contention.

4 MR. DOHERTY: Only that- All right. Fine.

5 I'm finished.

5 i No. 10 is on page 2, act.uelly the same paga as

7 |I
-

| Contentien 9A.
i

8 MS. WOODHEAD: Mr. Chail r.an,-.

9 MR. CHEATUM: There is a stipulation on 10 with
'

!
'

10 agreement by staff and applicant that it's okay. So there's

11 nothing to argue about therer right?

12 MR. DOHERTY: That's my understanding.

13 No. 11 is an amanded contention which I'm trying

14 to locata now. If anycne ::as the amended part in front of

15 him it will probably speed things up. l

. I

3c MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Doherty, in your September

17 14th, '79 submittal you amended Centention 11. Now I don't

la Iwow whether there was an amendment between the May date and
~

19 che September date. But at least there was an amendment to

.
20 11=

21 MR. DOHERTY: Yes, sir; that's good.

22 Contention No, 11: "Intervenor * Do we all
1

! have the amended version ncw?o --
"i

24 CHAI3 fan WOLFE: Go ahead. We'll let you know.i.

25 MR. DOHERTY: No. Ils

"Intervenorconten)s1222 10 ,

.
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""

WRB/wb9 1l dangers of a spent fuel pool loss of water accident

2 ! are not addressed by applicant in terms of effects
/

3! on health and environment of such an accident occur-
'

.

4 ring in either the containment building or the fuel I

C h '
.

..

- '
handling building." !

'

|3 Ou chaff?s reply to thi3 cited it sa a Clanz IX
,

:.

,

7 accident, and under the interim rula against censideration of
I

Iap Class IX accidents by the licencing boards felt it should be !,

i.

3 a:ccluded, under the Offshore Power rule.
,i

p !,f I'n contonding it should be admissibis under I
.

I.,

;1 1 the Shoreham rule, for the following reasons:

12 , The residual beat removal system will be used
,

, *
I I

13; in parallel with the fuel pool cooling system to remove i

k
j4 abr.ormal heat loads and clso during refueling. This parallel

.,

15 9 system will cnly be available uhan the reactor is in cold I

~

to shutdown, hence the likelihcod of a loss of water accident is

ly graater.

i

10| Also, the application calls for a larger --

19 that is, greater ~ spent fuel capacity in a nuclear plant,-

j the largest of any that I know of of the BWR fuel type.2')
s.

.I
:2; ;j The applicant, I feel, misunderstood my use of ;

V i

22] iTUREG 0649 in the contention as a basis. I would not try to i
i

i
F

--x_; cupport that contention with that NUREG.
|g

I; ,
-

. ~ , ' On Class IX accidents vou could also argue that!
,, - .

::

25[ there have been Class IX accidents, that Three Mile Islandi

|1
I

,

1 1222 M
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WRB/wb10 1 . as a Class IX accident, basing this on the idea that-w

?DIR OR GEL
= -- -

<
3 A Class IX cccident does not have to involve
4 severe consecuences, but, rather, it involves successive

5 failures of systot:c such that the estimatas of the chances
|

G I c.f that happening ccra under question.
:|.

74 J0" in this pr.rticular instance in order for,I,

a as I have postulated this, in order for a loss of eater,

I._ -

g accident to occur there have to be a meltdown of the reactor I

;o itself such that the crew had to abandon the device, Now,

11 of course, that's a Class IX accident right thers. I
;

I.

12 Although I had originally thought I could

13 e.rgue that there was really even no calculation as to the

y possibilities of a spent fuel loss of water accident, the only

15 vay I can neo it would happen would b3 if the crew had to
*

leave. In other words, while there could be other problemsg

17 with the spent fuel pool, as long as people can be there it

33 seems as if they could keep water in the thing.

Snd lE gg

20
,

21

22 .
t

eg

!

24

.
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1F wrb/agbl ' Additicnally, this interim policy - let's let

( |
this go, I'll ship that.

'

5.310 So what I'm contending is that even though it la a

g-
'

i Claas IX accident as the Staff has replied. and the Applicant,'

il.

' ' I believa, has replied that it's admissibla under those special,'

,i

h I,

' '! conaideratienn under ths Shoreham Rule for consideration at 8.
.

I

f
,

this conatruction license.'

;

O'

MR. LINENBERGER: Is that the conclusion of your

rabuttal to the hspplicant and the Staff's responses?D

i

Uy MR. DOIICRTY: Yes, sir.
I

II i MR. LIHENBERGER: Well a couple of points in
|

:2 | clarification for us, Mr. Doherty:
1

13 i First off, did you explain to the Board and

- 14 ' perhaps even to Applicant and Staff your interpretation of the
i

I5| Shoreham Rule and how it impacts the bases you protrided for
*

!

15 j:. this spent fuel pool malfunction contention? In e*ner wcrds,

17 what dcas the Shoreham Ruie tell you that is pertinent here

16 for the basis you have provided? ,-
.

19 HR. DOHERTY: It tells me that the Licensing Boardi
I
.

20 f need not consider a scenario which involves Class IX accidents-

21 unless some type of special showing particular to the reactor

22 ' or reactor systen is shown.

25 20. LINENBERGER: Very good, sir. I'm glad to seel

24 your understanding and mine is the same.

s

25 The next point is, where does that lead us? In ,

\222 \\0 -
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"'

Iwrb/agb2 other words, where is that special shcwing that the Shoreham

2 Rule requires a threshold in order to proceed with a Class IX

3 discussion, what is your special showing of particular cir-

4p cumstances here that supports the basis for your contention's

5 admisudbility, I :rissed th:t.

6 MR. DollERTY: The s.pylication calls for a larger
.

7 spent fuel pool in the nuclear power plant than of any in ,

O construction right now.,

c.

9 MR.'LINENBERCER: Oh, but cir, I think you

10 progresced frcm the head of the snake to the tail. The specia2.

13 showing that the Shoreham Rule addresses itself to is a showinc

12 that would justify consideration of some aspect of a class IX

13 event, it has nothing to do with si=o and design of spent fuel

14 pools.

15 Now, if I understand you correctly, you have used
.

16 the "Shoreham Rule" to justify your further using a Class IX

17 accident at Allens Creek to further justify submitting a
10 contentien about the failure of a large spent fuel pool.

'

19 Now you cannot use the Shoreham rule - pardon me,

20
. you cannot use the size of the spent fuel pool as a special

'

21 circumstance for basing your contention on a Class IX event.

22 So I have to fault the logic chain here that you are using.

23 New cocondly you cdvised us that the Three Mile 2

24 event was a Class IX event. I really don't know, I'm just

25 not aware that that judgment has been officially made by the
s

,

_ _ _
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wrb/agb3 i Ccamission or even unofficially made by the commission. Can

2 you enlighten us on that one, please, sir?
k

,

3 MR. EOHERTY: I contend that the Three Mile Islanc!

4( involved -- let me try to use the wording here -- successive
5

failures of safety systems which would not be expected to fail ,
3o -- I menn, it would be so unlikely that -- In other words,

. ;.

7 '! tha very unlikely, the almost impcssible occurred there and tlui
: 1,

6 i Class IX accident is based on the idea that it is just too
t
i,

|9 remote, it couldit't happen, something like that. !

10 MR.-LINENBERGER: So, sir, what you're saying is

1i it is your personal judgment that Threo Mile 2 is a Class IX |

12 event, you're not quoting any other official judgicent?
13 MR. E0HERTY: Yes.

!4 Thera is one more thing. I also in trying to do
-

.

15 this, and this may be subject to the same ruling, attempted

16 to tie in the spent fuel pool loss of water accident with the

.17 way I have understood the PSAR that the residual heat removal

18 systam will be used in parallel with the fuel pool cooling
'

19 system to remove abnormal heat loads and also the regular

20
,

cooling. s

21 I further contend, howevar, this parallel system
22 will only be available when the reactor is in cold shutdown,

7.3 hence the likelihcod of a loss of water accident is greater.
24 MR. LINENBERGER: This line of supporting dis-

cuscion in completely divorced from the Class IX in the shading25s

i
'

3222 \\2 -
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'Iwrb/agb4 event you were talking about a few minutes earlier, is that
,

2 correct? You're just saying that under the normal course of
's

3 operating mode of the proposed facility that there may be
4c' circumstances wherein the fuel storage pool will find itself

5 starved for water, say?

") MR. DOHERTY: I don't submit this as a strong pieco,

.

7 of evidence.

8
, MR. LINENDERGER: Well we're not looking for

9 evidence here, o~f course, because that comes --

10 MR. DOHERTY: As a strong basis.

11 MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you.

12 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, sir, will you proceed?

13 MR. DOHERTY: All right. Number 12, which was

14 amended and is in the August 7 amendments on the second page -

15 MR. LINENBERGER: Let us catch up with you here
.

16 a minute, if you please, sir.

17 MR. DCHERTY: Surely. I need the times too.
18 (Pause.)

-

19 MR. LINENBERGER: We're with you.

20
.

MR. DOHERTY: One of the difficulties raised to
21 this by Staff is what I described as uranium dust which was an

22 error. That use of that occurs at the very bottom of the

23 contention, on page :-- excuse me, on that page, just before

24 the notico of service. And the correct reference is hardly
25 any more descripti'm.

t

'

. ...
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Iwrb/agb5 What I really meant was crud, which is described

2 as a problem. I'm not certain if you're familiar with such a

3
term or not. If you aren't, then there's no need to go through

4{ this.

5; MR. LINENDERGER: We are familiar.
t

.y
*h MR. DOHERTY: You don't feel a need to go through

-

!!
7 it? |

.
O MR. LINENBERGER: Not with the^ definition of crud.

9| MR. DCHERTY: And not to prove its existence?
!

10 The Staff seems to have said they can't figure out what it is,

11 and that's what I meant. A GE topical report referred to it as -,

;2 in discussing the effectsof crud buildup reactivity in a
13 reactor. So I'm trying to establish that it does exist.

34 MR. LINENBERGER: Pardon ne, sir, but --

15 MS. WOODHEAD: Would you like me to object?
.

16 | MR. LINENBERGER: Not yet. I would just say that
I

(7 I I think I'm having trouble finding a reference to that report
- 1S in the previous statement of the bases for your contention.

~

19 And so if you're ki d of throwing it to us here, fine, we're
20

, glad l'ou havesome more ammmition, but the door has already

21 been closed on the aruaunition right now for this -
22 MR. SCOTT: Mr. Chairman.

23 (The Board conferring.)

24 CHAIRMAN HOLFE: Yes, Mr. Scott?

25 HR. SCOTT: It was my understanding that yours

I

.
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Iwrb/agb6 previous ruling was tha:- Mr. Doherty couldn't change tiis

2f contention. I didn't urderstand you to say that he couldn't j

3 d supply additional baaes thah what he had w.citten down previous"iv.
i r

* , . ] I

j I thought that was the whola basis for this proceeding wcs !

3 to lot him make firmt.: his contenticn.

I

*he bcsos ara a considerchle hurale in these thingo..
*

- .
'

:_

I don:t think you prejudics. that. I hope you didn't say

- 2 ;| he cannot supply additional bases if they are government !

3|i docur.enta. |
"

'! i
,,,6
"> :; MR. LIMm?EEP.G1:2: Perhaps I didn't say it very

i'
1I3 ~ well, Mr. Scott, but changing from uranium dust to crud to me

12 is a change in the contention. They ccte about from completeli

13 differenu mechanisms, chey act in different ways, they originate

M under different circumstancas. So I cee it as a change, and
:
1

15 if I didn't say it clearly, my apologies.
*

i
15 : MR. sol!INKI: Mr. Chairman, I 'fould like to add

17 that I understood the Scard's ruling to be that, not only was

IS Mr. Doherty prohibited from changing the thrust of the con-

'

19 tention, but that he was in fact prohibited at this time from

20 adding additional bases to the contention.
,

,

.
.

21 Now I certainly have no objaction if Mr. Doherty |
1 >

i
|72 !! has a new contention based on something other than he already ,

9 .

o' .Presented for him to file it and attempt to justify it under !

:
22-

I'

iaj 2.714 why he filed it late. But I don't think that the
|

25 {iApplicant or the Staff should be forced at this prehearing\

!

.
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1
wrb/agb7 conference to hit a moving target. We hava a filing before us

,

2
and I don't think ue should be required to respond to additiona'l

C |.

3 bases that we haven't heard befora. |,

1

4p CHAIRMA!! WOLF 2: Can you give us an example of
,

E h,. what you censider to be a bases and a shifting of bases? Do
I

'
i you have acma ac t o E an c:carelo in mind?,

|i-

,

MS. UCCCESAD: Mr. ChairmE.n, if I could answer j-

l
- G ,i that quettion, I could illustrate frcm what Mr. Doherty has |

| ,

? [ just done. In h'in ananded Cetention 11, which was the second |
I

D3|' time that we had a,ddres. cod the same subject, he indicated that;
! i>li this " uranium dust" was a factor at issue. And the Staff 17

,,

'2' had no idea what uranium dust was and so stated in its respons .
13 And Mr. Doherty just got through presenting some document here{
14! to the Board, reading from some document unkncun to the Staff,

F

15| to identify uranium dust- as being crud.
i.

10 This is changing the written contention thati

.i
!7 Mr. Doherty filed through the mail to which we responded. It

18 is broadening the basis of his statement in his contention
.

19 that we have never seen or heard before.

^0
, CHAIRMAN WOLFE: 'Well now you're not saying, Ms.-

21 Woodhead, if Mr. Doherty's contention was directed toward

21 j uranium dust and on oral argument he proceeded and continued '

{J. ' to address uranium dust, you're not contending it would be :

24 improper for him to say Well in my additional - in my sub-
t'\ C3 mi'asion on uranium dust, I only cited NUREG X,Y,Z, but now I l

,

*
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819

Iwrb/ag,b8 wish to also cite NUREG 1,2,3. Are you saying that is per-

2 missible or are you saying that is impermissible?
'

3 MS. WOODHEAD: I'm saying that is impermissible

4,o because one NUREG doc 1 ment might be entirely irrelevant to his
.

5 contontion whereas another NUPEG docurcent might be relevant to

~
Of his contantion. Eat se hava not marc.orized 511 NUPEG documents

!,
7 j co it wotid requiro an additicnal r sponce from the Applicant

O
. and the Staff if he brings up new baccs to support his cen-

9 tantion at this time. We'ra not prepared to research it.

10 (The Board confarring.)

2Aflws 11
,

.

12

)
14

15

.

' - 16

17

18

-

19

20
.

21

22

23

24

' 25
o
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?02 OlGNJ1 .

2A fis IF 1 MR. NEWMAN: May I just address the question
WRBlocm/wbl
C 2 that you previously addressed to Ms. i'oodhead?
(

3 I think the issue may be in a bit more gray
4 area than Ms. Woodhead's response would have allowed.c

'

I5 Iblisve that while Mr. Dohertf is pursuing, forI *

'i j extimple, tha cuestion of uranium dust -- uhatever that materia 4
I! !

7} is -- if he has other material that in fact supports the
i

1

_
8 e:tistence of this material called " uranium dust" there should
9 not be an objection if he is continuing to pursue the came -

10 subject matter.

11 The difficulty that we have here is that he has

12 shifted from anything which would have clued in either the
13 applicant or the staff as to his intention. He now talks

14 about crud. We're all familiar, I think, with that technical |
|15 term of the reactor, and there is certainly no way to i
r

16 extrapolate to that from the concept of uranium dust.
17 I want to add one turthe.r thing. I think it is

18 in line with what Mr . hinki said before.
_

19 The Appeal Board's recent discussion about this
20

. proceeding, or this intended proceeding, which did suggest the
21 desirability of additional oral argument, did indicate that
22 the Board as a matter of its discretion could undertake to

j

23 consider new bases or changed conten'tlens. I believe, however,

24 that it is the burden of the intervenor in such a circumstance
k 25 to demonstrate that the Board's discretion should so be ,

,
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"

WRB/wb2 1 applied. I have heard nothing from Mr. Doherty that would

2 suggest that.
I

:
3 Moreover, I would suggest that in such a circum-

-i'g- stance where he does seek an exerciaa of the Beard's discre-

E d tion to shift tha basis or to raise new contentions, that it I
:1 i

G,| is only in the interest of fairneos thc.t that ratarial be !

- il !
!set forth in uribing and that the parties have an opportunity !7

.

.
G to respond.

9 I just want to clarify the position on what i

10 Mr. Doherty can and cannot do.

I1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well there's no cuestion in

I
12 | the Boa-d's mind. Certainly, as indicated, the Appeal Board

13 in ALAB-565 of October 1st, 1979, at Footnote 11, indicated

14 in substance that during the courso of this special prehearing

15 conference substantivo alterations of contentions, as
.
.

'

distinguished frcm arguments in support of the existing con-IG

17 tantion, can be done only with the leave of the Board. That
i

18 is a matter within its discretion.
-

19 Now, I don't know that we - and I hope the Board

20 would not rule that you cannot shift your arguments. You
.

21 certainly may shift arguments in the course of defending your
,

22 , contention against objection. But you may not change the
I

i73 p scope or nature of the contention. '

g; New the Appeal Board said that's within ocr

discretion. Hopeful < we won't have to meet that question ofs P_5

1
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WRB/wb3 1 using our diacretion, because we're asking you to keep your-

2 self within the mates and bounds of your contention. Don't
(

3 stray beyond that. You can change your argunents without

4 leavo of the Socrd, but you'cannot change the scope of the,.-

(

5 centention. a

ng g
U tih oit'dilV h L5 . All right?

.
.

-

I dua't thi.O uo have any problem thera,

Y'
.

I don't think anyone misundaratands that.ti Mr. Scott.

9 MR. SCOTTs The only thing that--

:o CHAZRMAN WOLFE: I thought en the initial con-

;; tention that we got into, I thought that the objection I

;g guess from applicant was that there was a chifting of the

;3 basis of the contention. And I thought that tht wording,

y "banis of the contention," mosnt that the contention itaalf,

;g the wordirsof the centention, the scopa of the contention,
'

vac being changed. And this '.ro won't allow.16

17 MR. SCOTT: Your Honor, I agree with that. I

18 think the problem may be that really when you're talking of
.

39 dust and crud you're talking about the same thing. It may

20 be that socie people aren't familiar with the terminology.
.

;; CHAIRMAN WOLFE: I don't think Mr. Linenberger

3 would agree that there is any similitudo between ur.anium

ii
f dust and crud.g!

MR. LINETISERGER: Does this call for a technical. ,,
|
i

( 25 1
opinion here?

o

.

i
.

I
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WRB/wb4 1 (Laughter)

2 Uranium dust and crud are not the same thing.
(

3 Uranium dust may, under seme circumstances, he an element of

4p crud, but in most cases it ian't.,
,1

5| Tha term" crud" in time long precedes the

6!! availability of uranium dust to gei into control mechanisma
- y

73 and other censitiva devices.
|

, 3 ; So, Mr. Scott, I'm afraid the Board has to take
I

9 exception to your definition of " crud" being synonymous

with uranium dust.to -

11 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well I'm sure we are clear now,

12 on the record what Mr'. Doherty or any other party or petitionee

for leave to intervene can argue about in arguing on his13

14 contentions.

15 All right, Mr. Doherty.
.

16 MR. DOHERTY: On that point, we will have to

17 leave Part B(2) of Contention No. 12 es is. That':s at the
18 very foot of that page which I think you still have before

-

19 you. It simply was not a typing error, it was an error of

20 mine. There may be no synonymousness between crud and dust
.

in a reactor but there is in scme peoples' everyday walking-;3

22 down-the-street mind, from what happened. And I did not

23 attempt to try to do a: f ching more thitn simply change two

24 things that I thcught vero syncnymcus, as Mr. Scott said a

k 25 moment ago.

1222 12I '
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""

WRB/wb5 1 ! For want of a nail a horse was 1 cat.

2 That's all I have on No. 12 on the .od control
(

3 and information system, so we can proceed, Iinlieve, to

4 No. 15, which is in the first page of the August 20th sub-

5 mission of anandments.

6 I'm corryr I should have said at fi st that it
.

7.120 7 was amended.

O This contention read: "The intervenor,

g contends- health and safaty interests are inadequ-

10 ataly protected because the industry standard power

;; excursion theory is inadequato to represent the

;; increase in heat energy due to the rapid increase

ja in tha activity in a design basis power excursion

ja accident."

15 The staff responded there was an iradequate
. . . . ',

basis by saying that the G.E. Document NEDO 10527 method will16

17 be used, and that that will guarantee that in the event of

;g any of these power excursion accidents that the enthalpy-

jg will be less than 280 calories per gram.-

20 I have a contention accepted arguing that 280
.

21 cal rios per gram is not sufficiently high.

22 In addition, the staff. . .

23 I have a nota here which I can't cece to fcilow

24 vary well about a study by Burkhofer, which I beliave would be

( 25 vi lating the rule we have been so fruitfully a moment ago. So
.

,

1222 122
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325

PDDRORGNALWRB/wb6 1 I will not do that.

2 In fact, the only other reply I have to the lack

(
3 of basis, which I believe is the only statement- All that

4|" says on page 54 of the SER. . essentially what thac does is I.

l.
I! reinforce the 280 calories per gram peak fuel enthalpy

i

s*.andard.
t

,
i.

[ It appears a?most, although I crgued the contention,
i

il '

a thers was no way to argue, because the gentleman who said --
-

p
!

9 the staff -- there's no basis. Ther3's no way to arguo you
d

io ;; have a basis without submitting scue basis. And that's

11 expanding the basis and not allowed. So at this point I-
j .- *

;; MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairuan, I don't believe that

13 statement shculd be allowed to stand in the record. I think

g
, that the Chair, Mr. Linenbarger expressed accurately whKt the

ig view of the Board was witl'. respect to receiving additional

material. And I believo that that is not an accurate chate=16
i

,7{ mont of the Board's position.

i

g I think what we have here, in reality, is truly,

jg a change in the nature of the contt.acion. I think the quarrel
-

:

20 here is with the heat deposition standard rather than the--
.

MR. DOHERTY: With what standard, please?g

g MR.NEUMmi: The 280 calories per gram standard.'

-- [
'

'

MR. LINEUEERGER: Well, at any rate, !!r. Doherty,,,

:. ;

,, 4 you have presented your contention, a'nsnded it, and the_

i.

g applicant and the staff both would have its admissibility
;

:1
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' ~

WRB/wb7 1 denied. I take it you are standing on your defense of thav

2 contention as submitted; is that correct?
(

3 MR. DOHERTT: Yes. I argue simply that I have

- 4 provided the basis, it seems to me.

5 2"= repeating myself, but it cecm3 to me at this

5|| me=cnt the way the rule seems to be poing, whether they ccre
i.-

/[ from the Appeal Soard or dircetly frcm you, there is certainlf

G|| no way to admit new basis,'to state the basis for an inter-,

9 venor for a contention. So that all an intervenor can do when

'O ; . staff and applicant object " Lack of basis," is say, "Oh, yes

11 thero is."

12 Maybe a person can get into the detaila of it,

13 of why--

14 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, you're invited to give any
,

15 bases you can. We have never said that you could not, in
.

;5 argument today, p ovide bases. What we just said was 'Jiat
~

17 you could not expand, change the scope of contentions.
~ , , . . . . . -.. -

ja So I don't know why you're saying what yodre

19 saying, Mr. Doherty.
'

20 It may be difficult for you to state bases.
.

21 In which case conceivably 3 cur contention will be denied if

22 you haven't 7et forth the bases with reasonable specificity.

g3 And you're not going to be gotten off the hook by saying
i

i
24 - there may be times when you can't give the bases.

\ 25 If you can't give the basen ' hen we are very well
o

.
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P001 BR Gl.
WRB/wb8 1 likely to determine that you are unable to support, or whatevel ,

2 your contention. So it lies with you, and solely with you,

3 and not with anyone else, on bases. You have to provide that.

4 And yca can't tell the Board, Uell it's there but I'm not

5 going to give it, or I can't give it. If it's there you

'

6; will give it and we will understand, or if it is not there
i

7' and you naven't given it theWe don't understand what is the

O bases..

9 MR. DOEBRTY: With ull respect, a mcment ago
|

10 Ms. Woodhead raised the objection about expanding the bases.

11 I was under the impression that that was supported.

12 MR. SCOTT: !<tr. Chairman, I think Mr. Doherty's

13 confusion is that Ms. Woodhead did in fact object to that.

M, But I never did haar you uphold her cbjection. I think

15 Mr. Doherty must havo thought just because the NRC staff

19 objected that you had upheld it. But I agree with you I
.

17 don't think you said that.

18 tir. Doherty can supply any new bases he .wants to
'

as long as he doesn't change the scope of the contention.19

20 CEAIRMAN WOLFEs That's my understanding of the
,

.

21 Board's own ruling.
i

.

22 I don't understand what your problem is,

I?3 ?ir. Doherty. I understand it may be difficult, Mr. Doherty,

24 when you're arguing contentions to focus on thau and at all

k 25| times listen to tha Board. But that is indeed what the Board
i .

.

h
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P00RBRGEl.
""

WRB/wb9 1 said. You can provide bases, you can amend the bases during

2 the course of an argume.nt, but you cannot change the secpe of

3 the contention or the pleading.

- 4 MRe LINENBERGER: And explicitly, to make sure

5 that I did not mislead you wits regard to contantion 15, I

6 have made no observation that was intended to imply that we
i

7 | did not feel that you lacked bases in whicl' you submitted.

G I was only asking you if you are standing on those arguments.,

9 MR. DOHERTY: And I replied to that positively.

10 MR. LINENBERGER: That's the way we understood

it it.

12 MR. DOHERTY: Thank you very much, Mr. Scott

13 and Mr. Chairman.

14 CIIAIRMAN WCLFE: If there is any doubt, perhaps

15 I misspoko myself right frcm the very beginning. But I'll
.

IS make it clear now and we will rule on your argument on the

17 basis that you may change bases for your argument but you.

18 may not change your contentions. That's flat out, so there
-

is no misunderstanding what the Board's ruling is.ig

20 All right, Mr. Doherty.
.

gj MR. DCHERTY: All right, then. There being no

22 objection I would like to proceed to No. 16, which was

2.3 , amended and is in the August 20th contentions, t/nich I believ?

24 is the same group.

k 23 The staff argued that, among other things, that
i
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-

"

WRS/wb10 1 it was vague. I take it particularly at the beginning it

2 was vague. I've attempted to cure the vagueness. I would
( .

3 request an opportunity to treat it as a more clarified con-

bntion,andrequestthatitbejudged if that has changed4

5 it or not such that if it has geno cutside the rules that

6 ua have and that I understand now. Because the first
.

7.255 7, sentence is long and vague and did lead to-- It should be
i

a clarified.
.

9 CHAI!GIAH WOLFE Well ve'll just have to listen

to to what you havo to say to determine whether it be a change

;; in the scope of the contention or whether you're just explain-

t2 ing something within the fcur corners of the contention

13 that ctherwise might not bn understood upon the first reading

14 of the contention.

15 Soso ahead. There might be an objection, in
'

16| which case we'll have to rule en it.
~

MR. DOHERTY: "Intervenor alleges that appli-f7 {
e

18 cant has not considered steam blanketing of fuel
-

39 rods," -e nd here's wherr I prefer to make the change

20 in the wording.
.

21 "a phencmenon where transfor of heat on a boiling
I

22 hot surface is interefered with by trapped steam

23 between the ecol trater mass and the fuel reds them-

y selven. This prevents coolatt function, resulting

in excessive fissioning, hot spots on the fuel rods( 25
o

.

9
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i 830

WRB/wbil 1 and consequent fuel melt." j i

2 That last part is back in the original part,
( l
' ~

starting with "resulting."3
1

s

i jj CHAIEMAN WCLTE: Ga ahead,. I hear no objection.,~
i'
:?

5j MR. DOHERTY: All right.

0 .i Ucw the basis I've argued was the Peusi reactor
-

?
7 t' incident, and what wen cbjected to was thsrc was insufficient

i
3., similarity between Formi, cince it was a sodium cooled

1,-

o

9[ reactor, and, of course, ACNGS is not.

!

10 ( What I subnit is, ar.y coolant will act this way
I

1i with itself in a gaseous state. So that the fact that it

;2 was sodium cooled doesn't make that much difference.

13 The other basis is more local. It's simply

! that if you observe beads of water - if you observe a hot.

;5 , akillet you will see that beads of wa' er rollaround, instead

|~

:5 y of boiling on that surface.
!!

17h That's my answer to No. 16.
n

18 '
'

CHAIPPRi WOLFE: All right.

;g We'll have a ten minute recess at this time.

;9 (Recess)

End 2A 2; |
i,

20|
i.

-

23 y

^<
_ . . . ,

( 25 ||
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300RORGINE .

''

i ,
.

2B wrb/agbl CHAIRMAN WOLFE All right, the conference again'

,
. .-

1 10 is in session.
*

t

,
'

h MR. NEWMA5: Mr. Chairman, befors we leave
: .

'

'I {: Contentica' 16, I believt that we have here an instance of
;

fa

whera wo nay be straying off the reco.cvation with the changed"

:. ''
undsrpinai .g for dia contontien.

~ { '.c"litially, we ucre talking abcut stean blanketing
. .

$q

- '' [ on ths basis that th'e phenomenon would occur aa a result or
;

.

!n .

~; bicchage in the pathway of the coclant, and we cited,. the
i

M f intervenors cited the Fermi experience and has new quite
i

h. clearly withdrawn the Fermi experience.
'

k- |I
I

And he_ appears to m to be describing not a. steam

blanketing phenomenon but, rather, a filni boiling phenc oenon, !13

4 and I would point out that that is covered in the ECCS regula-
13 tiond J.0 CFR part 50 Appendi:c K, Section CE.

.

, 16 g CHAIRMTJi liOL7E s I missed that. You said
-

u
. C

] Mr. Doherty was departing from steam trappi'ng to what? -

IG.
, MR. NEWMANs From steam blanketing to the question

,

.

19 of film boiling.
. .

20 MR. LINENBERGER: Mr. Newman, this. member of the
,

i
21 Soard, at any rate, would like to ask Mr. Doherty for, clari- |

t

22 (ication here, because I personally did not hear l}im'back off
'

,

Z..I ' frca die, or understand him to be backing off from the Puni
,e

2s ;i a::perience with respect to ficw blockage. I guess I really
i

\ 25 did not hear in his rephruing of the first long sentanco of
I

f
-

6
.

I
.
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'

wrb/agb2 his contention a transition from nucleate boiling to film

2
| boiling, but maybe that was what he was doing. So I think I,

\
3

heard differently than you did.
I

4p ! So I would like to ask Mr. Doherty to repeat, if
,

5 you would.

U
#-

[ MR. EC E 07: TEs. I hat,e not abandoned the
- !

7i Formi aspect of the contantion, and there is no effort being
i I

. made to talk about film boiling. |
9

MR.'UEWMAN: I perhaps misunderstood what

20 Mr. Doherty was saying and, if so, I stand corrected. He

11 apparently is relying on the information submitted in writing
;2 to thcBoard to which we have responded.
13 CIAIRMAN WOLFE: All right, Mr. Doherty.

14 MR. COHERT'l: Cn Number 17, there has been a

15 utipulation but I have a question. The Applicant argued that
.

16 the contentien belonged with TexPIRG's, with a TexPIRG

17 contention. I have Number 6 down, but I don't have TexPIRG's

la contentions with me. A complete stipulation of the Staff's

19 position would be that it be an independent contention.
EG MR. NEWMAN: We so stipulate., ,

21 MR. DOHERTY: All right. Fine.
22 That brings us to Number 13, which is on page
23 saven of the May 25 submission of contentions which was

24 concerned about in the event of main steam .ine valve trip, or
( 25 turbine trips and SCRAM failure, the proposed p2 ant would have

I

..
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Iwrb/agb3 a PEA if the recirculatica pumps could not Le tripped rapidly.
2390 I have decided that I will not pursue this con-

(
3 tention and there is no requirement that the Board go further

g 4 on it. I sae it drawing a large X.

3 CHAIR!GN WOIJE: All right. Ycur rsqtnet to
'

G withdraw Contantion-18 is grcnted.
-

:

7 ;m. DCIERTY: Nur.ber 19, as I've underatcod tha

,
O argument of the Applicant, they are essentially se.ying they ars

9 submitting a new' type - well let me get to that in a minute I

10 here. I'm sorry.

11 All right. That's on - in the August 10, 1979

12 submission of amended contantions. It's on.the second page

13 on the back.

14 On that one, I have only a question. One of the

13 difficulties has boen that I have not been able to reach or
..

16
g get to see Amendment 50 wnich covers what I think is called-

I ~ a fast SCRAM system, the tarm for this.17 s

. __

; The original problem with control rod drive system16

19 collett retainer tubes was cracking, and it has been blamed

00
,

on the type of stainless steel used. I will pursue the

21 contention if, in fact, applicants - excusa me, collett
|

22 i ratainer tubes are still of 304 stainless steel. Hovsver,
!

I23 ' thora hava certainly been - perhaps your technical people i

|M can halp you with that - they cartainly have been made avail-
k 25 abic for -- Genaral 21ectric boiling water reactor collett -

I t

'
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I
wrb nf54 retainer tubes :nade ~ of different reaterial. And if that materiali

is in use, I see no point in arguing the contention.

*3ondLloom

A'ndonf1ws 4
3

-

i

S il
'|:-

o
/ .:

I i

et i
:.

I

9 -

10

li

12

13

11

15

.

15

17

IS

'

19

20
.

21

22

E3

24

23
s
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I ;

Il ih '

1

wel5 1| MR. NEWNAN: Mr. Chairman, I suggast that afterwel/agb1 L,
,

h I'va had a chanca to confer with the technical people#

I'll( d
!! 1--

i" h be abla to respond,to that, so let's just put that off for the !
it '

'n a. i'

. mortant.
4

. !
1

-1
|M2. DC'EE : Utsbar 23 is chipuls :sd. ,

C3 '

.
Tha .unt contentics is Mudoe.r 21, 7hich FaS acEld3[

!
s'

end is in the Au r:ct- 20 cuhmiccicn of nr.anded cencantiens
!

- which - well, cr. paga two of that Augu:;t 20th ;~otp. |i:
f-

',

.
Ona of the Str.ff's objecticrawns t'iat the point ;

-
1

.|

kinetics raodal has conservatisms in it which - well to ycv*

|[. ..i
.

'l 9 want no to read the first sentence or two? I think I should.
:- .N - '\,

"i ""'his intervenor contends that the 1

_

;<

4

0

N| resolution of the issue of the amount of
!

I; reactivity inserted by the collapsed veids I,

8.n
# il during overpressure transient b9ing generically

- !!
.

i-ib.. ' investiga:,ed by the HRC will result in derating
8 .'. i of the propcsed plcnt output. To the es_t.cuc

., - ,
.

TL P. this hia environmental interests wotild'have. - !
.

'19 auffered less harm by having Applicant construct
I i

22, , ... . . ,. a plant e?.ther using a different fuel su6h as coal.

, ;-

fI or a pressurized plant which produced as much
.

i,, . :
-

! power as the progesed pir.nt." . . . ./
-

I.
e

F '
All right. The Staff chjected against the cri 2.na ,7p

t

l' . statement which is en page oight of the first cubrission of

?|
- ti.

.
-

,

k -

ccntentions. They referred to Section 4322 of the SER, '

t. t ;

\
*

.,
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! P00R ORGINAl. -
i

1I
wel/agb2 ! Supplement Number Two as containing language that would indica :e

2I
(, that the contention is without basis.'

3 i '

: I would like to submit that the basis fer the^
:

f._. contention is as I put it down here pl, .i three ether basis
,

c -

'i pcints. One is fren Richard E. Uebbs .Hars.rds of.. atcmic Pc.we..r-
.

,, +
. :i Planta. I'll read just a paragraph::

7 i ..
i "Tha.most trusted-theorf cd racctor

.. f
5 ,

"

! dynamics prodicta largo cores vill exhibit neutronic ef:Jochs-

3 ' *
~

called space-time kinetic effects, which will cause:
.

to '
d 'much atronger power e::cursions than have Men
I

l ''
i predicted by the small cora theory called point
t
'8.064 kinetics."

13
There are two articles which I feel sdyport my,

I

~

I position. The r.uther is J.3 Yauinsky, Y-a-s ,dn-s-%-y,
.

.,
!'~t both published in Nuclear Science and .Engineerin.a, the first j. --

!. .."
! in 1965 callcd "Sena Nurnrical 2rperinants ConcerAing Space
;

F'' :

Time :Mactor 'Iinstics Beharior;" the seconde in 1970 called
|18 + "On the Use of Point Kinetics for the Analyois of" Rod 2jection

-

.O| Accidenta."'

,
" , ,

; The Staff also pointed cut the.t ths -intervenor-

!,,
'' - had mada scme assunptions. Oct I cm scying is that tnere is

~~ i l
'

j cn unresolved issre of reactor stabil'ty dyna.d.cs behavior j
n i

'~ ! , citad cn p1go 47 cl the S2'; in Section 4322 cnd that that ic a.

t
i

litigabla issue t.cc2us.e dorati..g based :n the abc've would brin ri

i< ",
lecc energy for the same 2nvironmental est and hence

offs:!:t thf 8
.
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wel/agb3 c sthent conclusions of de ES, and dolate IM.

2 In anchhcr objection, the Staff objected under
(. '

3 10 CFR 50.35 (a) the centention can be considered at the

4|- operating license stage. However, my reading of the Riverp
!

5i Band decision, Guld- States Utilitie:; 6 HRC, is that the
I. ,

5 findings under 10 CFR 50.35(a) permits a Ecarc finding that
!!-

7 the Applicant nay sttrt construction hub it's not_a basis for
,

O er.clusion of an issue by th3 intervenor.,

9 I'm'scrry to have taken so long, I got twisted
i

1.0 { around in caperwork but I'm ready now for....

11 (The Board conferring.)

12 MR. LINEliBERGER: Mr. Doherty,. the 3 card is not
t

13 clear which of the following two things you are sayings

y One, thni: the potential advarse implications of. void collapse

j3 is likely to lead to come undesirable event with respect to the

16 reactor operation or that anticipation of undesirable impacts

17 o' f ~ d collapse is likely to lead, ct operating. time, a

;g ' derating of the reactor to avoid this kind of undesirable
''

gg impacts which of the two are you saying?*

.

20 MR. DOHEFJY: Nunber two.
.

;

2; MR. LINENBERGER: Thank you, sir. :I think we%

22 | can proceed,

I

.!3 | MR. DCEERTY: Centention Mumber 22 10.an amended
I

;. ; Obntantion. It's cenuained on the first page ofo he August 7-. r

23 submicsion of amendments. Contention Number Cio,. first sencen :'es

I
.
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"'

.

wel/agb4 reads - Contention 22, first sentence reads:

2
"Intervenor contends the control' rods

3 may develcp cracking in the blade in core,.." mean:Ing
4- as a place, "... which hold the neutron absorbing baron
5 . carbide." ,

G I think it might ha wise to road a little more.
.

7 "Since the contermost rods a're subject

O to the greatest neutron absorbing requircrtient,-

9 thase may crack soverally., resulting in an amount
l') of boren carbide greater than the highest rod worth

H- being dispersed in the coolant, resul'hing in

.162 R inability to shut down."

T3 Both Staff and Applicant oppoced.

Gl' The last sentence I think Staff oppcided this in

T5 part on vagueness, and I'd lika to try to modifyNthe last
.

16 sbntence so that it is clear. And that's on ths. first page
17 of the subraission.

18 I'd like to just strike out the fai~rly long phrase,
"

19 'is a danger to intervenors' safety interests," ind replace
20 it with "are effected by control rod blade craching with loss,

i.

21 of neutron absorbing material.' !

!
22 CHAIRIGN WOLFE: Therebeingnoobje'ction,continth.
23 ZiR. DOHERTY: I was car cain there -#d1 a chance of
24 that.

k 25 CHAIR!Wi UOLFE: I hear none, so proceed,
o

9
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Iwel/agb6 Mr. Doherty. J

2 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, I'm afraid I - it

3 appears to me that there's an amendment or a change in the

4 contention. Could Mr. Doherty just giva us a word more of

5 explanation as to the significance of the last change he

3 proposas?
t"
1.

-7 h MR. DCHERFJ: I don't think the senbance mahas
!!

0 [; sense unless the change la made, and I don' t think it makes
,

li

9 ] granatatical Engli.5h and I'm not cartain-it doe 3 nov, becEuse
li

,

!O ;j it's a very complicated sentence. It's one of the troubles |

Ifi ,, with my education. '

.g -
'

!? '! You.have the new wording, first of all, sir.

f3 Do you? Let's check that out. Let's be certain-we're both
il

{
14 talking about the same thing. - -g.

o
E5- MR. NEWHAN: I have the wording fronlyour contenti4n

'fS{1 NfAugust7th,1979. I'm looking at the last phrase of that
.

77 contention, is that correct? -

1B~ MR. DOHERTY: Yes, beginning with "is.a danger."
.!

19 tiov to the period in that line, I'd like to simply cross that'i*

30 out and I've writt'en some new language to insert in there.
\

-

21 Did you get that language?

22 MR. EEWAN: Perhaps you'd better repeat it. 4

i

2) MR. DOHERIY: Okay. "--are effected'hy

I
24 control rod blade cracking with loss of neutron

\

25 absorbing naterial."s

r

. . . _
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P00R ORGINAL
wel/agb7 I MR. NDfMAN: In addition to clarifying that,

2 Mr. Doherty, is that meant to underline the econortic interests
(

3 which you have strassed in your earlier version of this

4 pleading?-

5 HR. DOHERTY: Not economic interest, I don't belie'm
i
I

6 I hava an economic interest other than environmental aconomic |
|

-

7 interplcy. Is that what you mean?

, , As I 12nderstand your pleading tho8 MR. NmiMMi:

9 first time you submitted that contention, the essential basis

10 was that there would be an effect on your sconomic interest.

11 As I read your amenciment on August 7th, it would appear to be

12 awitched to assert a health environmental interest. And I

13 guess that this form of contention has changsd so many times

14 that I''in not clear any longar as to the nature of the interest

is which you feel will be affectad by the occurrence of this

.

1G phenomenon.

17 MR. DOHERTY: The nature of the interest is a

18 health interest involved in having a reactor which cannot be

19 shut down totally and severe environmental consequences brought-

20 on by having to use another type of plant to replace the
.

21 incc=pletely shut down nuclear plant.

22 MR. NEfMAN: Do you have any response to the argu-

23 mont initially made by the Regulatory Staff with respect to

24 the technical basis of your contention? That' sin the Staff's

25 response of June 27. It seems to me that that's the heart of'

1

.

'
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'
wel/agb8 the matter. Stafi's 36utified an essential technical vulner-

2
ability and the contention rides or doesn't ride on the basis

(
3 of whether you can establish that the Staff is right or wrong

#
in their assertion with respect to your contention.

^

5 MR. DOIIERTY: I'd lika to direct a question to the
,

*

c
chair.'

.

'| That seams to change the way we're rur.ning the

3| procedure when he does that. Now he's essentially saying what.

9 -- now he's usirig a Staff objection. The way we've boon

10 doing was as you kindly said to me Go to it. Now I've been

Il corrected. That changes our proceedings, I believe. I don't

12 kncw what you -

13 MR. HEWMAN: The purpose of my inquiry basically,

14 Mr. Chairman, was to find cut whether or not wa're dealing

15 here at the bottom with economic interests or health and
1" safety interests.

17 CHAIBMAN UOLFE I thought Mr. Doherty's answer

18 was that'it's environmental. But to the ettent that there's
'"

19 interplay between environment and safety, I don't think he

20 , said at any time that he's basing hia argument-r4 rely en
,

'.:
21 ' economics.

'22 Isn't that correct, Mr. Doherty?

U MR. DOHERTY: Yes, although he does have a basis

24 ' for say .ng so because I believe the original contention did
A 23 " have something about economics.

!

.
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.

'
wel/agb9 MR. NEWMAN: That is my ccncer::. f

4

2
MR. OpHERTY: But this is amendI.C..

( ;

3 '

'MR. NEWPAN: And I think that, withotit stating an

- '

cbjection I balio re -that the Staff's basic objection, the/- i
,

i
"c

i technical bacia of this cc.ntuntion has no: becn answered in Ii .-

.h i

this response, end ,I laws ':hz record at than.
,

-

IG. OCHE7.TY: He lea'ren @.e record at ' hst poin.:c"

. it t

" h' so I guenc that sort of totts what I nald a mcment ago about.

;

9, the proceeding cliz.nging. Actually he's filed an object. ion, !
ii !

* d or he's stated an objection thero.
I

? .' CHAIIVIAN WOLFE I don't think so, I think he's
!
t, , ,

indicated something that you haven't ::esponded to and whether"

I3 you like it or not the Board may well pick up on this.
,

M MR. CCHERTY: Oh yes, but -- |,

1
j!15 CHAI.'dNI UOLFE: So perhaps you-ohouldn't be so |1
i j

-

-,d
| concarned about the muthodoloc.Jy of the Applicants going out-

17 sido the ground rules here. Maybo you shouldn't b'e s'o concern 3d
' ~

M about that but rather just have you adequately addressed all

G*

arguments in opposition to your contention.

20 MR. DOHERTY: Well I certainly don't feel that I'v

21 had a chance to do that yet, but I do feel that what has !.

I
i

22 !! happened is a change fundamentally. And it's a changa from
,

t. ^

23 ;! having the inte vonor simply give his answera to the objections
,,. .

M O ofthe Staff and applicant as the intervenor perceives thom i

25 !*}
I

' and instead we're having - '

1 I
,

'



343

wel/agbl'I CHAIRMAN WOIJE: All right. All right. This is0

2
{- _ ,

how kr. Doharty feels, Mr. Newnan, now you don't have to alert

3 him any more as to something that might hava slipped through

'I('' the cracks, he's saying'that he's going to handis his own
i

i

l argurent the way he wants to handle it.

'

All right, Mr. Doherty. !j,

~

HR. LO!!ERTY: That was h u iderstanding of whati
!

3| you wantad ca to do.-

i
-

1

9i CHAI'R2*AN UCLFE: All right. Proceed.

I'J ! I'R. CCHERTY: All right. Thank you.

11 The Staff &lso rained the fact-that the Throu Mile

12 Island Plant failed to achieve cold shutdown was due to Imitir.g

'2 and not due to cracking, which I feel is not truly important.

'4 The fact is in either case the sheathsicst their integrity in

15 some way and that, therefore, there is a basis for going into
-

- .. ._ . 2

13 tha cont 3ntion of a pocsibility of the aheaths losing integrit/.

'

- 17 and losing boron absorbent. Of cocrse, they've also put in :

18 two reactor units that have experienced the problem of
.

19 ' cracking to give it a firmer basia. Those are in the con-

10 tantion.

i

11 I would lika to assert that I intendei that it

12 , would be reali::ed that the damage would be larga enough --
'

|

O would be equal or greatar than -- wall I'n having trouble !

i,

24 i with my wording hers -- the damage would be as large an or ;
t

13 equal te the damago created when a single control rod of !
> ,

1222 141 -
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Iwel/agbli maximum worth is stuck out of the reactor and all the others

2 are inserted., ,

(,
3 HR. NEWMAU: Mr. Chairman, I'm sorry, I missed

4C that. What are you quoting from now, Mr. Doherty?

5 HR. DCHERTY: My notes. '

O HR. NEUMAN: I'm sorry. I thought you were quoting
i-

7 cor.n authority, '

]Mk.)kj!''hlt r
,

2

b-O MR. DOHERTY: No..

9 Ther's is either a rule or a specification that

10 in considering control rod -- in considering getting a red to

11 cold shutdown, the reactor must be able to achieve cold shut-

12 down with one control rod of maximum worth, which might

13 mean the control rod stuck out. That is, it could get to'

14 cold shutdown with one rod out.
I

15 tiow this contention won't make much sense unless
.

16 ' that amount of material is lost essentially in absorbing -

" unlese the amount of boron lost equals that, or otherwiso17

'

18 the specifications would still mean you could get to cold

.

19 chutdown.
'

20 So the ascertion has to bo made - I believe I'm

21 correct in saying it's a specification at this point. At 3

22 ' least it may sound familiar to the Board.

cu.d5 23 ,

,

24

25

1222 142 '
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,

1 There was also objection raised by the Applicant,

2' which is a part of the oa,;11er problem of having a bifurcated
3 hearing, of having this hearing and having that one a year ago,
4p and having had original notics and a later notice, which we

3 haven't daalt with vary much here. ?.nd I got a little

6 confusing hero.

7! The A';plicent scened to ba saying that there was
,

G nothing new in here, which assentially meant ralying, I thi Jt,,

9 on AIJsB-535, or the Board ordor after m-535, that the

1~0 contenticas submitted by a person such as myself had to be

11 somehow related to material that could not have been raised

12 because of the neu evidsuce rule.

13 And I just would point out that the Dranden Unit

14 1 reactor inc.1.dont, which is quite old, 19GO, and that would

15 he enough to keep the centention - did not justify admitting

ts the contantion a year ago, because it would have been

17 contariinated by old evidenca,
.

18 MR. NENMAN; Mr. Chairman, I think there's an

,' 19. argumant over nothing. We don't have an objection based on

20 tinoliness. It's not in any of our pleadings.

21 MR. DOHERTY: Well, there's'nothing lost by what

22. I've said.

23 CIULIRMAN ITOLFE: Go ahead, it. Doherty.

24 MR. COHERTY: I'm ready to proceed to the next
|

( contention.25

.. ,

*
1222 143 ,
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wel 2
1 on number 23, on Staff's renponse, it's clear that

2 because the overpressure transient will cause power to exceed
3 102 percent - well, I'm sorry - number 23 is en . ... number

4 23 was an amanded contenuion. I'm having difficulty locating

5 it.
i

S (Pauco.) !
I-

7 Ch, hora it is. '

O It's an page . . . it's on the Ju3y 24th submission.,

3 Staff and Applicant filed objections in opposition to both the

lo amended contention and the criginal contention.

11 Now, because the pressure transient will cause the

12 power to exceed 102 percent of the design pcwer level,

t) Intervenor concodes this contention is a challenge to 10 CFR

14 30, Appandix K.
_

15 However, Intervanor will avail himself to file a

16 spacial circumstances under 10 CFR 2.750 with an appropriate

17 2.714 supporting statement. Ifhat I mean by that is until you

18 receive some type of special cilcumstances' arrangement, you~

19- need not rule on this as it is, because this Intervenor

20 agrees that it is a challenge to 10 CFR 50, Appendix K,

21 because it's clear ths conditions there would bring it over

22 102 percent of powor, and the requirements are that it only

23 be able to sustain 102 percent under that section.

24 MR. LINENBERGER: Ars you saying, then, sir, that

l 25 you're giving the Board notice that the monkey is on your

1222 144
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1| back to do or not do accothing about this further, but as it
f
| currently stands you, yourself, recognizo that no chewing of,-

;n
k j special circumstanco has been made?

I

;
,

i

MR. DOERTY: Yes. It's certainly clear I know I
,

, ,

C 1

, i hava not done that, and thah's it.

E. LI:T.INBC"tG32: " hank you.
*

,. MR. DOH3Pl"Z: Oc".tentien mfior 34
,

,

g ,; C:iAIRMAli WOLF 3: When will you be filing such a 1-
.

i

pati':ica for waiver or a:cception under Soction 2.7537 't.

4- !

, ,.3 MR. DOERTY: As prcmptly as possible. I don't
8,

. '

have a fixed date.,;

;
?,,
i CHAIR'WT WOLFE: All right..

W. Go ahead, Mr. Doherty.
L

f MR. DOER?l: Cont 2ntion nunber 24 is an amended
centention. It was amended on July 24 cn the submission of '

is

,4,yamendedcontentions,whichisthesamaaswewere-just
.

,

. i,

p_,p momentarily considering.n -

ti

i

,n. O I'll road a short part of it
a

!

"In the event of a control red drop accident,,_
.

v4

Interv'enors hold its safety interests are inadequately
-

![ pretactad because the Applicant relics en Nac0- 20S27,%i: 'i i

h i

which shows that the reactivity increase potential for |.n. 1-~ <

"
tha accident is 2.5 percent, which, according to,,:: I'

; i

11:C0 1Q527 wili. precuce a power excursion with a peak
D j}i

!

i- !anerrf: yield less than 280 calories per gram of fuel " |4 25 't
|

..

'

..

...
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wel 4
1 All right. On this, I'd like to point out that

I in the P5AR, page 15.1-76, which is Section 15.138.3, there's
3 an excellent description of the rod drop. The analysis

4' assumes that the rod pattern control system is operational,e
(

S and my undarstanding is th2y now hava a rod contr31 and

Tj i.afor.ution cyatom, I guess it's call 2d, which is slightly
.

et

7 [ differant, in that that system will linit tha rM drop wor'h
8 to 1 percent.,

s i This 13 not the worst possible cceidant for

1d a rod drop if the RCIC is assumed to function.

11 The Applicant submitted pages from one of the

12 avidence cited in the contention, thau of the PSAR from the

13 Montague Nuclear Plant. They submitted that to me. However,

14 I think they misunderstood what I was saying.

15 They thought I meant the Montague PSAR contained
.

16 comething that would indicate a danger to the public. It

17 cctually chows only calculations that don't show that.

18 Again, I'm going to refer to Richard Webb's

19 book, called " Accident Hazards of Atomic Power Plants." He
-

20 stated on pago 77:
.

p.! ''In the design basis control rod drop accident

22 for BWRS, the reactivity worth of tha dropped control

n[ red, that in, the reactivity inc-cased potential, was
:

g formerly asarmed to be 2.5 percant, which24 raa

25 calculated to produce a pcuer excursion with a peak'

,

1222 146 .
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1 onergy yiald less than 280 calorios per gram."
2 Now, NEDO-10527 showad the safety N it to ha

(
3 greatly exceeded and as a result the contre:. rod worth3

I I4 assunption for the dosign base rod drop accident was re. a d
|

p 1

.

3j to 1.4
5 Ifo:rever, thsrc was no chcags to tha reactivity

.
,

7hworth potential of the centrol rods.
,j p['| l

@llU lih .

p g f ',

IL3 i. And that's my submission. J U.i.

Y.3y Cententica 25 is going to catse coma diffictity.
i

It's on page 10. It's act amanded. It's on page 10 of the10 <

11 original submission.

~12 Staff and Applicant's responses are both on page

is 11 of their original responses to this group of contentions,

1
'

14 that went out the first deadline. This is the contantion that
!

13 ' I was broken into two parts.
'l

'

1s: I beliere I may need some help here.

! One part of it was - one part use acceptod, and17
i

gg one part not.

19 MR. NEMIAN: Mr. Chairman, perhaps it would simplify
- -

.

things if I enplained what the Applicant's position is on20
i

I

21 that.

22 We have revicued the Staff's pleadirl on that
(

!

23 h contentien, and agrao with the Staff position, that the |
i'l question which the Staff finds as suitable for litigation is24 ,

k the ono to which no also stipulate.25
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3 MR. DOHERTY: The second part is the part I

2 believe that you stipulated to.
(

3 All right. Mr. Neinnan, according to page 11 of the ,
a

4 Staff's response, the last paragraph, do you stipulate to

that?5

6 I& NEIDIAN: Ara we reading :he words, the Staf"

*

7 supports this part of the centention . . . let me back up.

g The second issue raised h3re cOncGrns inadSCplate
.

g fuel failura detection, wilich issue was raised ~in NUREG-0401,

10 cited by the Inter renor, and which shou 2.d indicate da;naga from

11 biccked assemblies as a safeguard to such occurrence. Staff

12 supports this part of the contention- and :so forth.

at s e p rt n of die Staff's response to13

which we stipulate.

I} !l j /" 1MR. DOEERTY: All right.'

L1 o.

-

g Now, I'd liko to call your attention to page 11

of your response, which says:

"To the extent Intervenor contends that the

, design basis ficw bicekage accident should assume

y more than oneiblocked fuel assembly, Applicant agrees
~

that this contention meets the minimun- rs(tfirements
for presenting a litigablo issue."

MR. IC? RET: The truth of the matter is that I
23 [

Slink we vere being somewhat generous at the time, because ofl '

24

our inability to understand your contantion. I think that the

i

1222 148 -
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I Staff has identified with better precision the nature of the
2

(, issue that should be litigated, and it is that position to
3 which we stipulate, withdrawing all other representations with
4 respect to that contention.

5
MR. DOHE WZ: So then you do not agree that to the

6 e:ctent Intervanor contends that the design base flow block
.

7 accidant should assuma more than one blocked fuel assembly,
8 that that meets the recuirements for prasenting a litigable,

9 issue? Is that r'ight? How that your position has changed?
10 gn, Nrsinn: I think our position is just as I

11 explained it a moment ago. I probably accurately set it

12 forth,

i3 MR. DOHERTY: Well, you mentioned something about
!4 generosity, and I gather perhaps I'm having difficulty

~

i5 fathoming my writing, but I have a statement here . . . it
.

16 appears to me that .you stipulated to the first part, which
17 Staff did not stipulate to, and then hors this morning

- . . . - . .
_IB . stipulated to the.second part, Which Staff did stipulate to.

.

.

19 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chaiman, is there -A , question
%

20
.

pending?

El CHAIRMAN WOLPE: Well, I'm trying to fathom whether

22 there is agreement or disagreement over the first part of

23| contention 25. I'm not certain at this point.

24 I'm full well aware that this morning the Staff
i 25 and Applicant concurred in stipulating as to the second part

t

1222 149 '
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t of this contention. I'm not at all cretain about what
21 disposition, if any, has been made of the first part.

t

3 So, with that outstanding, -.

4 MR 1W.RIAN: Mr. Chairman, Just to crystallizeg

5 our position, ue cre opposing 'he first part of thet

S contention, stipulating instead to the second po.: tion of
.

7 the contention, which wa balieva mora clearly raises a
..

8 litigable issue.
. -

9 CHAIPJ4AN WOI22: Now Mr. Doherty, to the extent

to that you're arguing that it's your understanding from

t; whatever appears in Applicant's submission, that they did

12 agree to the first part, if that's what you think, that's

13 what you think.

14 But I think Mr. Newman was trying to explain to

15 you -

'

16 MR. DOHERTY: I'm certain he was. But it appears

97 to me from the plain language on the face of page 11 that

18 the Applicant stipulated to part (a) - on the Applicant's
- jg response -- to the May 25th submission.

20 MR. NElCMAN: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I should just
-

21 say that we felt that somewhere in that contention was

22 s mething that was litigabic. We think that the Staff has

23 , m ra pracisely identified that matter than we have. Thereforey

g we are adopting the Staff 1caition and withdrawing the

languag ur earlier position.( 25
l

1222150!
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1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: So both Staff and Applicant, then,
2 I take it, take now the position that there are two pas.t.s to

\
3 Contantion 25.

4 Is that correct?

3 MR. NEWMAN: There would appear to be tco parts.
4 CHAIRMAN WOLFS: Nov, do you disagree or agree

'
;

7 with that, that thers are two parts?
8 MR. DOHERTY: I beliavs thero are two parts, and,

9 my disagrer. ment is that I believe they stipulated to both

to , parts. One part they never answered. One part they did, by

11 stipulating.

I2 CHAIRMAN WOLFS: All right. Now, what about the
,

13 Staff, Mr. Doherty? Does the Staff agree that the entire

14 contention 25 is admissible?
i

g3 MR. DOHERTY: No.
- ja CHAIRMAN WOLFE: They agreed only that the second

17 part was admissible.

13 MR. DOHERTY: That's right.

13 CHAIP. MAN WOLFEt Then you still have to answer-

20 the Staff's objection to part 1, whatever Applicant had to
.

21 say.

22 MR. DOHERTY: That's right.

23 CHAl'EDH WOLFE: Well, lat's get on with it and

24 discuss that, the second part.

25 MR. DOHERTY: I do have a question before we goA

F

,

1222 \S\
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1 ahead.

2 Can Applicant withdraw the stipulation?
.

\

3 CHAIRMAN iiOLFE: Well, we don't get to that point.

4 Juct anm7er what Staff has to any about its objection to the
.

5.j cacond par:.
U

4j :12 D':m"2Or: Staff anya nothing abou'. the sacend
a

'

7 f part, ao thars'3 .a - at nic nonent :: 2c+;a nothirq to

i

so anmier, I argus frem the Staff. That the Staff has no
*

.I
,

3i objection to both parts cf 13. The Staff states there is noi

:3 , design baais accid'.ent for blocked asecublies, and I agree with
' i

1.1 that. Hcwever, there is a postulated accident iri~NUREG-0401

12 on pagn 22 So this, I feel, ansters the charge er whatever

a that thic is speculative. If it's considered in th'.s document,

14 there nust 5a como basis for the pessibility of the accident; ;

i

15 I presume tha Nuclear Rcgulatory Ccmninsicn research dcas

33 not take off on tangenta. You know what I mean.
-

C9 37 I would like to submit that the Farmi accident is

g unlikely to repeat itself It was not conceived of prior to

39 its occurrence. No one ever thought of it, either. And that.

go the Intervonor does not have to do more thah~p'o' int out thera
,

.

~1 ; are many parts . . . well, I haven't really annwered that |
,

'
!

22 I very w 11, baccusa apparently the Staff has the objection '

L

-|that thero was no similarity betracn the Fermi plan': - or,a

f pardon me - insufficient sisilarity between the Fe:mi planty,
w,

be and Allens Creek. The fact that there was no conception of |( s..,.,,

,

i
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1, the Formi accident, that is, nJ one ever thought that

2 someone '.;ould wald a piece down at the botton - you ).new
,

\
3 the story, I guess -~ that t. hat means that they're going to

4 grasp out similarities here. It's just very diffienit, or

5 almost mear.ingless.
P !

5 I think that all I bnvo to do is point out that '

.

h. there are trany purts in the rauctor that hava scme possibility, j7

l !
4

S and that's what I'va dcne in the conuntion, have some
t

9 possibility of suffering damage and bacoming icosanad and |

!G blocking fuel rods. That is, the fact cf their existence

i; precludes that they not necessarily stay where they're
.

12 supposed to.

13 I would also argue that as a basis for that is

72 there is a device included with most of tha modern reactor

gg systems called a locao parts monitor, which must be there for
-

good reason, to detect loosened matarials, which may eithergg

~

g .7 be worn out material or corroded material - without being

18 disparaging to anyone. In other worda, the loose parts

., jg monitor is there for a reason, so if such things can work

20 loose, if there's a 'need - for eramp1e, on that so-called
;

-

i
21 poison spargers havo endured a gcod deal of damage and wear '

22 and are likely candidatoa for becoming dispersed p'iecos in
i

the coolcnt matarial. I
c3 ,l -

,
i

,1 I failed to include on tha list nine linas fron '
,.

the top ene material that I think - or one situation that Is .cu
f
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y think would. contribute to the accident in Part I of the

2 centention, which does not involva 1cose partu, and that

'
-

3 would be a mis-positioned control red. Ecwever, conceivably,

4 frem the way this hearing has moved, that might be considered

changing the conter, tion. I can certainly see where it might5

3 be too much, and I'd cpprooic.ts cenass 1 ruling on that,just
- so I'd kno:7 whore I8m.'.c7

CHAIIUIA'T ??OLFE: This is an addition to what now?g
4

8You ve addod what?g

* * "'* * E 8 E# "10

materials that aight - or possible parts that might work

looso and contribute to a flow blockage accident, and I

y listed, starting at about page 13 - or, pardon me - line 13,

intermediary spaces, channel blocked portions. I would like

to insert more on this mispocitioned control rod, which I

| speculate that the preliminary ruling decided that that

cecidn*t be done. I think a mispositioned control rod would
17

cauie th's saca damage,but perhaps it's just too late.

CHAIRMAN 130'JE: Any objection?.
., ,

MR. NEICiAN: I have no objection, Mr. Chairman.
'

Of cource, that shouldn't be construed as agreeing on the
2t

.

Inerits of the contention. It's simply one more among the
22

cc.tponents which he bellsvec could cause a flev blockage.
23

I think itc contention is an defectivc as it was before, evan
M

with the addition'
25

.

F
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1 CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Staff 7

2 MS, WOODHEAD: No objecticn.
\

~ 3 CEAIRMAN WOLFE: As I understand it, there is no

4g. cbjoetion from either Stnff or Applicant to the insertion of

d) that wording in your contention.

-

G MR. DCHERTY: I did detect a slight roservation
I

~

9 cn tha pa::t of the Applicant about that.

8| MR. NI:WMAN: I'm corry, Mr. Chairman, I didn't
.

I9 hear your last ramark.
I

10! CILURMAt! WOLFE: I was advising Mr. Doherty that
!,

]1 neither Applicant nor Staff had any objection to the

12 insertion of his proposed wording into the contention. I am

15 , going to add that it's my understanding that they do not

14 , agree, hcwever, with the adnissibility of the centention, even

jg{ with the additional inserted wording.
I

I- ;g So that is the position of those two parties, Mr.

37 Doherty.

m MR. DOHERTY: All right. ,Thank you.

y3 Number 26. We are stipulated on that.,

20 Number 27 is on page 11 of the original submission.
.

t

! It's not amended.y
I

22| I'll read the first sentence,
i

gJ CHAIRMAN WOLFS: Is that necessary?

g MR DOHERTY: It was sort of requested in the

h!? ""i"9*i' 25
,

.

t
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I CHAIRMAN WOLFE: Well, I asked you to make a short

2 statement, but -
t

3 MR. DOHERTY: Wall, it's a long one, basically.

4 Basically, it was contended that the pedestal
5 concreto may be vaakened by host from a pcuer excursion

i accident er loca of coolant ac,::ident, with censequcnt results
.

7 to Intervenor's health and safety through the reactor boing

a moved, or due to thermal damage to the padostal.
i

9 Now, U m not going to do anything on this

10 contention. I'm not going to of'ler any dGfenza of it. I'm

11 just going to leave it and go te 28.

12 All right. Number 28 is on page 2 of the July 31st

13 en bmission of amended contentions, the 1.ast one.

14 Doth Staff and Applicant have opposed the at"4niasion

15 of the contention. The Staff has seid that the accident is
~

16 essentially precluded, that the centrol rod could not eject

17 due to the system breaking loose from the reactor'where it

18. . joins the reactor.

e- 19 They've said that this cannot happen, because there

20 are what are called control rod drop housing supports, and
.

71 they are shown in the PSAR, Figure 4.51.

22 However, Applicant in his response - or, perdon

23 me -- Applicant in it:3 response doesn't mantion that this

24 Entervener is really besically in the dark. Do v. hay have them

25 or do they not, is the question I'd lika enswered. The'

i
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1 accident itself seems to have been by the Staff pretty much
j

2 said to be ir.possible - by the Applicant said to be pretty
,

3 much impcasible,

4 However, I would point out in defense of that

5 that it t.'.-s enalyzed as an accident worthy of analysis in.

F the Rasmusser report, and I gusas it's 7olume I, page . . .
J

/ well, I don't know the citing system for the Rasmuscan report,

8 but I 8d like v.o . . . I guous it's just 1:223,245
>

9 Now, the Rasmusson report -- well, the Applicant's

10- description of why the driva housing cannot fail is that the

11 drive housing cannot fail at the attachment weld. They

12' dcecribe in the PGAR the amount of strength in the ma*arials

is and so forth. It is of Type 3 or 4 s?.ainissa steel, which

14 she:Jed cracking in collett retainer ':ubos in the control rod

15- drivo system.

WRB fis Ig
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2C 1 So they're centending it can't happen, I gather.
WRBloom/wbl
#1s Landon 2 I don't at this point know for certain that they have. These

' *

3 support structurns, which appear to be simply metal restrain-
4 ers, are very close, at laast thras inches frem the control

(

5 rod housing, on the bottotr. c,f the reacter, such that if this
'6 were driven down it would croats a leak, but the rods would

'

7 stay enough in position clearly to prevent tremendous reactiv-
I

o icy insertion.
.I

o That again might be one of the contontions,

like No. 19, that parhaps your technical people could help10

11 with.

; p. MR. NEW.AN: I don't think so. No. 19 were

13 going to give some additional information on. And as to this

14 one, I think your contention is defective.

15 HR.DOHERTY: I would like to ask the Board how

te long they intend to stay today, until what time?-

17 CHAIRMAN WOLFE It's now about ton minutes to

18 five. How much longer would it take for you to complete

19 your argument, do you think, Mr. Doherty?,,

20 MR. DOHERTY Well I'm sure you don't have in
.

21 mind staying as late as it probably would take.

22 CHAIRMAN WOLFE Will you tell us how late?

23 MR. DOHERTY: I think a good couple of more

23 hours here. And I'm physically exhausted.

25 CHAIRMAN WOLF 3: Yes. All right.

I
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WRB/wb2 1 MR. DOHER'JY: Perhaps there is some other

2 businesa that could be done.
,

'

3 CHAIRMAN UOW E: No. We'll adjourn until

4 nine-thirty in the morning and pic'c up with your next

5 contention.

G MR. COERTi: No. 29, if you want to check cur

i<
7 progress.

O CEAIM1AN WOUZ Very well. We'll recess until
1

9 Inine-thirt'f in the morning.

10 Omoreupon, at 4:50 p.m., the hearing in the

11 above-entitlednatter was recesced, to reconvene at

12 9:30 a.m., Tuaeday, 16 October 1979, in Ucuston,

13 Texas.)
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